AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 23, 2020 -7:30 p.m.
The Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows has determined that an in-person meeting is not practical
or prudent at this time due to the pending disaster related to the COVID-19 pandemic. In a measure
to protect the safety of the residents, staff and officers of our City, the City will hold this meeting
electronically via the following:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85891360980?pwd=S3MrRFpqS0ZHK3dRM0hvK2Q2c2xyQT09
or at telephone conference number at (312) 626-6799 US (Chicago);
Meeting ID: 858 9136 0980
Password: 858769
The City Council room will remain open during the meeting for public attendance and the City will
stream a live audio of the meeting in the City Council room. Members of the public present in the
City Council room during the meeting are afforded the opportunity to listen to the meeting while in
the room. However, since the City Council will not be physically present in the room, public
comment will not be entertained in the City Council room during the remote meeting. Public
comment is afforded via the Zoom conference line. In addition, public comment may be provided
via a written submission prior to the meeting. We are requiring members of the public who wish to
comment live at this meeting to email the Deputy City Clerk at BROSEJ@cityrm.org at least one (1)
hour before the start of the meeting to sign up for public comment on the Zoom conference line. The
public may also submit written comments prior to the meeting, which comments will be read by the
Mayor at the public meeting. Written comments to be read at the meeting must be submitted to the
Deputy City Clerk by email or other written submission at least 24 hours prior to the start of the
meeting. We also urge residents to listen to the live or recorded broadcast of the meeting from their
homes. The broadcast of the meeting may be found on Channel 6 (audible only) or the following
link https://www.cityrm.org/520/Rolling-Meadows-Broadcasting-Network. ***
CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Joe Gallo
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG:
ROLL CALL:

MIKE CANNON, NICK BUDMATS, KEVIN O’BRIEN, JENIFER VINEZEANO,
JON BISESI, JOHN D’ASTICE, LARA SANOICA

MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF MAY 19, 2020 COMMITTEE-OFTHE-WHOLE MEETINGS AND JUNE 3, 2020 SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MOTION TO DEVIATE:

None
NEXT ORDINANCE NO. 20-24
NEXT RESOLUTION NO. 20-R-65

City Council
June 23, 2020
Page 2
MAYOR’S REPORT:
WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
PENDING:
A) Resolution No. 20-R-63 – Approve Purchase of 2019 Paving Machine
(Postponed at 6/9/20 City Council Meeting)
B) Resolution No. 20-R-64– Authorize the Replacement of the Public Works Paving Equipment
Trailer (Postponed at 6/9/20 City Council Meeting)
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
C) Ordinance No. 20-24 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
D) Ordinance No. 20-25 – Authorize an Amendment to Special Use Authorized by Ordinance 86-27
for the “City Hall” Property Commonly Known as 3600 Kirchoff Road to Authorize the
Additional Property at 2809 Owl Lane as a Municipal Use and Approve the Final Plat of Rolling
Meadows City Hall Subdivision (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
E) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 6/23/2020
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
F) Resolution No. 20-R-65 – Approve a Sidewalk and Parking Bay Improvement Agreement with
the Meadow Edge Improvement Association
G) Resolution No. 20-R-66 – Award a Contract for Professional Engineering Services for Proposed
Drainage Study for the Park Street Storm Sewer Improvement Area
OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:

Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

Library Board of Directors – Reappointments
• Jess Arroyo
• Marsha Kremer
None
None
1)
Community Items of Interest
2)
May 2020 New Businesses

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
ADJOURNMENT:

COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE
MINUTES

May 19, 2020

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Committee-of-the-Whole meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:31 p.m.
COUNCIL IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: Aldermen Mike Cannon, Nick Budmats, Kevin O’Brien, Jenifer
Vinezeano, Jon Bisesi, John D’Astice and Lara Sanoica
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Assistant to City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki, Fire Chief Jeff
Moxley, Director Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works Jo Ellen Charlton, Business Advocate
Martha Corner and City Attorney Melissa Wolf
I’d like to let the members of the public know who are joining us, they will be afforded the opportunity for public
comment to address the City Council on matters that are on the agenda, only after the City Council discusses with
Staff so long as you have provided your contact credentials along with identifying the subject matter for which you
would like to speak on before the deadline which was indicated on tonight’s agenda. We ask that persons who do
speak address the City Council and keep their comments to 5 minutes in length. Comments must be addressed to
the Council as a whole through the Mayor, and profanity may not be used in any form.
*Please note, items were not discussed in the order as listed on the Agenda*

1) Temporary Family Assistance Policy Discussion
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – The program goal is to provide financial and other forms of assistance to
residents of Rolling Meadows who are experiencing a temporary welfare emergency due to insolvency. For the
purpose of this program, an Applicant is someone who is a United States Citizen or a lawfully present non-citizen
as set forth in Section 5/1-11 of the Illinois Public Aid Code, and has maintained their principal domicile within
the corporate limits of the City of Rolling Meadows for a continuous period of six (6) months immediately
preceding the request for assistance. This continuous period shall be waived and is not applicable during any state
of emergency as declared by the City Council. The current program is funded $5000 annually.
Alderman Sanoica - I understand that we currently leverage a lot of other humanitarian nonprofit organizations to
help our citizens and our residents here in the City of Rolling Meadows. We can’t necessarily anticipate the exact
need but we can anticipate based off unemployment numbers that there will probably be a universal need and while
a lot of our humanitarian organizations that may be took the bulk of our needs in the past might feel a little bit
stressed in the future. I think it’s prudent that we’re having this conversation now while in the State of Illinois we
don’t have evictions, we aren’t enforcing evictions and there are no utility shut offs for water. That isn’t going to
last forever and so that’s really why I wanted to have this discussion now while we can and make adjustments to
this program. The most important I think is making sure that it’s adequately funded for the need that’s here. The
$5000 annually with the $500 maximum limit, if this is being used completely and everyone is taking the maximum
of $500 per 12 months that’s about 10 families that would be affected. My first question, is this consistent with the
need that we currently experience? Is there about one call a month or so from families requesting assistance from
this fund?
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager - At this point the answer would be no for temporary family assistance.
Alderman Sanoica - What would you say the current monthly call for this program is for our City?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We might have 1-2 a quarter but it depends on the year.
Alderman Sanoica – If it’s 1-2 a quarter than this seems to be sufficient as far as funding. What I would like us to
do is to provide some capital for this program but if it’s typically 1 or 2 then maybe we should be looking at
something like 10 times that or maybe three times that to start with and then see where our numbers are in the next
quarter. I believe we should get a report on each quarter on what the disbursements are and the denials are for this
fund. If we were to pass a resolution using some funds from the General Fund for the Temporary Family Assistance
Fund then we would be able to know sometime in August when we would meet again if those are you being utilized
or if we need to inject more money into this or not. If we were to put $35,000 into this and increase it to around
$40,000 that would increase the number from 10 to about 30 families potentially with using that $500 maximum.
I want to throw that out to the Council to think about that and then revisiting it in August to see if all of those funds
are completely used up and then pass another resolution or if it wasn’t necessarily used. I also want to talk about
the maximum itself. What roadblocks are currently in front of us from increasing that $500 maximum to something
more like $1500 to cover the average rental of about $1200 per month in the City of Rolling Meadows?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – Obviously, adequate controls are needed. We mentioned that the six
month waiting period and having criteria for 12 months. Also make sure to have adequate controls on only
addressing one household at a time. As far as roadblocks, you want to also make sure that we’re maximizing the
number to assist the residents. Right now we have a category of housing as $500 as the limit. If you increase it,
you’re not going to be able to provide as many revenue sources to others that might be in need so I think it’s really
important to look at that. We have criteria for categories for financial assistance, so rent or mortgage obligations
that can’t be paid would only be a portion of that.
Alderman Sanoica - Are there any other state or federal requirements that prevent us from increasing that
individual limit from $500 to something like $1500?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – No, it would be whatever the City Council wants to raise it to. As I mentioned
before, we cut the check to the apartment complex/landlord/bank as the payment does not go directly to the
individual.
Mayor Gallo - Alderman Sanoica, at this time you’re looking to eventually increase the fund from $35,000 to
$40,000 and possibly increase the limit for individuals from $500 to maybe $1500?
Alderman Sanoica - That is correct. The entire fund, using funds from our reserves in the General Fund to then
transfer those to increase from $5000 to $40,000 and then to see if we can increase the maximum limit to $1500.
Alderman O’Brien - Since the pandemic (March), have we had any requests for this Emergency Family Assistance
Program in the last two months?
Joyce DeLeon, H.R. Specialist - I have not received any calls, it’s probably because nobody has received any
eviction notices.
Alderman Bisesi - I’m assuming this is all tax-free to the individual? So we wouldn’t wind up running into
anything regarding 1099s or anything like that, correct?
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager – As I mentioned before, we try to send payments directly to the organization
or utility to avoid that. If the individual is requesting food, we will get a gift card to avoid that. We are conscious
of that so we will make sure that it’s going to the right place.
Alderman Vinezeano - I know we mentioned that an individual could apply, my question is that some of these
items like housing, would we be setting the limits per household? Items such as food and medicine assistance,
would that be on an individual basis? It’s not stated in the current proposal and how would that be handled?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director - It is based on an individual household within 12 months. In terms of food,
housing, medicine or any type of assistance, it is based on an individual household for a 12 month period.
Alderman Vinezeano - We’re going to pay the rent for the entire household but there could be two individuals
that may need medical/prescription assistance. Is it just for the household and not just for individuals because we
wouldn’t want to pay rent for four individuals on the same rent per se?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – Yes, to the household rent and in terms of individuals within the household
that would be a City Council decision to expand it but it has traditionally been the household need. To answer that
question right now, it’s usually looked as what’s the need in the household and to go beyond that would be a City
Council policy decision if you want to expand that.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman Vinezeano, is there any particular question you would like to pose to the Council?
Alderman Vinezeano - Yes, I would propose that we stay with the housing structure the way that it is but the
individual household structure be broken out with some of the items because you could have multiple adults in a
household and I think that one person for instance for medicine/food assistance can max out at $200 very easily,
so that would be my proposal, that item would be per adult in the household.
Mayor Gallo - Is there a specific section in this that you draw your attention to?
Alderman Vinezeano - Food/medicine assistance and medical/dental bills was the other category.
Mayor Gallo - For food/medicine and medical/dental bills you would like to see some refining to individual not
per household?
Alderman Vinezeano – Correct.
Mayor Gallo - Is that everything for you Alderman Vinezeano?
Alderman Vinezeano – Yes.
Alderman Cannon - I was wondering if we can get staff to talk about #4 on the agenda at the same time because
I think these two items work hand-in-hand. I think they did some research about what our neighbors are doing and
it might be helpful with this overall discussion to find out what our neighbors are doing or not doing. It might help
us give us some guidance through this whole process. That’s what I wanted to start with.
Mayor Gallo – Okay, because staff is presenting this if there are points you would like to incorporate currently in
this conversation from that other item please feel free to inject those here and then we could just shift the order to
the next one that’s related instead of just jumping into the G1 discussion.
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Alderman Cannon - The information that we have received so far looks like most of our neighbors don’t do a
program like this, they do like we’ve been doing like stopping late fees or fines and things of that nature. It seems
like most of our neighbors are using the townships, county, state or federal programs. The federal program has
been generous to most families whether they’re working or not working they received a pretty big bonus check this
time. As I expressed the last time, my own personal feeling and many people don’t agree with me, I don’t think we
should be in the welfare business but that’s just my opinion. We’re asking some taxpayers to give other taxpayers
free money and I’m a little bit troubled by that. I think we have many charitable things we can do as individuals to
help people and I hope people would do that.
Mayor Gallo - I do hope you’re asking the constituents in your Ward how they feel about the subject so you could
bring that information back to the Council as well not specifically just for yourself.
Alderman Sanoica - I just wanted to clarify with a couple hypotheticals with Alderman Vinezeano’s question
regarding the individual versus the household. If we have someone that’s living by themselves in an apartment and
we have raised the maximum from $500 to $1500 and they are insolvent and have an eviction notice but cannot be
evicted during this grace period and if their landlord attempts to proceed with the eviction in August or in September
when that grace period is complete hypothetically, that $1500 would then go towards that individual. In that same
scenario if we have to adults living together in that household, would it be possible in August when the grace period
would hypothetically be over that they apply for that $1500 to help them and then in the second month if they still
haven’t been able to find work or for some other situation, would the second individual be capable of getting
another $1500 for that household?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - No, once you use the program it’s one time only per household/location. Again,
with your second scenario there’s two people living there but it’s the same address/location.
Alderman Sanoica - I’m looking at the policy, page 3 in our packet. Reading through the policy I don’t see the
difference of individuals or household. The way the policy is currently written it’s just says residents who meet
this criteria so if are going to specify households, is that something that the Council needs to specify in policy as
Finance Director Gallagher mentioned or is this something that’s left to the discretion of the City Manager for this
program?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – Traditionally, how we administered the program is to have the City
Manager have the discretion based on the current policy. It has always been with this family assistance program
is to help residents in need as fast as possible. It was used a little bit greater during the great recession, the amount
that we had was around $10,000, just to give you some perspective. Increasing it like you’ve asked with this
discussion earlier to increase it to whatever the Council decides, if we could have the discretion to assist the
residents, the most types of requests that come in are usually for utility bills (Nicor and ComEd) then the next one
would be rent assistance and it is usually not the entire month of rent, it’s usually a partial month. I don’t want to
speak for Joyce but that’s the typical requests. Medical assistance requests are not typical but utilities and rent are
the major ones. If you would like to expand it and to be prudent is to have some caps. That’s what we always
looked at it as household type of a program. Again, most people are coming to us as a last resort because there are
other programs out there. As far as per individual per household, if you allow a little more discretion on the part of
the City Administration that gives more flexibility when the requests come and rather than putting a lot of different
parameters within a policy, it gives us a little more allowance to help those in need.
Alderman Sanoica - I will finish with this example, page 4 of our packet, $200 limit for food/medicine assistance,
does the discretion exist in the current policy for multiple individuals in the household to say that $200 is the
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maximum for that category. Is it the household that has a $200 limit or provide $200 x 4 or $800 to that household
which would be under that $1500 proposed maximum that would then be administered?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director - Going back to discretion, if you allow staff to have discretion to administer
the policy you can then expand it to individuals rather than just the household. Typically, it’s not more than one
person the household and it hasn’t come up as an issue before but if you want to increase the cap that can be done
and giving us flexibility then that would allow if two individuals in the household come forward we can help them
that way.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I just want to say from a policy perspective that as written the policy does indicate
that those two components of housing and utilities do apply to a household in the sense that the payment is to stall
foreclosure or eviction or to prevent disconnection. Those payments naturally apply to a household. With respect
to the food/medicine assistance it does indicate that assistance is to purchase food/medicine to persons so it does
identify individuals. As Melissa Gallagher indicated the City Manager who is by the City Code the Director of the
program does have the discretion to be able to interpret that in accordance to what the Council is discussing today.
Alderman Sanoica - With that, I would ask the Mayor if it’s all right for me to clarify with Alderman Vinezeano
if this is sufficient with what she had asked earlier or if she would require or request that we revisit this from a
policy standpoint or if discretion is sufficient for what she’s aiming for?
Alderman Vinezeano - I think with Attorney Wolf clarifying that and Director Gallagher with that explanation
I’m okay with the wording and knowing that there is that discretion and having this conversation that there are
some fail-safes built in there that it’s not just per household and I appreciate that being pointed out. I’m happy with
taking with what it is right now.
Alderman O’Brien – I would not want to see family members coming in to request payment for the same utility
bill. Clearly, medical, dental or food would be individual. Using the food/medicine category, the current maximum
is $200, do we have to say annually $200? Monthly $200? Or per issuance? If we raise the caps do we have to put
some type of parameter around the maximum benefits of $200 per month, per six months, per 12 months? Another
question I have, is that this is meant as a last resort. They’ve tried the other agencies, there’s a sentence in there
that they’re coming to us because they’ve tried other agencies for help. How do they prove to us that they’ve tried
other agencies? We expect residents to try other agencies first but how do we know that they’ve done that? Is it
something we provide to connect them with other agencies?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - I would refer you back to the first page of the policy guidelines where it says
they have not received assistance from the City’s Emergency Temporary Family Assistance Program within the
past 12 months. That’s our trigger for making sure what we’re giving to the individual. So if we’ve already given
and that’s going to be a discussion for Council, so if we gave assistance, say $200 for the first benefit, any
combination for assistance for areas listed in the policy would not exceed $500 in a given calendar year, that’s
another question for the Council to think about. It’s that 12 month period that we look at from page 1 for assistance.
If the Council wants to open up that and say $200 up to $500 and if they come back that’s a discussion for you.
Joyce DeLeon, H.R. Specialist – We have no way of proving that they’ve gone to other agencies.
Alderman O’Brien - We would hope that they would do their due diligence to try other agencies but I wasn’t sure
if there was some way we did that.
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Alderman Budmats - I want to take this conversation in a different direction. A few weeks ago I stopped at our
Community Outreach Center where Natalia Nieves is doing a different end of this. She’s working together with
Willow Creek Church and they’re providing literally hundreds of people per week with food. Amongst the
conversations that we’ve had similar to the Chicago model where Chicago took and gave some money to organized
charities that are already in the business of distributing funds on emergency basis. She said that there are people in
Rolling Meadows who are using assistance from Salvation Army and that Salvation Army has been assisting some
of our residents and so Salvation Army has the ability to earmark funds if the City were to give funds to the
Salvation Army they can earmark it only for Rolling Meadows residents. They have the ability to make sure that’s
how those funds are distributed. There are some emergency needs already being met by that organization even
though the City itself has not had this program tapped as of yet, I know the Salvation Army has been providing
funds or services to our residents because perhaps the rules aren’t as stringent or there aren’t as many hoops to
jump through. I’ve looked at our application and it is kind of stiff. I’m just saying that other cities are going and
using this model and using recognized social organizations to perform social work and based on the work that I
saw that Natalia Nieves is doing in our own city outreach center I would think that we might want to try a dual
prong approach where we also take some money and give it to this national organization and earmark it only for
residents of our town which they are capable of doing. By doing so take the burden off of our employees and allow
them to meet the needs where it’s the most. I would like to suggest that even if we throw $2500 at them and when
they use that up for our residents they can come back to us and say they used everything. I think that also might be
a very effective way of keeping with smaller requests and keeping staff from having to meet all of those individual
requests. I’m interested in thoughts on that.
Mayor Gallo - Just to recap that you would like to put out there, while Alderman Sanoica is saying to increase the
overall fund, maybe we take a portion of that increased funding and donate that so it’s earmarked within a particular
nonprofit so they can help residents with the 60008 zip code rather than have City Staff and resources spend their
time working with these families in need?
Alderman Budmats - Yes, that is correct. It’s already actually happening so I guess that in some ways points to
the fact that may be a more effective program than the program that we currently running that hasn’t been tapped.
It may be that it’s simpler and it’s more neighborhood based and people aren’t going to City Hall which is closed
now anyway but it may be that it’s more assessable and it meets the needs on a smaller personal basis.
Mayor Gallo - I do like that idea and I think the infrastructure is already there within those organizations and the
mechanisms are available if we could just divert funding to them that will keep staff time out of this as their time
is more useful focusing on City affairs, more than being the safety net for residents.
Alderman D’Astice - I kind of looked at this a little differently. I did some research and found that in 2017 the
median household income in Rolling Meadows was $67,343. In April, the Federal Government provided each adult
a stimulus check of $1200 if they made less than $75,000 or $2400 for two adults if they made less than $150,000
adjusted gross income. In addition, if this was a family of 4 as was suggested each child under 17 would get an
extra $500. In the month of April that family received $3400. Let’s assume, that mom and dad or the two adults in
the family were laid off or furloughed, assuming they get minimally $100 a week in their regular unemployment
benefits, that’s $800 for the month of April in addition they each received $600 a week in the month of April. For
two adults for four weeks that’s $4800. When you add that all up in the month of April this family of four received
$9000 that seems to me to be quite a bit of money. Moving forward let’s look at May, June and July, there is no
stimulus at this point for May, June and July but they are going to get their $100 a week in unemployment benefit
compensation plus an extra $600 a week so between the two adults and the family of four, they’re getting $5600 a
month and they’ll get that for May, June and July. If you take $5600 a month x 12 that comes to $67,200 so I have
to say that not that they’re going to be unemployed beyond July but currently a family of four from April through
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July is going to get quite a bit of money from the Federal Government and unemployment compensation. I have to
say that while I agree with Alderman Budmats and moving some money to Salvation Army, I disagree that we
should increase the $5000 to $40,000 or any other number. We’ve had no requests since the pandemic started so I
would say let’s help these individuals and make sure they get their unemployment benefit of $600 a week per adult
and if we haven’t exceeded the $5000 in so many years I would say give the charity and extra $5000 and leave our
$5000 alone so that will be $10,000 and I would feel comfortable with that. I don’t feel comfortable increasing this
to $40,000 when I know a family of four in April received $9000 and they’re going to get $5600 a month for the
next three months. I’m sorry I don’t think that we should be contributing a lot more to this program. I think there
are counties, townships, and charities and that is their job.
Mayor Gallo - You brought up a good point about numbers, income and revenue. Let’s hope with those revenues
that they don’t have to reach out to the City.
Alderman Vinezeano - So the way that this program is currently written is that you oversee it and manage it. With
the pandemic and managing the City and I think that this program has come to the forefront of City news. I didn’t
even know it existed until it all got brought up on to the agenda couple weeks ago, I think residents are learning of
this, some that may be in need now so I do anticipate that we will get more inquiries about this. Is this a program
that you feel that you are still going to be able to manage appropriately to help us better decide if we should earmark
some money towards that organization the nonprofit organization?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Joyce DeLeon is the designated administrator of this program. If we have a
lot of people start asking or applying, Staff in Administration would help. We’ve actually talked about that and we
don’t see it as being burdensome. The only thing that I would ask that if we donate any money to that one group,
I hope have some time to check with legal to make sure we can do it that way because when the City of Chicago
donates money it is to multiple different locations. If we do go that route, please give staff some time to work with
legal to make sure that we’re going to be compliant with our audit and also make sure that if we donate to one
organization that we don’t have any issues.
Alderman Bisesi - I think this has been a good discussion. I want to add what Alderman D’Astice had mentioned,
when it comes to food that same family of four would be getting $600 a month for food and they would also be
eligible for free medical care if they have a child and the parents would also be eligible which covers prescriptions
and they’re basically free under that program. It’s based on their income level, if they’re out of work and their
income level meets the criteria, I know for children the top range is $81,000 a year is for the All Kids Program for
the top-tier and I believe at that level it’s about $40 per child for healthcare. The $40,000 range might be free but
at some point it becomes free. There are a lot of other programs and programs that help with utilities as well. While
I am in favor of raising the amount we have in the program so we could help more families there are a lot of other
programs that we should make sure that they’ve already applied for those things as well.
Mayor Gallo - As a reminder to the Council, we are the last resort for residents. To that point, is this an exercise
in futility of going down the rabbit hole on modifying this policy so detailed at this time versus just increasing the
overall funding amount and then waiting to see what happens with resident demand on this program? If staff
recognizes that there is an influx of need then we put this back on the agenda and with some expedients we make
the revisions that we’re seeing in real time versus going through this and making such modifications and purporting
it to such a degree and then maybe we don’t even utilize this program to the degree that we’re thinking. I would
recommend increasing the fund and maybe staff can give us a better barometer as this program rolls out.
Alderman O’Brien - I do see that Dr. Nieves was able to join us and since we are talking about that and some
Councilmembers seem interested in maybe earmarking some funds to the Salvation Army. I was just wondering
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if you could spend a couple minutes Dr.? My only worry on that is that we’re giving up some kind of control but
we do have to clearly trust the Salvation Army and I know legal has to review. Are they a similar process where
they earmark things for utilities, rent, medical or food? It’s not a carte blanche type thing they have a similar
program, are you able to highlight that?
Dr. Natalia Nieves, RM Outreach Social Services Specialist - I’ve been working with Salvation Army since
2015 and they have gotten very strict as to their guidelines because it’s free money. Every time someone applies
they have to provide some form of ID, they have to provide a leasing contract for rental assistance, the landlord
has to sign and send to Salvation Army a W-9 form to get paid, they have to fill out an application, they have to
provide their last paystub and some documentation that they can pay the remainder of their bill. This is a little
tricky sometimes because sometimes people cannot pay the remainder of the bill. The thing is Salvation Army
doesn’t like to spend money that is not going to make a difference ultimately. They are extremely diligent. I take
the applications personally and send it to Salvation Army where they enter it into their system and they keep track
of the entire application and they enter information for the entire family so it’s one per household type of thing. If
they try to apply under a child’s name or partner’s or spouses name etc., they can’t do that because it’s marked with
in their system. They can only apply once a year and the circumstances cannot be the same, it has to truly be a
crisis. Since April they have given residents of Rolling Meadows around $6000. I can tell you that it has probably
increased quite a bit since then as I just processed three more applications this morning.
Alderman O’Brien - That gives us exactly the high-level summary I was looking for. That provides us some great
information. Since we haven’t seen anybody directly coming to the City yet, but as Dr. Nieves just said it appears
that there will be a need, I’m in support of continuing to watch this since we haven’t used the $5000 yet, maybe
we should have this as a standing agenda item or comes up as needed when the funds get depleted, we can discuss
and add more funds at that time.
Mayor Gallo - I’m not opposed to calling a special meeting if that is what is needed.
Alderman Sanoica - If we are to leave the $5000 as it stands but also increase the funding from $500 to $1500 in
order to cover the complete rent that individuals are facing then that would essentially be helping about three
families and so while everyone here has pointed out that there are many other humanitarian nonprofits and other
state and federal government programs that exist, what I would like this Council to consider is that we have an
opportunity to prepare for an increase in demand after May 29 when evictions will be enforced again and when
shut offs will also continue which means that utilities and rent will be demanded across all of these organizations.
For that reason that’s why I wanted to discuss this here for a resolution to come up sooner rather than later to
increase funds and I agree that we shouldn’t put in $100,000 at this point, it makes sense to put in some money and
to also increase those caps so it actually means something. As Dr. Nieves pointed out there are some families that
just need $500 or so and they can make up the rest in order to pay for a rent payment and then there are some
families that can’t make up that difference. It would be silly to have a program that doesn’t actually help individuals
that are facing eviction notices. I really want to emphasize that again, we’re dealing with individuals who are facing
eviction notices so ultimately this is to prevent people from homelessness. I want to remind the Council to keep
things in perspective. I would push that we definitely consider putting in some money now, watch it closely and
open to a special meeting if possible but I think we should be acting sooner rather than later given that after May
29 we’re likely going to see an increase in demand. If no one uses this fund then that’s another $35,000 or $40,000
that’s in the General Fund that we could use for other things in the future or later this year. I think we should act
sooner than later.
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – Tonight, everyone is talking about money to make a difference in people’s
lives and it’s so important. We’re talking about families in crisis that may not be able to go other places like
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Alderman Sanoica is mentioning and others too. We’re trying to prevent homelessness. Just to add to the
conversation, based on what Alderman Sanoica is mentioning, as a suggestion you may want to consider as a
Council to perhaps increase it by $15,000 to bring it up to $20,000 for the month of June and then reassess in July
but it’s entirely up to the City Council.
Mayor Gallo - That’s a great suggestion. My question would be after this round of questions, does staff feel
comfortable with an influx of money? Can I have a show of hands of those who would be in favor of that injection
of funding?
Alderman D’Astice - While I appreciate what Alderman Sanoica is proposing I would have to disagree with her,
I think there’s a lot of money out there. In April the families get $9000 and they’re going to get $5600 in May, June
and July. I agree with Alderman O’Brien.
Alderman Budmats - Being at the Community Center I’ve seen people standing in line for food and while there
may be people getting thousands of dollars in assistance, I think it’s not reaching everybody and that people don’t
stand in line for boxes of food if they have a checkbook full money. I think there are government assistance
programs but it might not be reaching all of our residents.
Mayor Gallo - Two quick questions for staff. One has already been answered, a total $20,000, an increase from
the $5000 with $15,000 additional dollars to $20,000 for the month of June. Staff, is it possible that we reevaluate
and have feedback for our July meeting?
Barry Krumstok City Manager – Yes. If people apply in June we would have an idea what’s going on by July.
We can give you a preliminary number of who’s applied and for what they’ve applied for. If we see the need we
would come to you sooner than later. Additionally, I can send a monthly status in a staff report of what’s going on
with this program.
Mayor Gallo - I’m going to pose two questions to the Council. The first one is going to be those who are in favor
of having $20,000 in this fund so that’s an increase of $15,000 and then the other is an increase in the individual
limit or the household limit will limit from $500 to $1500.
Dr. Natalia Nieves, RM Outreach Social Services Specialist - I just really wanted to know that if this is tracked,
if I can suggest to keep track of the rejected applications and why they’re rejected. My guess is that the 25% of the
people are the people who don’t have social security numbers, those are the ones that are probably going to be
unfortunately rejected from this program. I just wanted to know if there is a way to keep track.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Yes, every application that comes in is tracked so we know exactly what is
going on with it. The auditors ask how many we received and denied. Everything has to be tracked for the auditors
so that is already being done.
Alderman Budmats - I was going to ask for third question to ask staff to look into the possibility of officially
using an agency like Salvation Army or another such organization to also use to distribute funds like we had
discussed earlier.
Mayor Gallo - We’ll find out from the Council if they want to allow staff to use their time to pursue that.
With a show of hands, all those in favor of allowing the increase of $15,000 for a total of $20,000 for this program.
4 in favor; 3 opposed.
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With a show of hands, all those in favor of an increase of $500 for an individual or household limit to a total of
$1500. 5 in favor; 2 opposed.
With a show of hands, all those in favor to allow staff to pursue what it takes to provide funding to a nonprofit
organization such as the Salvation Army or some other entity and work with legal on that. 7 in favor; 0 opposed.
Are there any final comments or questions on this?
Melissa Wolf – City Attorney - I just wanted to address one issue that was discussed or mentioned by Alderman
Cannon at the last City Council meeting, he asked me to look into whether we could require Census participation
as part of an opportunity to participate in this program. I did do the research on that and although there is no legal
obstacle in imposing that kind of requirement I was able to talk with Manager Krumstok and there is a practical
obstacle to applying that kind of requirement. As we know the Census process ends at a certain time and the policy
applies over a 12 month period or a year period so we would be precluding individuals or imposing a requirement
on them with respect to the Census that they were not aware of. In order to assist in accomplishing the goal of
Alderman Cannon with respect to Census participation, Manager Krumstok has indicated that during the
application process for anyone that’s applying they would as they do with other programs ask the resident to
participate in the Census at that time.
Mayor Gallo - Alderman Cannon, do you have any follow-up questions or comments?
Alderman Cannon - No, I appreciate Melissa Wolf looking into it. Thank you.
Alderman Sanoica - Since we had a unanimous direction to pursue a third-party agency to handle the
administrative portion of this policy, I would also ask that in addition to the Salvation Army if there are any other
agencies that we work with it would be really helpful to the Council to be able to see multiple options that we could
grant our money to and why we’re making that decision. I would probably be fine with the Salvation Army based
off of our current positive experience with them through our Police Department but if there’s any additional
information that staff can provide in their investigation I think that would be helpful.

2) Other Municipalities/Government Relief Programs
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – During tonight’s Committee-of-the Whole Meeting, Staff will present
results from survey data in a Power Point presentation to the City Council. The data was compiled (approximately
35 municipalities or governments) through survey data from the Northwest Municipal Conference surveys, the
Illinois Municipal League, the Police Department, the Illinois Government Finance Officers Association (IGFOA)
other local surveys (some out-of-state information is provided, too).
The City is working to protect, support and lead our community through the financial impact from COVID-19.
Expenses related to COVID-19 are being monitored and tracked for the City’s emergency response and future cost
recovery. All types of cost recovery programs are being evaluated. However, it should be noted that local relief
efforts are not currently a reimbursable expense (and not likely to be in the future).
Comprehensive COVID-19 Resources: The City has a comprehensive COVID-19 Resource page on its City
website at www.cityrm.org with information for residents and local businesses.
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City Utility Bills: The City is actively working with residents on payment arrangements for their City utility bills
and not assessing late penalties for the months of March, April, May and June (at this time). In addition, the City
suspended water shut offs for unpaid utility billing accounts.
Liquor Licenses: The City extended the due date for liquor license renewals per the State of Illinois guidelines.
Liquor Curbside or Delivery: To help with restaurants closed during the Stay-at-Home Order, the Mayor approved
curbside or delivery of liquor for restaurants to increase restaurant orders. This is also in line with the State rules.
Food & Beverage Taxes, Local Motor Fuel Taxes and Hotel Taxes: The City is working with approximately 30
businesses on payment plans. Most of those establishments just need a month or two to get caught up. In addition,
the City is not assessing late penalties on past due taxes.
Temporary Emergency Family Assistance Program: The City’s Temporary Emergency Family Assistance
Program is available to the community based on the City’s guidelines (current program is $5,000 annually) (a
funding increase would come from General Fund reserves).
Overall Summary: Each community reviews what best fits the community’s budget and what fits best for the
community. Due to the financial constraints of budgets, local relief efforts should proceed with caution. Sometimes
payment plans and waiver of late fees can help a lot of residents. We may want to wait and see what the COVID19 impact is and what other agencies can provide residents and businesses before moving ahead with substantial
relief efforts.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – I have been working on ideas since April and will now offer a recommendation
to help increase dining as restaurants start to open up. This incentive, if the City Council approves, would be paid
by General Fund Reserves. There are 63 local locations that could particpate in this incentive. If we used $1000
or $3000 at each of the locations of your choice to purchase gift cards/gift certificates to give out to our residents.
If the business made a conscious decision to close during the pandemic then we would only purchase $500 gift
cards/gift certificates from that business. This is an incentive to go back into the restaurants. We just want to know
if Council is comfortable with this gift card/dining incentive program. In June, we will have the discussion if
Council wants to do all 63 restaurants or choose which restaurants to participate.
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – As mentioned, every community looks at things to fit their needs and to
see what’s in their budget. What we’re trying to do here at the City is to also maximize whatever cost recovery
programs that are out there. We’re making sure we’re in tune with any FEMA programs. We’re tracking every
single Covid-related expenditure and also any kind of payroll items related to Covid. We’re also keeping track and
monitoring any kind of county, local, state or federal programs that are out there or potentially going to be out there
and webinars that will help us and guide us and keeping in tune with anything that would be able to provide
information to the community as well. In terms of financial constraints and budget, that’s what communities are
evaluating, what is our current budget situation and how can we balance that with any kind of future reserve use or
local relief efforts and we’ve already touched on that with the Temporary Family Assistance Program. Sometimes
all people need right now are payment plans or waivers but we shall see as we do not know what the full impact is.
Right now, I think to summarize and go back to discussion items for Council is to have us continue to monitor
what’s going on amongst our community and then also to report back to you continuously to show you what’s
going on so we could further evaluate. I would like to turn it back over to the Council for any additional thoughts
or items you would like to discuss or suggest as far as local relief.
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Alderman Vinezeano - I would share with Council that I did ask Manager Krumstok for that list today and I did
ask him to expand that list with which businesses such as Starbucks, McDonald’s, Buena Beef, if they are a
franchise and or a corporate business. In my opinion, I am not interested in giving the corporate locations this
incentive program. I want to support our individually owned businesses and so I think having that additional
information is needed moving forward and he is going to be getting that information to us as well.
Alderman Sanoica - I would have to reach out to my residents to determine if the dining incentive is a program
that they would appreciate and act upon. I don’t want us to buy gift cards and then have them sit around and not be
used. Let me double check them and then I should get back to you before the next Committee of the Whole in June
with that information.
Alderman Budmats - A couple of the restaurants on the list bother me, specifically Daisy’s, Sally’s and Isabella’s,
none of them are open during this time and I wouldn’t want residents to get gift cards and spend them on gambling.
I would want to make sure that this is only for food. I’m not going to give people $10 or $25 gift cards to go play
the lottery. Also, regarding the dollar amount, I feel strongly that if we’re going to support businesses to the tune
of $63,000 then we should be able to support residents in need equally or more. I heard us struggling to give $5000
$10,000 or $20,000 to residents who can’t make their rent but with businesses we’re looking to start around
$63,000. To me, I’m about taking care of residents in need just as much as businesses in need.
Alderman Bisesi - I was wondering if there was any thought at making this something that businesses would opt
into. Basically, they would have to decide if they want to be in the program or not.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - Right now if a business doesn’t want to participate we would just take that as
a no and move on. We have not approached anyone on the list yet, it would be the restaurants decision whether to
participate or not.
Mayor Gallo - My first knee-jerk response to this is that I would agree with Alderman Vinezeano and some others
here that it’s important that we identify the locally owned mom-and-pop small businesses and even a franchisee
but not a large publicly traded entity in this case. I also wanted to understand little bit better the objective of this,
if it was to stimulate spending for our restaurants because we do have a lot of other small businesses in the
community and if we had anticipated trying to help them in any way even the franchise gas stations. I’ve gotten a
lot of feedback from gas station owners just because traffic is down so much and the gallons aren’t being sold like
they typically were. However, our tax is still remaining high so I don’t know if this opportunity to put motor fuel
gas cards/gift cards in this equation as well or if this is purely for the restaurateurs and not necessarily for our
smaller businesses within the community in general.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – This is set up for the dining incentive. When we’re back in June and the
Council would like to remove some businesses and replace with other businesses such as Hallmark, gas stations or
carwashes or something else, this was just rolled out as one universal group and if you would like another group in
there we can add them at that time. If you want to add more we can categorize them and it would be easy to add
them at that point.
Mayor Gallo - Why specifically with the restaurants? Is there greater reciprocity back to the City for this or is this
just a path of least resistance just to start with?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – It’s helping with the food and beverage tax overall and also making sure that
people get to know some of the restaurants especially if they haven’t visited the restaurant before. As we mentioned
before, food and beverage tax is going down but with some adaptive changes we do see certain ones are holding
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about two thirds of what they remit back to us and some about half but again it goes back to the food and beverage
tax overall that we were looking at so it’s one universal group.
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – Obviously, we want to eventually help reopen the economy in our
community and by doing that will help people get back into that rhythm of going out to eat, it’s just one step at a
time with a community dining incentive and moving on to other types as we have to identify what the need is. As
mentioned, what is the feedback from residents as well and you’ll gather that before the June Committee of the
Whole meeting.
Mayor Gallo - I guess I just don’t want us to be perceived as myopic in the way that we as a City are assisting our
local businesses and our smaller businesses. I do appreciate the efforts and the initiative that goes on behind it.
Further comments or questions or clarifications for the Council? The Council will give feedback on the list that
you provided today with additional details or additional questions after they have more time to review it. I myself
need a little more time after getting it this afternoon but I assure you get that.

3)

G1 Discussion

Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We’re in another discussion of the G1 ordinance that we started with a small
paragraph and now we’re into more regulations and zoning. This is a living document, we keep on changing and
refining it. There are some other changes that we talked about with staff and the City Attorney. Melissa Wolf will
walk you through parts of this but there is one thing that I do want to reiterate that when you see that $6000 that is
the total from the survey that went out and we are a little higher with some of the other pieces. The City of Rolling
Meadows issues A1, A2, A3 liquor license and then when you go to the State of Illinois you get another liquor
license so now you have two liquor licenses and then you’re allowed to go to the Illinois Gaming Board for a
gaming license. With some of the changes that we’ve talked about, the cap is the easiest but with some of the
discussions we will have to refine some of the criteria that we’re using. It is a lot of reading but we’re trying to
make it so everyone knows what is required.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - There is a lot of material here but one thing I do want to start out with is that when
working with staff on developing these criteria and the special use regulations that are for newly established or
proposed to be in the zoning ordinance, we wanted to establish guidelines that did not have any negative impact on
the existing establishments that are here today. Whether an establishment is perceived as a gaming café or whether
it’s a bar or restaurant with gaming as an accessory, all of these regulations are put in place to keep those
establishments moving forward as they exist. There is no intention to negatively impact any establishment even if
it is a gaming café under our criteria that we’ve established. What we were hearing from Council at the last
Committee of the Whole meeting was that we wanted to be business friendly. I wanted to point that out so as you’re
reviewing these materials further you know that these regulations are not intended and will not negatively impact
existing establishments. For instance we put into place an administrative special use process that would actually
administratively grant a special use permit to those establishments that exist today that would by our criteria be
defined as a gaming café. Those establishments would be permitted to continue using their establishment as they
are now in addition by identifying those with an administrative special use permit it would count against our limit
of special use permits and gaming café licenses. Staff and I think that it is an important process in moving forward
especially since we’re identifying caps associated with this type of use. As Barry mentioned, the license fee
structure has changed now so when you looked at this before it looked like the gaming café would have two licenses
and now that is not the case. It is its own use and it would have one liquor license associated with it. We put in a
fee of $6000 which is obviously subject to the Council’s discretion to determine. Our highest license is right below
that was about $5200. Just identifying these kinds of establishments as lucrative ones we made it the most expensive
license but it is the only one license now. When an establishment that would have gaming as an accessory to it we
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reverted back to $120 for the accessory license because those establishments will also be getting another license
with respect to their restaurant or their bar use. You can see the annual fee that’s identified for those establishments
as well. When looking at this I want to everyone to know that a gaming café would pay based on what’s written
here $6000 for their liquor license and that would be an annual fee. The criteria used to establish a gaming café is
just that, it’s not to negatively impact existing establishments it’s just criteria that we were trying to identify that
they were yes or no answers so they were objective in nature. Basically, this criteria would be applied to new
establishments coming in to the City because those are the ones that would have to submit these materials and staff
would have to identify whether it was a gaming café which would go through this special use process or whether
it was in an accessory use which would then go to the Council for approval of a liquor license like we’ve done in
the past. With respect to the issue regarding the state license being issued first, Council took a straw vote and was
a proponent of the applicant getting a state license first, however as Manager Krumstok mentioned, that poses some
complications, in order to get that state license they have to have the local liquor license. A GC license, the gaming
café, this process allows for that gaming café to get our liquor license first before they go to the state. They still
had to go through the special use permit process first and get approval by the City Council and do all of that. For
the accessory license (GA) we are requiring that that establishment be a bar or restaurant, go to the State first for
gaming because that restaurant or bar already has a liquor license. You will see that differentiation between the GC
and the GA with respect to actually getting the state license first. In addition, with respect to the gaming café and
the special use process, these regulations require a referral from the City Council. In an effort to preclude an
applicant from going through a long drawn out process and spending a lot of money and then getting denied at the
end of the day, they will first come in and apply and if they’ve been identified by staff as a gaming café this matter
would go to the City Council for evaluation and referral to the Planning and Zoning Commission of the City. If the
matter is not referred to the Planning and Zoning Commission for a special use they don’t get that license. That
establishment will know at the onset whether the City is willing to move forward with that license. That generally
sums up most of the new changes from the last time around. I’m happy to answer any questions as they come up
in this regard.
Alderman O’Brien – There are four items that I wanted to talk about and the fee structure being one of them. We
do look to be a little high on that as well as overall, license fee, gaming terminal fee all those types of fees. What I
was looking at and I’m going to dovetail it with item # 11 on page 13 where it’s the $1000 application fee. I hadn’t
noticed that before and when I talked to some of the current owners clearly they had paid it but it caught them by
surprise as well. I would like to propose on that portion is could it be worded, if everyone agrees, that it’s $1000
nonrefundable and if the Council doesn’t approve it for some reason that would cover staff time for an entity that’s
not going to open for a variety of reasons or if it is approved that it would be applied toward their liquor license
fee. I think in combination with that, using the A2 for example and the $120 fee now, it‘s roughly $4000 currently
that gaming cafés would pay. I would like to see a minimal increase maybe to $5000, an $1100 increase I think is
more palatable versus jumping to $6000 and that’s why I dovetailed it with item #11 is that it’s nonrefundable so
the City covers their costs for staff time if it’s not approved and if it is approved it would be applied to their liquor
license fee. The other one that I have noted here is about that 900 feet. I know we talked about this and it started
out as ½ a mile but my apprehension to the 900 feet is that while it’s captured in the proposed ordinance based on
our feedback from last time, it is just for gaming cafés because we can’t prohibit a restaurant from opening
someplace else, is that it also indicates that no more than one in a multiple unit setting, like strip malls so there
could be no more than one gaming café, that’s clearly laid out. As I was looking at some of the maps and I did do
a little bit of driving, there are some other parts of the City that are like that. There might be two pieces of property
that are strip malls or multiunit areas that are within that 900 feet and granted they are separated by the ordinance
portion of separate entities in multiple lots but they could be 500 feet from each other and this is just my ballpark
estimate. There are about a handful of the way properties are laid out where it could be done that way. I would like
to propose 2000 feet. My last question is about the overall cap. I’m looking at the current 10 that we have on record
now that of come before Council and requested a G1, either they are open entities are they have been approved and
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they’re working to open. The other ones that we refer to as “in the hopper” I’m not taking into consideration because
I don’t view them as is “in the hopper” because we all have different meanings to “in the hopper”, they haven’t
come before the City Council for anything. I would like to see if they were reclassified as of written which may or
may not happen, we could have 4 gaming cafés, (Daisy’s and Lulu’s in Area 1, Sally’s in Area 2, Isabella’s in Area
3, and none right now in Area 4) and 6 gaming accessories (Rep’s in Area 1, Red Apple in Area 2, Grande Jakes,
Bigby’s and Bulldog in area 3 and Stadium in Area 4). My question for discussion is if we’re really trying to limit
gaming cafés, that’s what our intent is, why would we want to put a cap at 7 if we can leave it at 4 right now? Based
on the numbers in the proposal it would double the amount of gaming entities in our City. We’re currently at 10
and the proposal would be a total of 19. I’m considering restaurants and accessories separate because the Mayor
did have a valid point we don’t want to prevent restaurants from coming in. If we look at it from a number
perspective and limiting true gaming cafés, we would be doubling it the way it’s written now.
Mayor Gallo - I will follow up with those questions for straw votes at the end but you did trigger some
conversation.
Alderman Vinezeano - I’m referring to page 16 of the packet, item #E. If I’m reading this correctly it states that
our current licensees would be reviewed upon their renewal date which I believe is December, that they would be
reevaluated to determine what type of G license they would qualify for. I had proposed at our last discussion that
this not wait until December because we are talking about limiting the gaming cafés to areas and if we do not know
our true numbers per our layout of our criteria. If we have another entity come to us and apply for the license, I feel
as a Council we don’t have anything to really stand on to say that area is full with gaming cafés because we haven’t
separated our current licenses that are out there. I would really like us to review this line item in reviewing our
current licenses and getting the appropriate ones, I don’t want to change fees I just want to change the license that
our gaming facilities have to the appropriate category that they belong in so we have accurate numbers for the areas
that we’ve designated.
Mayor Gallo - I’ll ask staff the question, do you believe it’s possible now to perform that audit without having to
take any action on the findings until December but at least be able to provide the accurate information to the Council
in advance? That way coming into December we could have that.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, this is the process that we can undertaken prior to the passage of the actual
ordinance authorizing these amendments. In accordance with Alderman Vinezeano’s request, we can do the
evaluation, have the criteria evaluated by staff and at the time of the passage of the ordinance we can issue those
administrative special use permits. It was written here to be in the policy so that the City Council could see that
this administrative process would be undertaken for those existing establishments but if the City Council wants to
do that earlier rather than wait until the renewal that is not a problem at all and it can be done at the same time that
the City Council passes these amendments so you know exactly how many establishments are gaming cafés and
what number we are at.
Mayor Gallo - Thank you for the clarification. I think that definitely will be beneficial for the Council to have that
if staff does go ahead and conduct that evaluation in advance.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I was just going to reiterate what the attorney said. There is a section in the
code that indicates that we are going to evaluate all the existing uses within 60 days. The renewal was more of an
opportunity to look at whether a use was still meeting the intent of what they were designated the year prior. There
two different reviews, we already considered the need for the Council to understand what we currently had in the
community early on so we put in criteria that we were going to review those within 60 days in conjunction with
this ordinance.
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Alderman Budmats - I concur with Alderman O’Brien and Alderman Vinezeano. With the assessment of the
existing facilities. I also concur that the two that are in the hopper haven’t come to us especially Shelby’s. I went
past the address and there is a for rent sign posted and it is completely empty other than six outdoor planters so
there’s really nothing there for us to be considering that as an “existing entity”. To me, that’s a new gaming café
in an area where there is already a gaming café. One thing that Covid has done it has pointed out to us, Rep’s is a
restaurant, and they’re staying in business by selling food even though their gaming machines are shut off. Daisy’s
and Sally’s are out of commission because their gaming machines aren’t on so they are not selling food. It helps
drawing clearer lines on what is a gaming café and what’s an accessory use or a restaurant amongst our current
people. As far as the cost associated, I’m not scared of charging $6000 to gaming cafés for their renewal, quite
honestly if they’re not contributing to food and beverage tax to the degree that the restaurants are then one way or
another the City needs to get revenue from them. In addition, this was passed to help restaurants and if they’re not
restaurants we’re not following the reason why we passed this law. This law was passed to help our restaurants
remain competitive with the neighboring restaurants and if there’s a gaming café within 500 feet of them that’s
taking the gaming revenues that we tried to get them away from them we cut off our own nose to make our face
look good and it’s not doing us any good. Why would we hurt our restaurants even more if that was goal of this
law? I have no problems charging a gaming café $6000 if they want to make the money it’s going to cost them a
little extra in Rolling Meadows. There are a lot of towns that don’t allow gaming at all and we could’ve been one
of those as well.
Alderman Sanoica - I wanted to request some clarification from item #12 on page 8 of our packet. It refers to the
maximum number of gaming cafés and that they must operate with a special use permit and located in our
commercial C-1, C-2 or C-3 zoning districts. In addition to the other items of the 900 feet that Alderman O’Brien
had brought up as well as one gaming café per building, what is the purpose of the area gaming licensing map with
those restrictions already stated in this ordinance?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - At the last meeting there was a straw vote regarding zones with respect to the
gaming cafés and so we created those zones via the special use regulations so those areas are established. In addition
to the GC license, we’re saying that it’s only in the commercial areas of those zones that were established and are
set forth in that area of the Zoning Code. We created that provision in accordance with the direction of the City
Council at the last meeting.
Alderman Sanoica - At this point, it feels like a holdover from previous conversations on this. If we take a look
at the map itself, on page 10 of our packet, it looks like those four areas are essentially encompassing all of the
commercial C-1, C-2, C-3 districts, there are a couple of other pockets throughout the City that would be available
for a gaming café to open if they so choose as long as that cap is there and all of the other requirements are filled.
Given that we’re now requiring potential gaming cafés to go through a special use permit and work with our
Planning and Zoning Commission, I do have faith in our Planning and Zoning Commission to ascertain whether
one of these other areas is a place that we would want to have a gaming café that would make sense like any other
proposals for special use. I would be in support of removing these areas and just instead keeping that first phrase
for item #12 on page 8 keeping a maximum of whatever our cap is since we seem to be discussing that a video
gaming cafés that operate within the City pursuant to a special use permit and may only be located in the C-1, C-2
or C-3 zoning districts. That combined with the 900 feet or if we decide 2000 feet and one per building I think
would be sufficient as far zoning regulations go but I’m open to hearing what others have to say about that as well.
Mayor Gallo - Can you just reiterate what you’re looking to do when it’s time for straw votes so I could phrase
the question appropriately?
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Alderman Sanoica - What I would be proposing is to eliminate in #12 and any other areas that references this,
would be to only keep that first sentence and to eliminate the four geographic areas.
Alderman Cannon - I’d like to ask staff a question, Mr. Budmats drove by Plum Grove shopping center and said
there was nothing going on with Shelby’s. I believe they have pulled their permit but I could be wrong, I would
ask staff to clarify that?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - They did do the demo and they do have a permit. That’s the last that I know
on Shelby’s.
Alderman Cannon - The other one I would ask about is Picante, they started their build out before they talked to
anyone, correct? I think they eventually pulled their permit?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - Yes, they did start work without a permit but the gaming area it is not complete.
Alderman Cannon - When I read this I’m a little bit confused by some of the things that are included. We’re now
telling people how they can name their business? There’s all kinds of new restrictions on signage even though I
think our signage rules right now are pretty good. I don’t know how we can tell people how to name their business
seems like we become a nanny state over this whole issue. Many of these businesses have been closed or operating
at a very reduced level over these past eight weeks and looks like many of them are still going to be closed for
another three or four weeks minimum. I would assume that we’re not talking about new fees until 2022, we’re
going to whack these people with extra fees after they lived up to all the rules we set in place when they applied
and now we’re going to tell them when most of them are struggling that we’re going to raise their fees dramatically
by the end of the year. It just seems to be grossly unfair to me personally and I really find that to be over the top
since some of our neighbors are actually reducing or waiving fees completely and we’re going to raise our fees to
put more pressure on people. The other thing I would like to clarify for everyone who keeps on saying that this is
only for existing the restaurants, when we passed this law it wasn’t just for existing restaurants, it was a key one,
it was also to bring in new businesses into the City but everyone doesn’t talk about that part of it. In a lot of these
cases these people have filled in spaces that have been empty for many, many months and in many cases a couple
years. In a lot of ways they have fulfilled some of the needs that we had as a City.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Alderman Cannon, you had identified certain items that you called regulations with
respect to these establishments and talked about the signage as other requirements. I appreciate you bringing that
forward because that seems to be a concern of other members of this City Council as well and I would just like to
point out that those criteria that are listed within that Liquor Code are not regulations on the establishments. We’re
not requiring that they have signage that says a certain thing or name their establishment a certain way, these are
just criteria that are to guide staff in determining whether or not an establishment is a gaming café or not. These
are not new regulations on the establishments so I just want to point that out. Our existing establishments and even
establishments coming forward are not going to have new regulations that don’t already exist, these are just simply
criteria to guide staff in determining whether something is a gaming café or not.
Alderman Cannon - So if someone comes in as a new business and said the name was Melissa’s Restaurant but
also want video gaming, would we say to that person that they’re not allowed to use that name?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – No, we are not regulating how they use that name but if it was just called Melissa’s,
based upon our criteria that could be something that indicates that it’s a gaming café because most of gaming cafés
have a single female name. These criteria are also for the Council to say that they don’t like that or they do like
that, we were trying to establish objective criteria so that staff would know when they answer the questions yes or
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no and if they could answer yes to five of these 13 inquiries that it’s a gaming café. In no way does that inquiry
limit the ability of any establishment from calling it Melissa’s Restaurant. It’s not a regulation, it’s not a limitation
it’s just an inquiry that we ask of the establishment to provide information to the City and then we determine
whether that establishment is a gaming café or not.
Alderman Bisesi - Back to item #12, page 8 of packet, I would very much like to keep the areas in there. I believe
it gives a lot more clarity as to exactly where we want to have these types of businesses. Yes, there are a couple of
pockets there but I think it’s just another tool to help us keep this under control. I would definitely support
everything that Alderman O’Brien said.
Alderman Sanoica - Alderman Bisesi, you are referring to the purpose of the map is to ensure that these are the
areas that the Council wants video gaming to operate in and nowhere else. You’ve had a lot of experience with
planning and zoning and you were on the Planning and Zoning Commission before City Council, would you not
agree that the special use process would be sufficient to determine whether or not these areas should be maintained
from their perspective?
Alderman Bisesi - I actually think that by putting this in there gives the Planning and Zoning Commission a little
more guidance to go on. Let’s say that someone wants to put a gaming café in one of those tiny C-1 spots, we don’t
necessarily want to have gaming cafés there, I think it gives them guidance that we keep it in the different zones as
well as it helps us keep the cap. The other thing is that zones are living and breathing and zones can be changed
several times a year, different areas are changed, that decision is up to the Planning and Zoning Commission. I
really like how these areas were laid out and spaced out around the City to allow each of these businesses to more
or less have their turf. Theoretically, if the zones did go away, I would definitely want to increase the number of
feet, 900 feet would be way too low. I just feel that they that the way it’s laid out is a very good idea and it would
not slow down what the Planning and Zoning Commission would be working on.
Alderman Sanoica - One last clarification, I just wanted to compare some of these because there’s a C-2 section
that’s quite small and in comparison with Area 4 I don’t know if there necessarily that different, I would actually
say that C-2 area along Algonquin actually probably has more buildings than that Area 4 which only has 2 so I feel
like if we’re going to siphon off that Area 4 I would want to have more information as to why we’re doing that
before including this in the ordinance rather than having the Planning and Zoning Commission review where they
think the special use would be best applied with all the other zones taken into account.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - I wanted to point out an inconsistency between the map
and the written version of the document that we have. My apologies, we went through a couple of different versions
towards the end putting this packet together. You’ll notice that Area 4 on the map shows the area only having to
commercial buildings but when you look at the language for Area 4 on the preceding page it says all other
commercially zoned areas of the City of Rolling Meadows. Our intent was not to designate Area 4 but make Area
4 all of the other areas within the community. As you can see on that map, we have other commercially zoned
properties throughout the City that are more dispersed than the areas within the first three areas that we’ve
designated so I think that was our intent. We have Areas 1-3 with a designated number of gaming cafés in each and
then Area 4 would be everything else outside of Areas 1-3 and then create a maximum number of licenses within
the rest of the community area.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Just to add to that, the area creation is in accordance with the special use permit
which only applies to gaming cafés, it doesn’t apply to restaurants or bars. As you can see in Area 4 this is the map
we had discussed before at other Council meetings. You could see Area 4 right now has no gaming cafés, the
gaming cafés are starred in the different areas so as Area 4 exists right now it just has restaurants with accessory
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gaming. There are no identified gaming cafés in this area and that’s why we created the Area 4 in the language of
the zoning ordinance to be all other commercially zoned areas of the City as opposed to what’s designated on this
map. If the Council tonight determines to keep zones, we’re going to have to have a straw vote with respect to the
expansion of Area 4 to other areas of the City besides what is just indicated on this map.
Alderman Sanoica - For the purpose of discussion tonight then, can we speak as though we have Area 1, 2 and 3
marked on the map and Area 4 refers to all other commercially zoned districts, is that fair for everyone?
Alderman Bisesi - That would satisfy me.
Alderman Budmats - When we originally passed this, I believe we passed it to keep our existing restaurants
competitive and then to bring in new restaurants not to bring in new businesses. We wanted restaurants and that’s
why we went through the whole rigmarole of having a hood and everything else. It was to make sure that they were
really restaurants and not gaming cafés but unfortunately the hood requirement didn’t keep out gaming cafés. I’m
just trying to clarify the difference between businesses and restaurants because at the time there was a real need to
get more restaurants in town. I’m trying to establish the number, I think Alderman O’Brien said he counted 4
gaming cafés currently, and with the blank one in Area 4 where there presently is not one so would be a grand total
of 5 in which I think he can correct me if I’m wrong we had allowed for, not 7. As far as the permit for Shelby’s,
I’m curious is that a building permit or demo permit because there is a big for rent sign in the window or at least
there was as of this weekend and there were no new walls built, it was down to the bare walls that separate it from
the space next door so I’m curious as to what kind of permit has been filed for Shelby’s.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - The demo permit is issued that’s why you see it all bare boned. They have a
building permit. The for rent sign that you see and as far as we know Shelby’s is still paying rent, so maybe because
nothing is done or maybe something else is going on.
Alderman Budmats – We don’t have a permit to build new as of yet?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We do have a permit to build and we have what the location will look like.
Alderman Budmats - They just haven’t done anything yet?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – That is correct.
Alderman Budmats – So they have a building permit that they haven’t acted upon?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Yes.
Alderman Budmats - As Alderman O’Brien said earlier that idea is to more or less cap it where we’re existing at
for gaming cafés with allowing one for Area 4 to be compensated, other than that I’m not in favor of any more
gaming cafés. I don’t want Kirchoff Road to look like Manheim Road it’s really not in our best interest.
Alderman O’Brien - Alderman Budmats, that is actually what I came up, is the 4 you mentioned but I could see
a 5th one and cap it at 5 to allow for one in that new Area 4 going along with what Alderman Sanoica and Alderman
Bisesi talked about is ideally increase that 900 feet because I thought that was little short. As to Alderman Cannon’s
point, I did drop a note to Attorney Wolf on this, regarding the naming’s and if we’re going to go that route because
these are smart people that are running these businesses that we just add no first names for businesses. I know it’s
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one of the 13 criteria but they’ll will switch so instead of calling it Melissa’s they’ll call it Kevin’s or John’s or
Mike’s Café. So it would be my recommendation that we just say first names are one of the triggers.
Alderman D’Astice - On page 14 of our packet, item #1, I have an issue with that. I don’t think the City should be
asking any business for a written business plan or plan of operations, management organization, service or product
line, sales and marketing strategies and financial projections. I can see a bank requiring that but we are just
approving a business. I don’t think its government’s job to review somebody’s business plan. I think that #1 should
be stricken completely. Going down to item #B on that same page. I don’t understand what the criteria is that says
they have to meet five of the items, there’s 13 items there I would think they would have to at least need half or
more otherwise why five? Is this a number that somebody picked out of the air or is there something that goes
along with that five that makes it the right number? Can’t it be eight or 12? What’s the difference? That’s a question
I’d like answered. Moving on to the next page, I’d like to review each one of these criteria. I like to have a better
understanding of where they come from and possibly take a roll call vote on each one of them. For example, an
establishment maintains or proposes to maintain the maximum number of video gaming terminals, and that makes
them a gaming café? Maybe, they have five out of the six machines allowed, I’m not sure I think we need to have
a vote on that. Number 2 says they have to be in operation for one year. I thought we rejected that, I thought that
was out the last time we talked about this and here it rears its ugly head again. Number 3, I don’t know what 2500
square feet means. That could be a small restaurant or could be a small gaming café. Number 5, now we’re dictating
the design. I don’t think that’s up to us to do that again. Number 6, again, why are we trying to dictate to a business
how they should do it? Number 9, I don’t get the use of a woman’s name. Someone told me that that was a state
requirement for any establishment that has any gaming it has to have a woman’s name. I don’t know if that’s true
or not but I think that’s discriminatory to be honest. Number 12 is targeted to Daisy’s. I particularly think that we
should not be targeting existing businesses in our City. I would like to have a roll call vote on each one of these
items and a discussion on each as well. Also, regarding the memo we received today that highlighted the prices
that would be paid. I believe in addition to the $6000 which is too high, there are also four $1000 fees so a new
business that wants to come into our City has to pay us $10,000 before they even open the door. I think that’s a
little bit high, none of our restaurants have to do that. I’m not saying that the gaming café should not have to pay a
little bit more but I think $10,000 when everyone else is paying a lot less is wrong. I would like a roll call vote for
that $6000 be reduced. I like what Alderman O’Brien said earlier but I still think $10,000 is too high for a new
opening business.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I just wanted to clarify again, although I have no opposition for the Council
evaluating each element and criteria in determining whether or not those are relevant criteria in determining whether
an establishment is a gaming café. I just want to point out again, these are not regulations on the business. With
respect to Alderman D’Astice doesn’t like the one-year continuous operation period, it’s not a regulation from the
City we’re not saying an establishment has to operate for a year. What we’re saying is if there is an establishment
has not existed for year and if the answer is yes they have not existed then we check that box as that is a criteria
and it means that leans more towards a gaming café. If it’s an establishment that has existed as a restaurant or bar
for one year, the answer to that would be no so most likely they’re not a gaming café that’s in our City. It’s not a
regulation on that business that they continue to operate, it’s just criteria used to be evaluated. Same thing with the
floor plan design, the kitchen facilities, those are not requirements those are just issues that we would evaluate in
determining whether or not they’re a gaming café. These are not requirements that we’re imposing on any
establishment and we’re not targeting any gaming cafés. We evaluated those existing gaming cafés in the City and
tried to observe those cafés and what elements of those establishments made them cafés versus restaurants. No
establishment is targeted in this and does not have any negative implications on our existing businesses, these are
just elements to determine whether or not an establishment is a gaming café. The Council can absolutely decide
whether or not they like that criteria or not. In addition, I would like to point out that this procedure also has the
opportunity for a new establishment coming in to forgo this whole analysis and forgo the process of providing this
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information and just come to the City and say that they’re a gaming café and would like to be brought to the City
Council so they can get referred for a special use permit. They are allowed to do that and in that event they would
not have to submit all of this information at this level. Again, these are not regulations these are just criteria we’re
evaluating, we’re not telling an establishment how to run their business we’re just trying to evaluate what the
business is.
Mayor Gallo – Before we would even go down this road, voting line item by line item, we’ll take a straw vote
whether the Council wants to go through this and vote on these or at the time this comes before the Council, if an
Alderman wants to make a motion to adjust, change or edit or delete, that can be done during that time. I want to
be cognizant of our time this evening and keep this moving forward.
Alderman Sanoica – On page 9 of our packet, I wanted to look at item#14, that’s referring to menu and kitchen
equipment for a gaming café. I wanted to ask staff if this was from Council direction or if there was another
motivation for including this item as a requirement?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – Item #14, this element is for the special use and is in the zoning regulations. This
was based upon discussion with staff to be in line with existing gaming cafés that we have in the City or the existing
establishments that we have here in the City. We imposed some hefty requirements on our establishments that we
consider gaming cafés. We got the impression from the Council that they wanted an establishment that was more
upscale and provided more than just gaming to the City, so in line with those previous requirements and the
intention of what direction we thought Council wanted, we added that requirement with respect to the commercial
grade cooking device and that there is an evaluation of the beverage and food offerings. There is some more
definitions that has to be provided in that area and JoEllen was going to be working on that so that would be clarified
so we don’t have to go through the process that we went through before with respect to what is a commercial grade
cooking device or what is a grill, we are aware of that and are paying attention to that. That is where it came from.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - I had my hand up for clarification on another issue but I
can follow up on what Attorney Wolf said as well. I think, rightfully so, we wanted to try and make sure that these
were classified correctly. We tried to pay attention and make sure we were identifying cafés and making sure that
we would regulate them and we didn’t want to lose sight of the fact that we paid so much attention to making them
restaurants at the beginning and that moving forward we didn’t want new gaming cafés if they were to be allowed
to come in they would just be a gaming café and not have any services of any food. We were trying to make sure
that any new gaming cafés coming in from this point forward would be more like some of the existing cafés and
offering some restaurant services that those entities have. There was some questions on the criteria that Alderman
D’Astice was asking about where did the size come from? I don’t know if the Council recalls that in the last packet
we provided some information about each of the establishments that are in the community, I think we had a little
cut out of what those establishments looked like. As Attorney Wolf indicated, we did go through and look at the
square footage of each and every establishment and looked at the amount of space within these establishments that
was devoted to the gaming cafés and again, all of this is trying to get to the question you guys were asking before
is, we know what it is but how do we define what it is? So that’s where the criteria came from. How do we
objectively call it what it is? So we looked at all the gaming cafés and what we found out was for the ones that
Council thought were gaming cafés, all of them were less than 2500 square feet. In each case those gaming cafés
always were greater than a certain percentage of that overall gross square footage whereas people that had accessory
gaming within a restaurant or bar were 10% or less, so that’s where those two criteria came from.
Alderman Sanoica - I wanted to let the Chair know that earlier when I asked for item #12 be put up for a straw
vote as far as removing the area gaming map, since we’ve had that clarification I just wanted to have that stricken
from any vote since it sounds like everyone is on board with the areas as they stand.
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Alderman Vinezeano - I wanted to follow up with Alderman D’Astice, in that he was not in favor of all of the
criteria and ask him what he would propose to staff as criteria for determining gaming cafés since we have spent
long hours in meetings trying to determine as Council and staff what gaming cafés are. I think staff has done a
great job in giving us some parameters to be able to determine what gaming cafés are, so I would ask Alderman
D’Astice what he would like to see as criteria since he is not in favor of what staff has proposed here.
Alderman D’Astice - I would be happy to put something together and get the Council within a week or two.
Alderman O’Brien - I do see Alderman D’Astice’s point. I’m not sure I would be in favor going through line by
line because staff has done that but I would be interested to see what he has available. If we really are trying to
determine if it is a gaming café, I think we would at least need the majority of the criteria. If they don’t meet half
but we’re still going to classify them as gaming cafés so I would at least like to see that number up to 7 instead of
5. I know 99% of our conversations have been around cafés. I think Alderman Budmats brought up about the one
year waiting period and how it’s a criteria. As for gaming accessory license, the way it’s drafted now, if a new
restaurant opens up tomorrow they would be able to come in the next day and request a gaming license? I know
we talked about that for a while and I’m full support of not waiting a year for restaurants.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - There is no waiting period for GA licenses. That regulation is not imposed on the
accessory license. If it’s another establishment other than a gaming café there is not a waiting period for the
accessory gaming license. I just wanted to point out with respect to the number of 5 that was chosen out of these
13, we did an evaluation of the existing establishments that we do identify and our observation of gaming cafés.
Isabella’s that was one in particular because of the fact that was previously a building that was a restaurant building,
it may only meet five of the criteria. We thought for certain that establishment was a gaming café based on our
observations and we wanted to make sure that that number 5 was capturing Isabella’s. That number 5 does not
capture any of our other establishments that are not gaming cafés. It doesn’t capture Stadium, Grande Jake’s,
Anna’s Red Apple, Rep’s Place, Bigby’s, Bulldog ale House or Picante which is pending for a gaming license. It
didn’t capture any of the other ones so that is why 5 is the key number there.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I wanted to point out to the Council is that we’re trying to limit the number
of cafés as it’s very obvious that is the Council’s desire. The higher the number you put on the criteria the greater
chance there will be a gaming café style use that will be permitted so the lower number actually achieves what
you’re trying to accomplish better than a higher number.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - The only additional thing that I would add to that is if
you’re going to consider increasing the number of criteria, we might want to have a different number between
evaluating the existing uses versus evaluating the uses moving forward. I think at this point everybody has an idea
of an existing gaming café would be classified as, I would rather go ahead and do that and not have to request and
do an evaluation of all the financials or business plan criteria that are within those 13 criteria. Just keep that in mind
if we’re going to think about increasing that number we might want to consider having a different number for
evaluating the existing and getting those established versus what we would request and require from new businesses
coming in as we move forward.
Alderman Sanoica - I just wanted to state that while Alderman D’Astice is a talented and experienced public
official and revered within our community for his many years of residency in our City, I do believe that it would
probably be in the best interest of the Council that he dedicate his time, not necessarily to a full list, given that
we’ve had multiple staff members that have been working on this for quite some time and I do trust their judgment
and their extensive research into this item and do support the list that they have presented before us today.
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Mayor Gallo - Circling back to Alderman O’Brien’s straw votes. With a show of hands, all those in favor to adjust
the fees to $4500 instead of $6000. 4 in favor; 3 opposed.
With a show of hands, all those in favor to include the language for a $1000 nonrefundable application fee
incorporated into the ordinance. 5 in favor; 0 opposed. (Two Aldermen did not vote)
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Just for clarification, the GC is now $4500, you still have the same issue,
you’re going to have to split the GC and potentially give them an A1 and then they have the GC because they need
the liquor license before they go to the state and when they have the state and our liquor license then they can go
to the Illinois Gaming Board. The cycle needs to be clarified.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – That is addressed. As it currently exists, that GC license holder gets the license
before they go to the state, they will get the City’s license before they go to the state for approval. The $4500 is
not compiled with an A1or any other license. It’s its own license and they get first before they go to the state.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – As long as you understand that the state might look at the GC and say that it’s
not what they’re looking for because the A1, A2 and A3 are in compliance of what is out there. I’m just trying to
make sure that we don’t have a hiccup.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – It is a GC liquor license that they will get where before the GA license was
associated with another liquor license. This is a new liquor license that the establishment would get before going
to the state.
Mayor Gallo opened the floor.
Sheraz Rena, Picante Bar & Grill - Regarding the Area 4 area, is the 900 feet for gaming cafés or restaurants
because we are only two commercial buildings here and we are 400 feet from each other so I am a little concerned
that this 900 feet suggestion, is it only for gaming cafés or restaurants?
Mayor Gallo closed the floor.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - The distance requirement of 900 feet doesn’t apply to other establishments it only
applies to gaming cafés. That Area 4 that you referenced does not identify any gaming cafés in that area.
Mayor Gallo – We’re back to the straw votes from Alderman O’Brien.
Alderman O’Brien – I would like to see the distance of 2500 feet apart.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - The two existing video gaming cafés on Kirchoff Road
are right about 2000 feet apart so if you approve the 2500 feet would make one of those cafes nonconforming. The
Attorney has indicated that it would be our intent moving forward that any nonconforming issues would be tolerated
and continued for existing businesses but what it would mean is if for whatever reason that business stopped
existing, burned down or had a tornado and went to rebuild it would be limited to the ability to reestablish itself at
that point. That could be a concern if you establish it closer in a way that makes it nonconforming.
Alderman O’Brien – I would be happy to change it to 1800 feet. I just think 900 feet is pretty close.
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Mayor Gallo – With a show of hands, all those in favor of adjusting the distance to 1800 feet. 6 in favor; 1
opposed.
With a show of hands, all those in favor of capping gaming cafés to 5. 6 in favor; 1 opposed.
We’re not going to go line item by line item to Alderman D’Astice’s point. These are not regulations or restrictions,
they’re guidelines. Alderman D’Astice, if you want to produce something go ahead, we did receive this information
last week on Friday at 1:30 PM, and we had sufficient time between then and now to review. If you want to make
changes, when this comes before the Council for vote you can make motions for addendum’s or deletions at that
time.
Alderman Cannon - I just want to make sure that people are aware that with the new space rule, 1800 feet, you
just eliminated Shelby’s as a potential business in our town.
Alderman D’Astice - While I appreciate you not wanting to go line by line, I did ask for a discussion about item
#1 on page 14 of the packet, regarding the written business plan and how we don’t ask any other business to produce
a business plan or to produce sales and marketing strategy. I asked for a straw vote to remove that item.
Mayor Gallo – All those in favor of removing that line item #1 on page 14 of the packet, regarding a written
business plan, please raise your hand. 4 in favor; 3 opposed.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Alderman Vinezeano had expressed an interest in the administrative special use
permits be granted at the time of the passage of the ordinance on these new provisions. Is that the consensus of the
Council that we could move forward in the direction because in that vein we may be removing some provisions
with what’s drafted here in that regard?
Mayor Gallo - With a show of hands, all those in favor for the administrative special use permits that are granted
to existing establishments will occur at the time of the passage of the ordinance on these new regulations. 5 in
favor; 2 opposed.

4) FY 2020 Initial Estimates
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – During tonight’s Committee-of-the Whole Meeting, Staff will offer some
initial, preliminary projections on the financial impacts due to COVID-19 (primarily revenues), preview
preliminary forecasting scenarios (not conservative estimates) to help project revenues for the General Fund, and
review some strategies for addressing the financial impacts and some things currently being done. As a reminder,
COVID-19 expenditures are being maintained and hopefully reimbursements will happen in a timely manner back
to the City.
The City has strong fund balance reserves and a solid cash position as compared to the last economic downturn
(This has grown over the many years and budgets).
As evidenced in the City’s investment-grade credit ratings, from Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s, the City is in a
good position to weather the initial, financial impact due to its strong budget flexibility, diverse and stable revenue
streams and strong reserves.
For the development process of financial estimates, the City reviews data from a wide-variety of resources
including, but not limited to: historical City data, recession data, Illinois Municipal League, Illinois Department of
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Employment Security, Illinois Department of Revenue, Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, Northwest
Municipal Conference, current webinars and other resources.
For the current unemployment rate, the City’s data is shown in the Metropolitan Area called “Chicago-NapervilleArlington Heights”. Clearly, the impact is not fully shown yet on the March year-over-year unemployment data.
March 2020 is 5.0% as compared with March 2019 of 3.9% which is a 1.1% increase.
On Friday May 8th, the national labor statistics were released from the Bureau of Labor Statistics with the national
unemployment rate is approximately 15%. Most likely it will go up until the stay-at-home orders are removed.
Unemployment Data is not released by City (although efforts will continue to request this data specific to Rolling
Meadows). We will continue to track unemployment data in relation to Income Tax and other items for the
financials.
City Staff have taken advantage of a variety of free webinars. Most have been specifically focused for
municipalities and have been useful. Some of the webinars attended:
IGFOA –"Finance Directors Roundtable Discussion on Forecasting General Fund Revenues”
GFOA –“Reserves –How Much You can Use and Evaluating Organizational Risks”
GFOA –“Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty”
GFOA –“Procurements Under FEMA Awards”
ICMA –Webinars including “Budgeting During a Crisis –Responding to COVID-19”
CMAP –“New Data Show Regional Impact of COVID-19”
University of Chicago –Booth School of Business “COVID-19 and the Global Economic Outlook”
City’s Auditors –Lauterbach & Amen, LLP –“Coronavirus –Financial Impact”
Joint Emergency Management System –“FEMA Reimbursement Process”
911 Fund: The primary revenue source for the 911 Fund is Property Taxes which is used for the City’s emergency
communication dispatch and services. Expenditures were budgeted and the Fund is within its fund balance
parameters.
Utilities Fund & Refuse Fund: The Utilities Fund consists of water, sewer and storm water activities. Each
determined user fee is intended to cover the expenses related to delivering water from the City of Chicago and
maintaining the underground utility system. The Utilities Fund is paying for bond projects with the bonds. At this
point, customers are paying on time and some have requested payment plans. However, year-over-year collections
are tracking the same as of the May 1st Billing. Water usage was up by 1.4 million gallons for the May 1st bill
(across all types of accounts) year-over-year. The usage period was from 3/15 to 4/15. The Refuse Fund is on track
year-over-year and there are no issues at this time. We will provide a future detailed estimate with potential
deferrals of capital and other items. There will be some decrease in revenue due to some payment plans and also
not charging late fees or fees to turn on water.
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund: The Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund’s projects are currently
being reviewed in the short term (FY 2020) and the longer term (FY 2021 to FY 2025) (and beyond). There are
potentially $500,000 in vehicles and equipment that may be deferred in FY 2020. However, there are some
strategies that we can put in place to potentially order “essential” vehicles later in the year. Then take delivery and
pay for them in FY 2021. More will be discussed with the Vehicle Replacement Committee. The Vehicle
Replacement Committee will meet on June 9, 2020 to review projects.
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Building & Land Fund: The Building & Land Fund’s projects are currently being reviewed in the short term (FY
2020) and the longer term (FY 2021 to FY 2025) (and beyond). For the Building & Land Fund, Public Works is
identifying several projects that are able to be deferred totally approximately $200,000. (More details to come.)
The Capital Improvements Committee will meet on May 26, 2020 to review projects.
The City’s Road Funding is from the State Motor Fuel Tax and the Local Road Fund: Initial Estimates indicate
there may be some slight reductions in revenues. Major capital projects such as the Annual Street Program are
considered essential and have available funding. Other capital projects are being evaluated for deferments. Note:
funds coming in –from MFT and property tax –are typically spent in the same year and fund balance is not usually
accumulated in these funds. Projects have also been coming in lower than projected costs as proposed in the FY
2020 Budget.
Alderman Bisesi – I just wanted to make sure that projects that are already going on, for example the resurfacing
in my Ward, that was all from State funds, correct?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – That’s part of the annual street program and that has already been
identified as projects at will continue. Anything that is going to be deferred is not something that is currently going
on and it’s not something that’s part of a project that’s already been initiated. There are things we can move to
other years that hasn’t already been started.
Alderman Bisesi – I just wanted to ask in case anyone was listening, I wanted to put their mind at ease. The streets
that are torn apart will be replaced.
General Fund – Short & Long Term Strategies: It is very important to start by understanding that the potential
impact may have a reasonable duration of six months to twelve months. We are looking at some short-term options
as a hedge against revenue losses. The City’s FY 2019 Audit will be a starting point for the City’s Audited Fund
Balance (presented at the June 16thCommittee-of-the-Whole Meeting). For FY 2020, the City has received four
months of revenues which is about one-third of its total revenues. Some of major revenues are received this fiscal
year but are earned in last year (such as Sales Tax, Income Tax and others). This means while we receive the cash
this year, the revenue is recorded to FY 2019. Receipts, as mentioned about approximately two months in arrears,
for major revenues.
Initial, Preliminary Projections (Major Revenue Considerations): It is important to understand the timing of
revenues, the major revenue sources and the “elasticity” of each revenue. Each City’s revenue structure is unique.
The financial impacts to various revenues will be not be fully quantified as governments have not faced this type
of situation such as this pandemic. While some revenue projections show decreases, there are some that will have
increases. We may see a spike in certain receipts such as Sales Taxes (in March –May 2020) due to the stay-athome order (data is not in yet). We are seeing continued activity for permits and real estate transfers. We are
tracking COVID-related expenses for potential reimbursement from federal, state, county, local and other sources
in the future. Recreational marijuana, which was not budgeted for, this revenue will start after July 1, 2020.
Property Taxes: Property Taxes are received in two installments (once in the spring and one in late summer). The
first installment has been received for FY 2020. Property taxes are a stable funding source and the City has not
experienced issues due to economic downturns. CMAP indicates that property tax receipts decline for communities
who do not have a strong tax base. Even through periods of economic decline historically, the City has received at
least 96% of the property tax levy. This important source of funding for the General Fund is 36% of the total
General Fund Revenues. Cook County has stated that the bills for the second installment will be going out on time.
The most recent discussion is that late fees will be waived and there is a delayed due date. This will not affect those
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who pay with their mortgage payments (which is approximately two-thirds of the way property tax payments are
made).
Sales Taxes, Use Tax (Online Tax) and Food & Beverage Taxes: The City’s Municipal Sales Tax and Home Rule
Sales Tax makes up approximately 19% of the total General Fund’s Revenues. Some municipalities are going to
have a substantial impact due to the stay-at-home order. The City’s potential impact as estimates is approximately
a 13% decrease (at this time). The City does not have the malls, specialty shops or boutique-type stores. For Food
& Beverage Taxes, we estimated a 20% overall loss for the year (at this point). Also there has been an increase in
online purchases that will help the sales tax and use tax line items. The City also has at least three restaurants ready
to open in the next three to four months. Again, beginning July 1st, the City will begin to receive Sales Tax from
the sale of Recreational Marijuana.
Income Tax: Income Taxes comprises 7% of the total General Fund Revenues. The estimate included a 15%
decrease in Income Taxes for the year. This is a very important revenue line item to watch and more detailed
analysis will be done. There will most likely be an impact on the revenues from Income Tax. There have been
delays in the past from the State of Illinois.
Sensitivity Analysis/Stress Testing of Revenues: This is an important part of the City’s process moving forward.
The City’s General Fund’s Revenues are diverse in their type of revenue source. However, one of the essential
components of sensitivity analysis or stress testing will be revenues subject to economic fluctuations (Sales Tax,
Home Rule Sales Tax, Food & Beverage Tax, Building Permits, Real Estate Transfer Tax, Income Tax and others).
Taking approximately 86% of the City’s General Fund revenues, these line items were evaluated individually.
Scenarios & Estimates – Revenues: Two key models emerged while completing this analysis. This is a starting
point and will be refined as we move along. There are some revenue line items that will show increases (and maybe
spikes) and others will decreases.
The Summary of Assumptions is listed below: (1) FY 2020 Budget –Status Quo –if 100% of the City’s FY 2020
Budgeted revenues was received; (2) Severe Model with a range of decreases by Revenue Category; (3) A blended
model based on analyzing 86% of the major revenues line-by-line with the percent averaged by each category
(shown below). It should be noticed that the Blended Model has a wide range of decreases in line items (from 0%
to 30% depending on the revenue line item). These are all subject to change as revenues are received.

What this means is that at this point in time, per these preliminary estimates, the financial impact is approximately
one month of reserves with the Blended Model. The recommendation is to use some reserves coupled with other
expenditure reductions. Based on the fiscal health and balances in the Health Insurance Fund or the Liability
Insurance Fund the City would transfer $1.5 million ($1.0 million from the Health Insurance Fund and $500,000
from the Liability Insurance Fund) and use the $1.4 million form the Committed Funds to cover the anticipated
losses which is approximately an 8% loss. The result of the blended model leaves 25% of fund balance for the
General Fund (when only reserves are used). The General Fund balance would still be in parameters.
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Strategies for Mitigation & Recovery – General Fund & Other Major Funds: While it is early, the City is taking
take certain steps to offset the potential loss of revenues and is evaluating other areas in the budget. More discussion
will take place on these strategies. At this time the following has been initiated for the General Fund and other
Funds:
•
Tracking all COVID-19 Payroll and Accounts Payable expenses for potential reimbursement from FEMA
(and others).
•
Monitoring growth in recreational marijuana sales (recall that on July 1st the City will begin receiving
sales tax from recreational marijuana sales).
•
Staffing changes and slowing down the filling of vacancies.
•
Non-essential purchases (for example, furniture replacement) are deferred.
•
All expenditure requests are reviewed in depth (current practice and continues).
•
Non-essential training or travel is suspended.
•
The majority of Community Events have been suspended (there will be savings).
•
Actively reduce overtime in Departments by reviewing scheduling and other items (except overtime
required by employment agreements or job responsibilities).
•
Reviewing fund balance levels to use some fund balance to mitigate revenue losses.
•
Capital reduction and deferments.
Key Takeaways: The preliminary data presented is only a snapshot in time and is subject to change. We will
continue to refine the models and data going forward. It should also be noted that we have to allow for flexibility
and will monitor the City’s cash flow. We cannot guarantee that things will not worsen. However, with continued
updates and strategies, this will allow the City to evaluate month-to-month. Things we will continue to build on as
we plan for the next year’s budget: duration of potential impacts, realization there are gains in other revenue sources
(think recreational marijuana sales taxes), payroll expenses, pension expenses, debt, capital, and potential federal
aid/reimbursement. COVID-19 expense tracking is taking place and we fully expect to receive reimbursement
(typically 75% of eligible expenditures). We developed a forecast using reasonable estimates, and continue to
work on a plan capable of responding to a range of potential outcomes. In the end, we have a reasonable optimistic
outlook for the next six to twelve months. We have ample reserves which allows some expenditure reductions and
some reserve use. Staff will need a new Ordinance to shift the restated funds of $1.4 million just into the General
Fund Balance. Staff will need two Budget Resolutions to transfer $1.0 million from the Health Insurance Fund
and $500,000 from the Liability Insurance Fund to shore up the General Fund.
Mayor Gallo – Does this mean we’re looking to use reserves to maintain some status quo level rather than first
exploring how we can reduce expenses? Is that what you’re asking Council to do is use reserves first?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – No. I think what’s important to note is that we’re doing both and I think
it’s important to understand that there are going to be expenditure reductions in the General Fund. The General
Fund covers primarily because we are a service sector, we are a government and we provide service and public
safety as well which is the largest portion of that, those items such as salary and benefits that is what we do but
there are other things in the General Fund. We have strategies for mitigation and recovery for the General Fund
and also other funds and we talked about the deferrals of capital. What’s really important is that we’re making sure
staffing changes, we can change staffing wherever we can, we are slowing down vacancies or not filling vacancies,
we’re looking to other nonessential purchases and making sure they’re not happening and anything that can be
delayed or differed in the General Fund is taking place. All expenditure requests are being reviewed right now.
Nonessential travel or training is suspended. The majority of our community events are suspended so there will be
savings. Overtime except required by different employment agreements or job responsibilities are being monitored
and reduced. We’re looking at other things to but there’s very little as we know through the budget process that is
not already contractually obligated in the General Fund. We can change whatever we can but I think at the same
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point it would be financially prudent to look at what we can do to shore up right now as a hedge and it’s really a
safety cushion for General Fund to open up the committed reserves that are already in the General Fund and cover
that right now for the anticipated revenue losses. It might be that they’re not as high as we’re predicting right now,
we don’t have a crystal ball, we don’t know the full impact of all of this right now, it’s an overall 8% loss in the
General Fund. We have heard different municipalities saying different percentage losses, everyone’s revenue
stream is different. I think it’s really important for City Council and Mayor to understand that it’s a blend of both
but at the same point it’s very financially prudent to take a look at what we’re doing right now to shore up this fund
and if we don’t need the reserves we won’t use them but at least they are available so that we’re still within our
fund balance parameters and showing up any anticipated losses due to this pandemic. Again, we would have never
thought to consider the use of reserves.
Alderman Sanoica - Could you state any reasons to not pursue this transfer as it would affect our credit rating or
any other fact that we should be aware of?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – No, it would not affect the City’s credit rating. There are two parts to it,
1) is opening up committed reserves in the General Fund which would not affect the credit rating because you are
just opening them up as part of the General Fund and 2) it would be a transfer from funds that have healthy fund
balances and do not have restrictions on fund balance. Both those funds, the liability and the health insurance funds
both have had good experience over the last years with the different pools that we’re in and by bringing those funds
over into the General Fund that would not affect the City’s credit rating.
Alderman Vinezeano - How does unforeseen events such as the flooding this past weekend, how does that play
into the budget with the reserves and making sure that we have reserves for unforeseen circumstances?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – That is the Utilities Fund. When I mentioned that we have ad hoc tracking
as far as fund balance for the Utilities Fund we track it at about a 25% fund balance internally as we don’t have a
formal fund balance policy right now.
Alderman Vinezeano - What you’re proposing with the reserves would not affect the Utilities Fund?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – No, that stay separate.
Alderman Budmats - At what point do we start looking at furloughs for employees? Do we make sure our
reserves/fund balances are at their lowest level and then we look at that? When do you think that would become a
possibility in the realm of possibilities?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director - We mentioned a couple key things such as the strong balance sheet coming
into this pandemic and then also mentioning the fact that we are facing something we’ve never faced before and
that we do not know the full impact. It would be mindful to just continue to monitor the situation, we’re not looking
to reduce reserves to any level beyond the fund balance parameters. Because of the timeliness that we will be able
to report to you we would be able to tell you anything pretty quickly if things were going in a different direction.
In terms of furloughs, we are a City that continues to provide quality services, furloughs wouldn’t necessarily be a
factor into that. We are looking at slowing down different vacancies and things like that right now but considering
the nature of our collective bargaining agreements we would typically have a lot of different variables that we
would have to look at but at this point given the fact that we can give you such timely information and turn on a
dime pretty quickly we wouldn’t get down to the point where we wouldn’t have reserves available. To make those
decisions timely and given the fact that we have such strength going into this I think it makes sense to continue to
report to you and to discuss any changes that we see along the way but that does not factor in right now.
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I wanted to recap a couple things. Again, I mention the capital side because those are the key things that we are
going to be looking at in the next five years as far as deferments. The plan would be then as I kind of summarized,
different expenditure reductions and we’ll get to more specifics when we come back to you each month. I want to
mention again that this is a preliminary snapshot and it’s going to change every single month. We have to refine
the model as we go along. This is not a conservative estimate whatsoever because even in our last downturn we
lost 5% in our revenues budget to actual but we’re saying 8%. We do want some flexibility so that we can monitor
our cash flow. Our leading cash flow stream would be our Utilities Fund and property taxes and our revenues which
at this point we’re not seeing any changes. We will continue to evaluate and report back to you. A couple of things
for next year’s budget is we don’t know the duration or the potential impact. We do know that there are some gains
in some sources of revenue such as recreational marijuana sales taxes we didn’t budget for but that is something
that we will see. Pension expenses are always there and that’s something we will discuss in June. Overall debt
capital, those are the kinds of things that we are going to be looking at. As far as future reimbursements, that will
factor in, we won’t know that right now but maybe September timeframe so we will be able to tell you if we spent
X amount of dollars and then this is our reimbursement back, we usually get 75% reimbursement. There are other
programs that were looking at so there will be a reimbursement to the City. We’re using our reasonable estimates
where possible and as mentioned, we will keep coming back to you. With this proposal we would like to come
back to you at a future City Council meeting with an ordinance to shift the restated funds of $1.4 million just into
the General Fund Balance. If I could have direction on that. Then also the second thing in the packet we’re going
to bring forth is two budget resolutions to transfer $1 million from the Health Insurance Fund and $500,000 from
the Liability Insurance Fund into the General Fund. Let’s say we get to the point where we do not need reserves
from those funds, we can always transfer funds back if we needed to. Just mindful of the fact that we don’t want to
be in a position where we could not cover our costs overall. That’s what we’re looking at and we wanted to get
your feedback tonight.
Mayor Gallo - Is there any need for clarifications before I put those items up for straw votes? With a show of
hands, all those in favor of developing an ordinance to shift the restated funds of $1.4 million into the General Fund
Balance. 6 in favor; 0 opposed. (One Alderman did not vote)
With a show of hands, all those in favor of two budget resolutions to transfer $1 million from the Health Insurance
Fund and $500,000 from the Liability Insurance Fund to shore up the General Fund. 6 in favor; 0 opposed. (One
Alderman did not vote)

5) Natural Gas Tax Review
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – The Natural Gas Tax was implemented in December 2018. The City
Council asked that Staff report on the first complete year of revenue for the Natural Gas Tax. There will need to
be several years of data before the City understands year-over-year revenue trends (history).
In FY 2018, to achieve revenue stability for the Local Road Fund, the City Council implemented a Natural Gas
Tax and replaced the Vehicle Sticker program with this new tax. The Natural Gas Tax is dedicated for road
improvement projects in the Local Road Fund. In FY 2019, the City generated more revenue than vehicle stickers
and was a reliable source of revenue for improving roads. (City residents – including seniors – appreciate not
having to purchase an annual vehicle sticker.)
The Natural Gas Tax revenue ensures that dollars are secured for road improvements and creates efficiencies in
City Departments (Administration, Finance, Fire & Police). Thinking about how we would collect vehicle sticker
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revenue now during COVID-19, the City would not be able to collect the full amount due to the City. In addition,
most vehicle sticker sales were in-person transactions which really could not be done efficiently (social distancing).
As a reminder, the City budgeted $500,000 for FY 2019 and the City received approximately $595,000 in Natural
Gas Tax revenue (per the FY 2019 Unaudited data).
Comparatively, in prior years, Vehicle Stickers generated $500,000 for roads (however $400,000 or less for roads
when you net out expenses such as administration, Police ticketing, inquiries, printing, processing, postage and
many other items).
This means that the City’s net revenue gain to improving roads is approximately $195,000 in FY 2019. Again, we
will continue to monitor this revenue source. Due to COVID-19, there will be a decrease in the Natural Gas Tax
for FY 2020 from the amount received in FY 2019. However, at this point, we are monitoring this revenue source
and do not show a decrease from the FY 2020 Budgeted amount of $525,000.
As mentioned, the City will need to have several years of data before understanding year-over-year trend data.
Staff is not recommending changes to this revenue source as it is a reliable and stable source of revenue to pay for
road improvements. As the City has historical data, then weather and trends can be factored in for this revenue
source. This natural gas tax is doing exactly what it was set to do.
Mayor Gallo – Are there any other questions or comments from Council? Seeing none, is there a motion to
adjourn? Alderman Bisesi has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Sanoica. All in favor say
aye; those opposed say nay. The ayes have it and the meeting is adjourned.
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the Committee-of-the Whole meeting was adjourned
at 11:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
May 19, 2020 Committee-of-the-Whole Minutes Approved by Council on June 23, 2020.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

SPECIAL
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES – June 3, 2020

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Council meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:30 p.m.

ROLL CALL:
Present: Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
Absent: 0
With 7 present and 0 absent there is a quorum.
Members of the virtual audience are reminded that these proceedings are being recorded for current and
future broadcast.
Staff Members Present Remotely: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Police Chief John Nowacki, Deputy Fire Chief Jeff Moxley, Director
Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works Jo Ellen Charlton, Business Advocate Martha
Corner, City Attorney Melissa Wolf
Members of the public will be afforded the opportunity for public comment as long as they provided their
contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before the deadline as
noted on tonight’s agenda. In addition, written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will
also be read.

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
The next step is to open the meeting to the public but the Deputy City Clerk didn’t receive any requests
for public comment or any written comments so we will move on.

 ORDINANCES:
The next item on the agenda are the Ordinances. It consists of one (1) item, item A.
Staff is requesting a waiver of 1st reading for item A so this Ordinance can be approved immediately. Is
there an Alderman willing to make a motion to waive the 1st reading for this Ordinance? Alderman
O’Brien has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Vinezeano.

A)

Ordinance No. 20-23 – Amend Chapter 22 “Businesses” of the Code of
Ordinances (1st Reading)

Is there any discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall the Ordinance be moved forward for final
approval? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi*
0
0

*written and non-verbal due to technical audio difficulties.
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With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Ordinance does move forward for final approval.
Ordinance No. 20-23 is now back for final approval. Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance?
Alderman Cannon has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman D’Astice. Is there any
discussion?
Alderman O’Brien – I just had one quick question that I wanted to my peers thoughts on and I talked
with staff about it earlier today. On page 4, it does says that tents are currently not permitted. I personally
am not in favor of not allowing tents. I certainly think that if Council agreed we would give staff leniency
to make sure it’s a safety perspective. Our intent is to make sure we get all of these businesses up and
running as quickly as we can and in any manner that we can, all knowing that safety and well-being must
come first. I clearly don’t want tents that have sides because I know that’s prohibited and that would be
like eating inside. That’s the one part that caught my eye and I wanted to see what the other
Councilmembers thoughts were about allowing tents and giving staff the leniency on a safety perspective.
Alderman Vinezeano – I have couple items for discussion. In Section 2, item #7, I thought I would ask
the question and let staff answer it. It says that there should be five feet of sidewalk if tables are on the
sidewalk, what is the average width/dimensions of the Rolling Meadows sidewalks to make this feasible
for some of the businesses to have the tables on the sidewalk or are we eliminating a majority of our
businesses based on the average sidewalk width?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - The 5 foot separation is something that comes
from the requirements that we already have on the books for the zoning ordinance requirement when
outdoor seating is on sidewalks adjoining outdoor dining. I don’t know if we have necessarily an average
that’s available, we can look through the community and see different things happening but typically you
have at least 5 feet of separation. Many of the strip centers, for example, it allows for them to put one table
immediately next to the business and still have that 5 foot of separation. Again, this is when it’s adjacent
to a drive aisle so we’re trying to create separation between seated patrons and driving traffic. If it’s not a
drive aisle then it can go within a distance of permitted by the Illinois Accessibility Code which is 36
inches or 3 feet. A couple of different things coming into play but we can measure that as we’re evaluating
it on a case-by-case basis.
Alderman Vinezeano - Just to understand, for the most part a table would fit on our sidewalks and still
meet this requirement?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - Yes, in many cases. Bigby’s, for example, if you
could picture the size of that sidewalk on the side of their building permits a small table to be pushed up
next to the window and still have 5 feet of sidewalk before the drive aisle. It wouldn’t allow them to put
more because that drive aisle exists but it does give them some room for tables.
Alderman Vinezeano - In section 2, #8, what is deemed public property?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – This particular ordinance is very closely
fashioned to our existing Zoning Code regulations. We don’t have a lot of that in Rolling Meadows but
it’s intended that in any shopping centers that were close to the public sidewalk. Again, we don’t have a
lot of that in Rolling Meadows but if it were to occur these regulations would apply in that instance if
someone wanted to extend the dining out into the public right of way.
Alderman Vinezeano – Can you give me an example?
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Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – An example I could think of would be something
that Fratellos recently has requested to extend an area close to the sidewalk but it’s on their side of the
sidewalk that they might want to pave. We’ve had some discussions with them early in the season before
COVID happened, to discuss that opportunity and what would be required. Unfortunately, we didn’t get
very far because of COVID and the expense associated with paving it and doing other things to make it
code compliant. That’s an example where something like that would be located.
Alderman Vinezeano – To piggyback off of that, for an example like Grande Jake’s, if they own the
building is it more often than not that these businesses own the parking lot that their buildings are on or is
that not the case? I’m really unfamiliar with how that works.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – Grande Jakes and Red Apple those are instances
where you have a single use tenant building on a property which they own or that they’re renting but they
have the whole property they're not sharing it with someone else. In that instance, I don’t think the public
property would apply because they have plenty of parking lot that we would prefer that they utilize before
we would want to support them going out into the public right-of-way. That’s the situation that we’ve
described more in the second scenario where we talk about going into the parking lot. The first scenario
really talks about strip shopping centers where you have multitenant buildings sharing common sidewalks
along the frontage and common parking. Those sidewalks in front of that, for example at Rep’s and the
Jewel Shopping Center, those are the areas that we would look to restrict or limit the location that they
could be on that sidewalk so you could have passage from the tenants that are on each side of the business
as well as keeping out of the traveling of traffic.
Alderman Vinezeano - My next one is item #16, regarding the furniture, tables and chairs that they’re
allowed to be up during the permitted time, what is the permitted time? Is that the April 1 to November
1? Or the daily hours permitted time? That was a bit confusing to me. I know some of our businesses,
for instance Rep’s they have a designated outdoor eating area and in its blocked off all summer so how
does that work?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – Again, this is copied from our existing zoning
regulations, the intent of the code is that it would be heavy enough to withstand wind pressure but that
things would come in or be skirt together at the end of the day not just left out to be windblown or stolen
or vandalized overnight.
Alderman Vinezeano - The intention is the daily permitted time?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – Correct. The amount of time in the year is also
regulated but that particular provision is the daily provision.
Alderman Vinezeano - My last one is #19, I’m curious as to why this is in here. I thought this list in the
ordinance is pretty extensive and I thought it covered everything on why we needed to have #19 in here?
My fear is that something comes up that doesn’t quite fit in the box that we can use this line item #19 as
we’re going to throw it in this hat and cause some problems for our businesses. My question is, what is
the intention of #19?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – Again, #19 is something that is also in our zoning
code as we regulate outdoor dining currently. The intent is that we can’t think of every possible situation
that could come up. When we get these applications in a non-COVID situation we’re passing them around
to various staff members including the Police Department and others who will take a look at it from their
own individual perspective and hopefully it fits into one of the boxes that we’ve designated but if it doesn’t
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this gives the City Manager the authority to create that additional requirement if a department head
member or a staff person has identified a legitimate reason to provide that additional regulation.
Alderman Vinezeano – Thank you, that’s all the questions I have at this time.
Alderman Budmats - Seeing that this is a response to COVID-19, and I read in here that this expires on
November 1 or that these outdoor regulations expire on November 1, it seems to me that the changes we
are making are in direct response to COVID-19 and so that I would make a motion to amend this to place
a sunset provision on this that it expires on November 1, 2020. That the changes we are making expire on
November 1, 2020 and that next year, assuming there is no COVID-19 pandemic, we can go back to
business as usual and our ordinance as originally written. That’s my motion.
Mayor Gallo - Thank you Alderman Budmats for your motion to amend these changes that are made to
sunset by November 1, 2020. Is there a second? Alderman Vinezeano seconded the motion. Is there any
discussion on this amendment?
Alderman Sanoica - I just wanted to clarify that this does currently say November 1 or it doesn’t?
Mayor Gallo - It does currently say November 1 in line item #15.
Alderman Sanoica - I guess I would want some clarification on the sunset provision, is that to state that
this would come back before us again it wouldn’t just fall off the face of the earth and then we wouldn’t
discuss it anymore, is that the distinction between the sunset versus how it’s currently written?
Alderman Budmats - Outdoor seating is not allowed after November 1 in Rolling Meadows. I’m saying
that the changes that we’re making are temporary in nature and if it were necessary for us to make those
changes again next outdoor eating season that we could do that again but seeing that these changes are
really COVID-19 emergency based it seems to me that when the outdoor eating season is over we should
go back to the way it used to be. That’s why I’m saying to add a sunset provision that expires when our
outdoor eating season expires this year. Is that clear?
Alderman Sanoica - I think so. I have no issue with this.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - As of now, what we’re doing here is creating up provision in the City’s
Code of Ordinances. I think what Alderman Budmats is requiring a sunset so that code provisions are not
applicable automatically in April 2021 which if they stayed on the books they would be applicable unless
we took some action as a City Council to rescind those provisions of the Code.
Mayor Gallo - Any further questions on this motion to amend these changes which were made to sunset
after this November 1 date is reached? If there aren’t any questions or comments, will the Clerk please
call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi*, D’Astice
0
0

*written and non-verbal due to technical audio difficulties.
With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion to add a sunset provision is approved.
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Alderman D’Astice – I agree with Alderman O’Brien. I think we should remove the tent restriction. The
businesses should be able to do that and many others are. The second thing I have is item #16, I would
like a little more clarification on that. It says that furniture, tables and chairs are to be removed at the end
of the permitted time and not stored outside. I’m opposed to having to make the restaurateurs remove all
the furniture every night and bring it in the restaurant and find a place to store it and then bring it back out
the next day, it’s very labor-intensive. I’m opposed to that and I would like to find out what the intent is
on #16 before make a motion.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - Looking at why it’s there in the current zoning
ordinance, it’s there right now primarily to regulate the sidewalk area immediately adjoining when
someone just wants to put it out without going through this special use process. If someone goes through
the special use process and has outdoor dining that’s enclosed in a fence and we do an ordinance that’s
looked at by the Council those restrictions don’t typically apply. We already have a provision that it’s
heavy enough that it’s not going to be a windblown hazard, the intent is to remove the barriers for
pedestrians during the day and make sure it’s not vandalized or used as a weapon to crash in windows or
anything like that. If there’s a desire to remove that it’s overly burdensome because we are now trying to
encourage people to go beyond just a small area right outside their establishments and into a broader area,
we could talk about doing that but maybe asking them to pull them together or just leave them. I really
don’t have an objection to it but I do believe the intent was to secure them from vandalism and other
potential issues and that’s what we’ve done when it’s been limited to the 12 tables or less.
Alderman D’Astice - I don’t necessarily disagree with what you said, can we put the burden on the shop
owner to send an email that they understand and they’d like to leave the furniture out overnight and they
would take whatever responsibility. They could bring it in if they want and take it out every day but they
just need to notify the City if their intent is to leave it out overnight. Would that be acceptable?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - We certainly could include that question on the
application so that we know the individual’s intent was. I guess I would ask Attorney Wolf whether the
indemnification agreement that we have prepared would cover any liability issues that might come up if
something bad would happen.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - One of the requirements for this process is that the City be held harmless
for anything related to the outdoor seating so I believe that the City would be protected in that vein. I also
think that there’s a question with respect to how to read this being the permitted time period whether that
be the date or whether that be, as Alderman Vinezeano said, the day 6 AM to 10 PM, is it hours or is it
dates? If we have some information that it’s practically applied for that time period being April 1 to
November 1 there may be no need to change this or the practice that’s been implemented by the City. Jo
Ellen, do you have any practical knowledge or maybe the City Manager has some knowledge?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - The only thing I was going to suggest, it’s fairly obvious to staff
what the Council wants for this item. I don’t think it’s the intent to have the restauranteurs pick up all their
tables and chairs and bring them in every night, we can simply add the requirement or work with the City
Attorney to make a minor change to this regulation that the furniture be secured and we could figure out
some language to say group together or put away for the night. I’m aware that most of the restaurants that
have had outdoor seating over the previous years have kept their furniture outside overnight. Just in the
interest of time, I think it’s clear to staff what City Council wants on this item.
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Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - We can interpret this restriction to be the duration of time from April 1
to November 1 and then staff can make sure they have the appropriate regulations for security and safety
of tables and chairs outside.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - It is for safety and security, most places stack them up and secure
them. The worst thing is vandalism using the chairs because the tables are too heavy. It’s part of our
current code and we do look at each of the locations. As long as they’re safe and secure so they can’t be
used to vandalize the shopping centers or windows or utilize them for something else. We used to have
one location that used plastic chairs and when the weather would change they would start blowing away
and we would find them on the street. That is why the language in there but we understand what the
Council is trying to say we just want make sure they’re secured every night.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman D’Astice, does this satisfy…?
Alderman D’Astice - I’m fine with that, so long as we’re not making the restaurateurs do a lot more work.
If they stack it up and lock it, that’s fine. They should be doing that anyway, that’s pretty standard. My
last question was on page 4, item #2, it says the remainder of the area shall be completely surrounded with
jersey barriers. What is a jersey barrier?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - They’re made of either plastic or concrete. You generally see them
lining the sides of interstates to separate traffic. Nowadays they use plastic ones and fill them with water
so they can’t be moved. It’s a vehicular deterrent that can be put in a traffic area like a parking lot or a
drive aisle in a parking area.
Alderman D’Astice - Do you have any idea how much they cost? Are they purchased or rented?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I don’t have the rental cost but most who have the need for those
would rent them. I know Jo Ellen has had to field several calls regarding people who are already
proceeding with that so my guess is that they’re not terribly expensive but unfortunately I have no clue as
to how much they cost to rent.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - We would also allow the jersey barrier or something similar (large
planters) as long as it is safe and secure to protect the patrons and employees in the outdoor seating area.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman D’Astice, any further comments or discussion items?
Alderman D’Astice – No, not from me but I think we need to get tent issue resolved. I would like to
make a motion that we allow outdoor tents to be utilized for seating during this COVID-19 pandemic.
Mayo Gallo – Is there a second to Alderman D’Astice request to allow for tents? Alderman O’Brien
seconded the motion. Is there any discussion on the motion to allow the use of tents?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – I would like to ask Melissa as to whether if
anything needed to be specifically amended in the ordinance to accommodate it but there are building
code requirements on the books that I had the Building Division forward to me. I know Alderman O’Brien
and I talked about this earlier today, I think we could accommodate this if we ensure that the restaurants
are following that particular code and because we’re going into a parking lot area with tents, typically
tents are very short term (weekend/week) for a special event. In this particular case we’re going to be
looking at restaurants wanting to keep these up all year long. I think we have to give them some latitude
in putting these permits together and maybe some special conditions upon the issuance of that permit that
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would suggest things like a periodic inspections or other things that would ensure that over time these
facilities continue to be code compliant.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - With respect to all other State guidelines and requirements, those
requirements are instilled upon the City and would be imposed by the City without further amendment
required of this ordinance including those guidelines as set forth in the Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunities regarding the use of tents for this outdoor seating. So no further amendment
along those lines would need to be made at this time.
Mayor Gallo - Okay, we’re still pushing to amend the use of tents here and removing that from this
ordinance, correct?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - That is correct. You could do that by allowing for tents but you don’t have
to add any other regulations. Those regulations can be imposed by the City and then there’s also
regulations and guidelines that are imposed by the State as well.
Mayor Gallo - This is for tents without sides, it’s for sideless tents.
Alderman Vinezeano - I had a question, correct me if I’m wrong, there is an ordinance that requires a
permit for a tent. If a restaurant wanted to put up one of these tents they would have to file for a permit
for outdoor seating and a permit for the tent. I just want to clarify that, correct?
Mayor Gallo - Yes, Assistant Director Jo Ellen Charlton was saying that we should allow staff some
leniency when going through that process with the applicant, is that correct?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – Yes, that is correct.
Mayor Gallo - Does that help Alderman Vinezeano?
Alderman Vinezeano – Yes, the only thing that I would ask that if a restaurant applies all for both at the
same time is that we expedite both at the same time so if they’re putting in tables that they could put their
tent up at the same time with their tables and their structures so they don’t have to change their layout
multiple times because they’re waiting for the permit for the tent.
Mayor Gallo - Jo Ellen, does that seem like it’s a pretty realistic thing to spot or identify if an applicant
was looking to apply for outdoor seating in a tent?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – We will expedite everything we can with regard
to this. I think we’re going to be able to accommodate getting them tables and chairs out there quickly just
by nature of the fact that we’re not doing a technical permit review as we would do with tents (how they’re
secured, the setbacks, flame retardant), there are other things to check on that that are in queue with the
other permits that are in line and waiting for reviews and approvals. Yes, we will do our best but worst
case scenario we would suggest that a restaurant go ahead and move forward with the tables and chairs
understanding that we know what they’re requesting in regards to the tent and even if that comes a few
days later they can go ahead and get started with the tables and chairs.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Generally, when it comes to a tent permit that are very easy to
review so I don’t see that as being a problem to turn around quickly. The problem that we do run into is
the applicant doesn’t get the proper fire rated tent and that’s generally what it’s related to and working
with the applicant to get the properly rated tent for the application they want to use. The actual plan review
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and approval, we certainly will turn that around as quickly as we can, it will be processed at a different
rate as the other ones.
Alderman Vinezeano - Is there a way to notify the applicant that they’re renting the wrong one
expeditiously? I’m assuming most of these places that are going to rent these and to forgo the inspector
going out and it being the wrong tent to save everyone time? Is there a way to alleviate that in any way?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – I recommend that they contact City Staff to provide some
guidance. The ratings can change with the size of the tent being proposed. If anyone contacts you, make
sure they have a fire rated tent and that will at least put them on the right track. The ones that are used at
a back yard barbeque are not going to fly in a public environment.
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – We have already drafted an informational sheet
and application that was reviewed at the last meeting. I would suggest that we just modify that to clue the
applicants in to some of what those basic requirements are. We can certainly accommodate trying to
communicate that either in the application or on our website.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Just to piggyback on why some of the permits for tents have taken a
little longer, it’s not just the fire rating but how and where they’re being secured or not getting approval
from property owner. There are times when the applicant doesn’t submit all the proper information which
would cause the delay but once we get all the correct information the process moves pretty quickly.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion on allowing tents? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call
the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi*, D’Astice, Sanoica
0
0

*written and non-verbal due to technical audio difficulties.
With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. The provision of tents will be removed from the Ordinance.
Mayor Gallo – The Ordinance is now back for final approval with the amendments. Is there any further
discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi*, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon
0
0

*written and non-verbal due to technical audio difficulties.
With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance is adopted with the amendments.
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ADJOURNMENT:
Do I have a motion to adjourn? Alderman D’Astice made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman Vinezeano. All in favor say aye; opposed say nay. The ayes have it and this meeting is
adjourned.
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the City Council meeting was adjourned at 8:15
p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
June 3, 2020 Special City Council Meeting Minutes Approved by Council on June 23, 2020.

Judy Brose
Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Pending
A)

Resolution to Authorize the Purchase of a 2019 Paving Machine
(Postponed at 6/9/20 City Council Meeting)

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Revised proposal from Altorfer Cat, dated June 18, 2020
Summary/Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution authorizing the
purchase of a used 2019 Weiler P265 Paver for the Public Works Department. This
equipment has been reviewed by the Vehicle Replacement Committee and supported as
part of the Capital Plan by the Capital Improvement Committee. Additionally, staff has
vetted all the equipment and vehicles in this year’s replacement plan with the City
Manager and Finance Director. This equipment remains a preferred 2020 purchase, as
other equipment and vehicles have already been earmarked for deferral. This equipment
will replace the existing drag-box equipment, which was provided to the Public Works
Department by the School District 15 Maintenance Department, when they eliminated it
from their inventory in 2016.
This project was postponed from the June 9, 2020, City Council
meeting for additional information. Staff engaged in discussions
with the vendor regarding the pricing and equipment value. As a
result, Staff was able to secure lower pricing as shown on the
revised proposal, culminating in a savings of approximately $3,400.
In line with discussions at previous Council and Committee meetings, staff included new
paving equipment in the Five (5) Year Capital Plan, as there was a clear desire to
increase road maintenance efforts in the community. Currently, the staff utilizes “handed
down” (drag box) equipment procured from the School District when they decided to
eliminate it from their equipment. Although it has been helpful to staff in allowing to
complete patches in a better manner than in the past, it is anything but efficient.
Not only will this new equipment allow staff to
complete much more patching annually
throughout the community, but it will also be
done in a much safer manner. Unfortunately,
due to previously scheduled replacements, we
were not able to include this piece of equipment
earlier in the 5-Year CIP. This Fiscal Year is
the first year that was available to include this
equipment into the actual budget.
In addition to the safety concerns, the drag box
is very limited in its ability to properly address
different sized patches. As a result of noticed
safety concerns, the drag box will not be utilized
in the future, nor will it be recommended for sale. This outdated equipment would be
recommended for scrap only.
Note regarding photo: The employee identified has to position himself between
the box and the truck to hook up and release the equipment from the vehicle.

Staff was only able to secure pricing for three (3) different units that are sized according to
the needs of this community. The pricing received were as follows:
VENDOR NAME
Altorfer Industries
Casey Equipment
Roland Machinery

MODEL
Weiler P265
Leeboy 8500D
Leeboy 8500D

PRICE
$134,138.00
$147,800.00
$153,900.00

However, while staff was investigating pricing available for new equipment, they also
inspected opportunities for gently used equipment. In their research, they were also able
to find the following 2019 unit.
Vendor Name
Altofer Industries

MODEL
Weiler P265

PRICE
$127,440.00
$124,000.00

This is the unit that staff is recommending as it is equipment that is reliable, easy to
maintain and repair and meets all the needs of the City, at a reduced cost.
Current Drag Box

Proposed Paving Equipment

Based on the time it currently takes hook up and disconnect the drag-box, Staff believes,
at a minimum, the new equipment will save in excess of eight (8) man hours per week by
using the paver. The use of this equipment will also provide flexibility by occasionally
being able to safely reduce the size of the crew to complete additional work elsewhere,
but mostly to increase production in the paving operation. We will not know completely the
increases we expect to realize until we are able to use the equipment for a while and
become proficient in its use. The equipment will also help maintain a high rate of
production by reducing employee fatigue. Lastly, and most importantly, the equipment will
provide a much safer work environment for employees on the paving crew and will reduce
the safety risks that are inherent of the drag box.
Service Delivery Impact: This equipment will be utilized to perform long term and short
term patching as part of the annual patching program and will also be utilized to repair
pavement areas damaged during emergency and scheduled utility excavations performed
by City staff.

Budget Impact: The FY2020 Budget line item for this equipment is $150,000.00. The
total cost of the proposed Used 2019 Weiler P265 is $124,000.00 $127,440.00. This
allows $26,000.00 $22,560.00, for the required trailer. This will be requested under a
separate agenda item.
Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123, Approval of FY2019 City budget which provides
funding for this proposed equipment purchase.
Recommendation: To approve the resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 20-R-63

A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE PURCHASE OF
A USED 2019 WEILER P265 PAVING MACHINE

WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows is a home-rule community, and the City
Council may waive formal bidding procedures if it determines that such action is in the
best interest of its residents; and
WHEREAS, The Rolling Meadows Director of Public Works is recommending that
the public’s interest would be served by waiving a formal bidding requirement and
obtaining written proposals for the purchase of one (1) Weiler P265 Paving Machine from
Altorfer Industries, 635 W. Lake St, Elmhurst, Illinois, 60126, as this equipment best
meets the city’s equipment specifications.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of the
City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois as follows:
SECTION 1: The Rolling Meadows City Council finds the public’s interest

would be served by waiving a formal bidding requirement for the liquid paint
striping, due to the fact that the installation and materials are specialized and
allows for standardization of materials used.
SECTION 2: The Mayor and City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois,
hereby approves the purchase of paving equipment from Altofer Industries in the amount
of $124,000.00.
Funds for the purchase are from the Vehicle and Equipment Replacement Fund
(25).

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 23rd day of June, 2020.

_____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Quote 119981-01

119981-01REV
June 18, 2020
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
3900 BERDNICK STREET
ROLLING MEADOWS, IL 60008
Attention: ROB HORNE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
Dear Rob,

I would like to thank you for your interest in Altorfer Industries and the Weiler Paving Products we represent, and I am pleased to
quote the following paver for purchase.

ONE (1) RENTAL FLEET WEILER PRODUCT MODEL: P265 ASPHALT PAVER WITH ALL STANDARD EQUIPMENT IN
ADDITION TO THE ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS LISTED BELOW:
STOCK NUMBER: P2680

SERIAL NUMBER: P265-1101

YEAR: 2019

HRS: 135

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 630-417-8882. In closing, we do greatly appreciate this
opportunity to earn your business. We are confident that our products, backed by our unparalleled product support after
the sale, will exceed your expectations.

Sincerely,

John Loftus
John Loftus
Account Manager
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ONE (1) NEW WEILER PRODUCTS MODEL: P265 ASPHALT PAVER WITH ALL STANDARD EQUIPMENT IN ADDITION TO
THE ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS LISTED BELOW:

Base Unit Description
P265 Asphalt Paver Base Machine
Cat 3.4 Tier IV 74 HP Engine
125 mm Track Group w/ 12" Steel Pads
Adjustable, Oscillating Push Rollers
Cable Operated Lever Steering with Pause Function
Dual Sided Manual Hydraulic Controls
Spray Down w/ Separate Tank, 2 Coiled Hoses

MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS
WEILER MODEL P265 PAVER
7' 8'' TO 14' 4'' HYDRAULICALLY EXTENDING SCREED W/ELECTRIC HEAT AND
VIBRATOR MAINFRAME AND EXTENSION
US, CANADA ENGLISH LANGUAGE & DECAL GROUP
14'' POLY TRACK PAD SUBSTITUTION GROUP
LED STROBE LIGHT GROUP
LIGHTING GROUP 4 HALOGEN LIGHTS
SONIC CONTROLLED AUGERS
HEATED END GATES GROUP

P265-001
P265-270
P265-601
P265-042
P265-110
P265-115
P265-145
P265-260

P265 SCREED GROUP W/ EXTTENSION
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WARRANTY & COVERAGE
Standard Warranty:

WEILER STANDARD 12 MONTH WARRANTY
(PLEASE SEE ATTACHED WARRANTY SHEET)

SALE PRICE

$124,000.00

Included

FREIGHT & DEALER PREP

NET BALANCE DUE

$124,000.00

AFTER TAX BALANCE EXEMPT

$124,000.00

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

•

Delivery is Dealer Inventory Subject to prior Sale

F.O.B/TERMS:
City of Rolling Meadows Yard
This paver has a full machine warranty thru June 7, 2020

WEILER/CATERPILLAR ENGINE WARRANTY OPTIONS:
Options to Add Extended Warranties: You have the option to add extended machine warranty. We can tailor these options
available to you however you want. Just tell us what you need, and we will do our best to meet or exceed your expectations. Here
are just a few examples of some Extended Warranty options:

Components

Sell

Warranty
36 MONTH OR 3000 HOUR POWERTRAIN

$3,950.00

36 MONTH OR 3000 HOUR POWERTRAIN + HYDRAULICS

$8,060.00

36 MONTH OR 3000 HOUR POWERTRAIN + HYDRAULICS + ELECTRONICS

$8,730.00
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WEILER WARRANTY
-Exclusive Limited WarrantyThe manufacturer warrants each new WEILER PRODUCT to be free of defects in workmanship and material at
the time of shipment to first end-user. The warranty period is 12 months.
A. If a defect is found, and the authorized dealer is notified during the 12-month warranty period, the
manufacturer will repair or replace any part or component on the unit that fails to conform to the
warranty.
B. The manufacturer has the right to repair any part or component prior to replacement.
C. All new replacement parts will carry a six (6) month warranty. Remanufactured parts will carry a ninety
(90) day warranty.
D. ENGINES, TIRES, BATTERIES and ATTACHMENTS are normally warranted by their manufacturers
and may have different warranty than that of the manufacturer.
NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND SHALL BE MADE WITH RESPECT TO:
A. Any defects or damage caused by misuse, misapplication, negligence accident or failure to maintain or
use the product in accordance with current operating instructions.
B. Any product that has been used with an attachment or in an application where excessive workload or
stress causes failure of the part or component.
C. Failure to conduct normal maintenance and operating service to include but not limited to providing
lubricants, coolant, fuel, inspections and regular tune-ups.
D. Unauthorized alterations, modifications and or replacements parts and components not manufactured by
the manufacturer.
THE MANUFACTURER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FOLLOWING:
A. Charges for travel time, mileage or overtime.
B. Airfreight charges for parts shipped to point of service.
C. Transportation charges to and from point of service.
D. Consumable parts such as cutting edges, filters and items expected to receive normal wear and tear.
E. Liability or damages of any type due to lost profits or expenses to acquire replacement products
EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY STATED ABOVE, THE MANUFACTURER MAKES NO WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE WARRANTY SET FORTH
ABOVE AND THE OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES OF THE MANUFACTURER THEREUNDER
REPRESENT CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES AND ARE EXPRESSLY MADE IN
LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER REMEDIES, WARRANTIES, GUARANTIES OR LIABILITIES. THERE
ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE MANUFACTURER’S LIABILITY HEREUNDER EXCEED THE PURCHASE
PRICE FOR THE PRODUCTS, NOR SHALL THE MANUFACTURER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
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COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Pending
B)

Resolution to Authorize for the Replacement of the Public Works Paving
Equipment Trailer (Postponed at 6/9/20 City Council Meeting)

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Proposals
Summary: You are being asked to approve a resolution to authorize a contract with Atlas
Bobcat, Illinois, for the purchase of a paving machine trailer for the Public Works
Department.
Background: This trailer will be used primarily by the Streets and Refuse Division for
street patching operations. This trailer is required to haul the paving equipment
recommended for purchase in the previous agenda item presented to the Council. Again,
staff has vetted all the equipment and vehicles in this year’s replacement plan with the
City Manager and Finance Director. This equipment remains a preferred 2020 purchase,
as other equipment and vehicles have already been earmarked for deferral.
The FY2020 budget provides for the purchase of this trailer. As explained in a previous
agenda item, the total cost to purchase the “used” paving equipment was $124,000.00
$127,440.00, of a $150,000 budget. “This allows $26,000.00 $22,560.00, for the required
trailer.” Staff was able to procure three (3) proposals from vendors that have the ability to
provide the trailer as required for the paving equipment. Staff is recommending the lowest
proposal offered by Atlas Bobcat, in the amount of $16,000, for a 2020 paving equipment
trailer, be accepted.
VENDOR NAMES
Atlas Bobcat, LLC Industries
Casey Equipment
Altorfer Industries

PRICE
$16,000.00
$16,550.00
$26,075.00

Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123, Approval of FY2019 City budget which provides
funding for this proposed equipment purchase.
Recommendation: To approve the resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 20-R-64

A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE PURCHASE OF
A PAVING EQUIPMENT TRAILER

WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows is a home-rule community, and the City
Council may waive formal bidding procedures if it determines that such action is in the
best interest of its residents; and
WHEREAS: The Rolling Meadows Director of Public Works is recommending that
the public’s interest would be served by waiving a formal bidding requirement for the
purchase of a paving equipment trailer, as three qualified proposals were received and
these vendors meet the City’s equipment specifications and requirements.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of the
City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, as follows:
SECTION 1: The Rolling Meadows City Council finds the public’s interest

would be served by waiving a formal bidding requirement for the liquid paint
striping, due to the fact that the installation and materials are specialized and
allows for standardization of materials used.
SECTION 2: The Mayor and City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois,
hereby approves the purchase of 2020 paving equipment trailer from Atlas Bobcat, LLC,
1815 Landmeier Road, Elk Grove Village, Illinois, 60007, in the amount of $16,000.
Funds for the purchase and installation are from the Vehicle and Equipment Fund
(25).

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 23rd day of June, 2020.

___________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Council Action Summary – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Ordinances (1st Reading)
C)

Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency Within the City of Rolling
Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Attachments:
•

Proposed Ordinance

Background:
Council is being asked to approve an Ordinance, which if passed, would further extend the declared
State of Emergency and Executive Powers through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the Ordinance shall immediately
cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor that the state of emergency
related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
Previous Council Action:
•

•

•

•

•

•

June 9, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-23 confirmed and extended the declared state of
emergency within the City and the temporary executive powers of the Mayor due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
May 26, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-21 confirmed and extended the declared state of
emergency within the City and the temporary executive powers of the Mayor due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
May 12, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-20 confirmed and extended the declared state of
emergency within the City and the temporary executive powers of the Mayor due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
April 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-17 confirmed and extended the declared state of
emergency within the City and the temporary executive powers of the Mayor due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
April 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-16 confirmed and extended the declared state of
emergency within the City and the temporary executive powers of the Mayor due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
March 17, 2020 - Ordinance No. 20-10 established temporary executive powers of the
Mayor and Resolution No. 20-R-28 adopted the Proclamation Declaring a Disaster
Emergency in the City of Rolling Meadows.

Recommendation:
Staff is asking for a waiver of 1st reading so this Ordinance can be approved immediately.

ORDINANCE NO. 20-24
AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING AND EXTENDING
A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY
WITHIN THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois issued a Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring a state of emergency throughout the State of Illinois as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows issued a
Proclamation declaring the existence of a state of emergency throughout the City of Rolling
Meadows as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows passed
Resolution No. 20-R-28, approving and adopting the Proclamation made by the Mayor and
consenting to continue and extend the state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) passed Ordinance
No. 20-10, establishing temporary executive powers and the Mayor of the City declared a state of
emergency within the City pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-1-6; and
WHEREAS, on April 1, 2020, the Governor of Illinois issued a second Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring all counties in the State of Illinois as a disaster area due to the
COVID-19 outbreak; and
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-16, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-17, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 30, 2020, the Governor of Illinois issued a third Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring all counties in the State of Illinois as a disaster area due to the
COVID-19 outbreak; and
WHEREAS, the Governor of Illinois issued an Executive Order dated April 30, 2020, for
the entire State of Illinois, effective May 1, 2020 extending the prior order that ordered all
individuals currently living within the State of Illinois to stay at home or at their place of residence
and requiring all businesses and operations in the State, except Essential Businesses and
Operations cease all activities within the State except Minimum Basic Operations until May 29,
2020; and

WHEREAS, the Governor of Illinois issued a Restore Illinois Plan dated May 5, 2020, for
the entire State of Illinois setting forth a five-phase plan to re-open businesses and restore activities
in Illinois; and
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-21, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 29, 2020, the Governor of Illinois issued a fourth Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring all counties in the State of Illinois as a disaster area due to the
COVID-19 outbreak; and
WHEREAS, the Governor of Illinois issued an Executive Order dated May 29, 2020, for
the entire State of Illinois, implementing Phase III of the Restore Illinois Plan requiring social
distancing, the wearing of face coverings in public places and when working, limiting gatherings,
providing public health requirements for businesses, nonprofits and organizations and for the free
exercise of religion; and
WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-23, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows must take actions to contain and mitigate the
local impact of the virus outbreak and provide for the continuity of government, activation of the
City emergency operation plans, provide for the continuation of essential services and provide for
the health and safety of all City residents; and
WHEREAS, while the City is currently responding to this COVID-19 pandemic, it is
deemed necessary and in the interest of the people of the City, in accordance with the City’s
responsibility to ensure public health and safety and pursuant to the authority vested in the City
pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, including Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/11, and Section 11-1-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code
and Chapter 26 of the City Code, to declare that a disaster emergency exists within the City and
renew and continue the emergency powers of the Mayor.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
1.
RECITALS. The facts and statements contained in the preambles to this Ordinance
are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance.
2.
DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER. It is hereby
determined that it is advisable, necessary and in the best interests of the City that the findings,

determinations and declaration of the Mayor on March 16, 2020, as approved by Resolution 20R-28, and subsequently extended by the City Council, that a state of emergency and a disaster exist
due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak are hereby affirmed and that the actions taken
by the Mayor resulting from and in furtherance of that declaration are hereby ratified and affirmed.
It is further determined that the state of emergency and disaster due to the COVID-19 outbreak
continues to exist in the City of Rolling Meadows.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER. The Mayor shall be and is hereby authorized and directed
to continue to exercise by executive order the extraordinary emergency powers and authority as
originally authorized in Ordinance No. 20-10, as extended, and as may be reasonably necessary to
respond to the emergency during the time that this state of emergency exists.
4.
DURATION. This Ordinance shall remain in effect through the adjournment of
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the
Ordinance shall immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor
that the state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
5.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE AND ENFORCE. The officials, officers,
employees and agents of the City are authorized to take such actions and execute such documents
as are necessary to carry out the purpose and intent of this Ordinance. The Mayor, police officers,
and all other officers and employees of the City shall enforce the rules and regulations so adopted
and orders issued by the Mayor pursuant to this Ordinance.
6.
NOTICE. This Ordinance extending the declared state of emergency shall be filed
with the City Clerk, be made available for public inspection and to any news media situated in the
City, and shall be posted at the City Hall and on the City’s website.
7.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Ordinance, or the application of any
provision of this Ordinance, is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such occurrence shall
not affect other provisions of this Ordinance, or their application, that can be given effect without
the unconstitutional or invalid provision or its application. Each unconstitutional or invalid
provision, or application of such provision, is severable, unless otherwise provided by this
Ordinance.
8.
REPEALER. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions
of this Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of the conflict.

9.
EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Passed and approved this 23rd day of June, 2020.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
D)

Ordinance - Authorizing an Amendment to Special Use Authorized by
Ordinance 86-27 for the “City Hall” Property Commonly Known as
3600 Kirchoff Road to Authorize the Additional Property at 2809 Owl
Lane as a Municipal Use and Approving the Final Plat of Rolling
Meadows City Hall Subdivision

Attachments:
•
•
•
•

Proposed Ordinance, including Exhibit A (Final Plat)
Exhibit 1 to Staff Report “2809 Owl Proposed Site Plan”
Exhibit 2 to Staff Report, written comments from the public
Exhibit 3 Commissioner Comments

Summary: You are being asked to consider first reading and final approval of an
ordinance that would add the recently acquired property at 2809 Owl to the existing
special use for City Hall, and approve a final plat of subdivision that combines that
lot and all other underlying lots of record that comprise City Hall into one lot of
record for the whole City Hall campus.
Background:
On March 24, 2020, pursuant to Ordinance 20-14,
the City of Rolling Meadows City Council
authorized the purchase of the property located at
2809 Owl Lane.
This property is located
immediately north of the existing City Hall property
at the Northwest corner of Kirchoff and Owl. The
Owl property (outlined in the map to the right) is
presently zoned R-1 and improved with a single
family home, which is a permitted use. The City
Hall property located to the south of the Owl
property is also zoned R-1, and was granted a
special use for a “Municipal Use” in 1986 pursuant
to Ordinance 86-27. In the picture to the right, the
existing City Hall property includes the two
buildings south of the Owl property, as well as the
two lots along Kirchoff that do not show any
structures. The petition contemplates amending
the City Hall special use to add the Owl property as
an authorized Municipal Use, and to approve a Plat
of Subdivision to combine the multiple lots that comprise all municipal properties
into one Lot of Record.

PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
The Site Plan below, and attached as Exhibit 1, illustrates planned improvements
on the Owl property, which include connection of the City Hall’s Police Department
parking lot with the driveway on the north side of the existing home structure. This
will relieve occasional congestion in the Police Department parking lot caused by
limited access. Please note that north in this image is to the right. The driveway
connection is intended to be used primarily for Police Department vehicles exiting
their rear parking lot.

Drainage improvements are also included on the site, and are proposed to be
extended in easements to be acquired on an adjoining Sigwalt property to the
north, and in existing rear yard easements on the Owl properties to the northeast
to address local drainage issues. These improvements are proposed both to
address the additional pavement the City is adding on the 2809 Owl property, and
to address comments from local neighbors about the severity of ponding water for
very long periods of time after a rain event. The new storm lines will be connected
to existing infrastructure in Sigwalt Street. Preliminary Engineering costs for all
necessary work is $53,775, excluding fire protection line.

Screening along the north property line will consist of maintaining the existing
evergreen hedgerow (shown on the right side of the picture below), and
supplementing it with a 6’ wooden fence to both the rear lot line, and the front
setback line as allowed by the Zoning Ordinance. Pursuant to recommendations
by the Planning and Zoning Commission based on neighbors comments, staff is
recommending the 6’ fence be raised 6” above grade, for an overall fence height
of 6.5”, which is the maximum height allowed by the Zoning Ordinance. This will
provide maximum screening between this new City property and the single family
residence to the north, also seen in the image below. The existing shed at the rear
of the property will be removed.

The existing single family home structure on the newly acquired Owl lot is intended
to remain and be utilized for centralized storage of files and other commodities
presently stored in multiple City-owned buildings in the City. The garage will be
utilized to store City vehicles that are utilized infrequently. There will be no offices
in the building, and staff access will be limited to only those staff members with
need and authorization to access files and stored materials.
PLAT OF SUBDIVISION
Subdivisions are regulated by Chapter 98 of the City Code. Generally, the
procedure requires procedures and approvals for both a preliminary plat of
subdivision and a final plat of subdivision, however subdivisions with 3 acres or
less may proceed directly to a final plat of subdivision process. The proposed
subdivision entitled “The City of Rolling Meadows, City Hall Plat of Consolidation”
is attached to this report. It was prepared by Christopher B. Burke Engineering,
Ltd. and is dated May 20, 2020. The plat consolidates eight previously platted
single family lots into one.
There are no additional proposed streets included as part of this subdivision, and
existing infrastructure on the adjoining Kirchoff Road and Owl Lane is in acceptable
condition. Normally, consideration would be given to extend the on-street parallel
parking that abuts the existing City Hall complex on the west side of Owl, but a
nearby resident requested the area in front of 2809 Owl be left without parallel

parking to preserve the residential feel of that lot.
comments are included in the attached material.

A copy of this resident’s

As City owned property, easements for public utilities are not required. Please
note, however, that planned improvements on the properties include stormwater
drains that do connect to the north through easements on adjoining properties.
The proposed plat meets all requirements for approval, but is being revised to
address minor comments identified by the City engineer.
PUBLIC HEARING AND RECOMMENDATION
The Planning and Zoning Commission (PZC) conducted the public hearing for this
case at a Zoom meeting on June 2, 2020, and at a continued hearing in the City
Hall Council Chamber on June 17, 2020. The hearing was closed at the June 17th
meeting, and the recommendation listed below to approve the amendment to the
special use and the plat was passed by a 5-1 vote of the 6 members present as
follows: Buckingham, yes; Duvall, yes; Fink, yes: Sheehan, yes; Sipple no; and
Chairman Rataiczyk, yes.
Based on the submitted petition and testimony provided, I move that
the Planning and Zoning Commission recommend to the City
Council approval of the “The City of Rolling Meadows the Plat of
Consolidation”, prepared by Christopher B. Burke Engineering,
dated May 20, 2020, and also recommend the City Council adopt the
findings of fact for a special use (identified in the staff report
prepared for the June 17, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission
meeting) and recommend the City Council approve an amendment
to the special use granted by Ordinance 86-27, to add the property
at 2809 Owl as a “Municipal Use”, subject to the following condition:
1. Any future modification to the structures or use of the property
at 2809 Owl Lane for primarily storage purposes is subject to
approval by the City Council pursuant to an amendment to the
special use granted herein.
Further, while not added specifically as a condition in the motion, the PZC
encouraged the Council to consider testimony and concerns included in the public
hearing record, specifically with regard to the placement of the two “Do Not Enter”
signs at the entrance to the new driveway, the height of fence screening on the
north property line, and the addition of proper screening of the existing Police
Department parking lot after the fence was removed.

Public Testimony
Provided below is a summary of comments from the public.
A. Mr. Fox, 2803 Owl Lane. Written comments were included in the staff report
for the June 2, 2020 meeting, and are attached as part of Exhibit 2. Chairman
Rataiczyk read each of the comments aloud during the hearing. Ms. Charlton
responded to each of the issues raised.
Mr. Fox was present in the Zoom audience, and thanked staff and the board
for addressing his comments. He had no further comments or questions at the
June 2nd meeting.
Mr. Fox was present at the June 17th meeting, and agreed with all the
comments about the two “Do Not Enter” signs. He noted that of the two signs
in front of the existing Police Department parking lot entrance, one is smaller
than the other, so there must be some consideration that can be made to
reduce the impact of these signs. He suggested moving them back further from
the front of the lot at a minimum.
B. Nancy Wilbersheid, 2807 Owl Lane. Written comments were received via email on May 31st, and are also attached as part of Exhibit 2. Chairman
Rataiczyk read the comments aloud during the hearing and into the record. In
responding to issues raised, Ms. Charlton noted that although an 8’ tall fence
could not be accommodated because it did not comply with the Zoning
Ordinance, that up to 6.5 feet could be accommodated, and would be sized
and placed in the rear yard to provide adequate screening of headlights,
accounting for the retaining wall. Ms. Charlton also confirmed there are no
current plans for exterior lighting.
Ms. Wilbersheid was present in the Zoom audience on June 2nd and had the
following additional comments/questions:
1. She questioned why two “Do Not Enter” signs are necessary. The sign on
the north side of the driveway was also placed in close proximity to another
“No Parking” sign and she commented that in addition to being unexpected
and unsightly, they were difficult to mow around. She requested whether
the “No Parking” sign could be relocated. Ms. Charlton to inquire and report
back at June 17th meeting.
2. She questioned how snow removal would be accommodated. Ms. Charlton
responded by showing the probable location for stored snow, and that the
City has various sized trucks capable of adequately plowing snow on that
property.
3. She stated her preference that the driveway be located on the south side of
the home in lieu of as shown, but that if it remains as proposed, it only be
used in emergency situations.

Chairman Rataiczyk asked staff to provide additional information on the “Do
Not Enter” sign requirements for the next meeting, noting it would be helpful to
know what started this, and whether there are regulations or guidelines on the
size and/or numbers of signs.
Ms. Wilbersheid was also present at the June 17th meeting, and commented
that she agreed with Mr. Fox’s comments that at a minimum, the Do Not Enter
signs should be moved back. She also commented that she was disappointed
with the City’s recent removal of the fence along the south property line that
previously screened the existing Police Department parking lot, and questioned
how that would be screened. Staff responded that the area would instead be
screened with landscaping.
C. Mr. Paluch, 2805 Owl. Mr. Paluch was present in the Zoom meeting on
June 2nd, and provided the following comments:
1. Supports the Wilbersheids concerns about the size, height and number
of “Do Not Enter” signs. Suggested lowering height and using smaller
signs.
2. Questioned whether 6” pipe is sufficient to handle stormwater flow to
address soggy backyards. Ms. Charlton responded that City Engineer
and Underground Utility Superintendent agreed the 6” pipe would
provide relief to owners that experience standing water if they make
efforts to connect to the new pipe. It will be responsibility of individual
property owners to make improvements that connect their low spots with
this new drainage structure.
Mr. Paluch was also in attendance at the June 17th meeting and asked
Deputy Chief John Sircher in what instances officers cannot exit the existing
driveway Sircher responded that it actually happens more frequently than
they would like, but is generally more prevalent during day shifts, when
contractors are there to work on a generator or at the range.
D. Jack Wooten, 3508 Sigwalt and Constantine Tiu, 3510 Sigwalt. These
neighbors were present together in the Zoom meeting, and provided the
following comments:
1. These neighbors both commented that the drainage pipe needs to be 8”
instead of 6”. Staff responded that updated plans showing the sized of
the structures would be available for the meeting on the 17th.
2. Mr. Wooten commented that expanding the existing parking lot would
save everybody money.
E. Mr. Dean Malicky, 2802 Owl Lane. Mr. Malikcy spoke for the first time at
the June 17th meeting. He agreed that the size and locations of the two Do
Not Enter signs at the entrance to the driveway would be a concern for him.
He further noted that a 6’ fence may not be tall enough to provide adequate

screening given the driveway elevation at the rear part of the lot was
between 18 to 22” in height. Additionally, a taller fence near the front
property line would better ensure that the neighbors to the north would have
more protection from lights and sirens. Staff responded that although City
staff had confirmed a 6’ fence would adequately screen lights in both the
front and back part of the lot, the Zoning Ordinance would allow up to 6.5’
in height.
Commissioner Comments/Questions
A summary of each Commissioner comments, if any, during the hearings is
attached as Exhibit 3. Provided below is additional information and/or answers to
questions raised.
1. Driveway Location on the 2809 Owl Property.
During the hearings, staff was questioned whether an alternate driveway
location along the south property line was considered in lieu of connecting the
Police Department parking lot with the existing driveway as proposed along the
north property line. Although initial consideration was given to all options, City
staff involved in the initial acquisition determined that the additional paving cost
and the loss of existing parking spaces that would be necessary to
accommodate a driveway along the south property line of the 2809 Owl
property did not make that a viable alternative.
2. Police Department Operational Issues.
A. “Do Not Enter” Signs at Residential Driveway Entrance.
As discussed extensively at
both hearing dates, two “Do
Not Enter” signs were placed
on both sides of the
residential driveway at 2809
Owl, similar to those shown
at the main entrance to the
Police Department parking
located just to the south.
Both signs are at the
recommendation of the City’s
risk management agency
(IRMA), and are necessary to
defend the City legally against those who target officers and equipment in
police department parking lots. Crime incidents have and do occur, and it
is the placement of these signs that provides for an adequate defense in
court if necessary. In order to be defensible in court, the size of the signs
must meet MUTCD (Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices), and any
efforts to alter the size or location of the signs could impact the City’s ability

to defend itself as recommended by IRMA. This creates unnecessary
financial liability for the City and is not recommended by staff. Aesthetics
in this instance should not supersede the safety of City employees.
While PZC members do not wish to risk employee safety, many members
sympathized with residents’ concerns and expressed concern or frustration
at the appearance of these two signs on what otherwise appears to be a
residential lot.
The PZC asked staff for more information on whether neighboring Police
Departments are consistent in this signage, and whether the size or
number of signs could be altered while still achieving the same effect. Staff
searched Google images of neighboring Palatine, Arlington Heights and
Schaumburg Police Departments and found that all use similar signage at
exclusive parking lot entrances, but that number, sizes and content do
vary. Staff again confirmed with the City Manager’s office that the City’s
risk management organization (IRMA) recommends these signs as a
necessary component of ensuring employee safety, and that the signs’ size
are necessary in order to be defensible in court.
B. Direction of Travel and Frequency of Use.
John Sircher, Deputy Police Chief was in attendance at the June 17, 2020
meeting to discuss operational questions about whether all cars, or just
squad cars, will utilize the residential driveway, estimated number of trips
on the driveway, and when lights and sirens are activated during a call.
One PZC member was passionate that traffic flow should be
reversed…that the new drive should be used to enter the parking lot, with
the existing drive and exit only. Sircher responded that he expected only
squad cars would utilize the exit, and then mostly only in cases when the
existing exit was otherwise blocked. He stated that a blocked driveway is
more common during the day, so he estimated that it would be rare that
officers would use the new driveway at night.
Mr. Sircher also responded to questions from PZC members about
whether training would be provided to officers. Sircher responded that
policies are shared with officers during roll calls, and that officers would
abide by the direction of the Chief.
C. On-Street Parking.
The Commission’s question about whether on-street parking should be
eliminated until just north/east of the 2809 Owl driveway was discussed
with the Director of Public Works. Pursuant to established City policy, all
right-of-way parking regulations must be reviewed and recommended by
the Traffic Review Committee prior to Council consideration. This request
will be forwarded to that Committee.

D. Existing Parallel Parking on Owl
Commissioners questioned whether the three existing on-street parking
spaces on Owl would create site line difficulties for cars exiting the 2809
Owl driveway. John Sircher, Deputy Police Chief, will be in attendance at
the June 17, 2020 meeting to discuss use of those spaces, and whether
the department has concerns about site visibility while exiting the Owl
driveway.
3. Drainage Issues.
The drainage plans are shown below, and attached as Exhibit 1.
Note that the improvements involve 6” lines behind the 2803, 2805, and
2807 Owl homes; 8” pipe on the 2809 Owl site property to accommodate
the additional pavement; and a 12” line between the 3602 and 3604
Sigwalt Street homes. A drainage easement is necessary to install these
lines and has been verbally agreed to by the owner. As stated during the
Zoom hearing, the City’s installation of this line provides owners between
2803 and 2807 Owl with an opportunity to address prolonged ponding in
depressional areas in their yards by giving them something to connect to

that will allow the water to drain over time. It will be each property owners’
responsibility to apply for permits and construct whatever regrading or
additional drain pipes that might be necessary to address their individual

problems. In an effort to be sensitive to resident concerns, and as a result
of the newly proposed storm sewer improvements, staff has made efforts
to assist with residential rear yard drainage issues.
It is also important to clarify exactly what these improvements and any
individual homeowner’s investments to connect to these systems will
achieve. They are NOT designed or intended to eliminate all ponding
water during a rain event. Gravity always wins, and water will always flow
to low spots during heavy rain events. The amount of water flowing
through storm sewer mains during these heavy rain events will result in
system surcharging. Once those lines begin to drain, however, water from
the connecting homeowner lines will be begin to drain also. During very
heavy rain events similar to those in the last couple of months, it is
reasonable to expect ponding water to drain away in 48 hours if properly
connected to the City’s system.
4. Fence separating 2807 and 2809 Owl.
As stated during the last meeting, the City intends to provide fencing along
the property line separating the 2807 and 2809 Owl properties. An existing
4’ tall board on board fence is located between the rear yards as shown in
the image below.

As stated in the last meeting, the shed will be removed, and a driveway
connection will be constructed between the Police Department parking lot
and the driveway that can be seen on the right side of the picture. Note the
driveway is supported with a block retaining wall, and currently screened
with a 12’-15’ tall evergreen shrub hedgerow, that extends approximately
87’, and screens all but the last 20’ of the home structure, as shown in the
aerial image below.

The existing fence on the south side of the 2809 Owl property is 6’ tall, and
will be removed from the south property line and utilized in lieu of where the
4’ fence is currently located in the rear yard on the north property line. It will
also be added for approximately 20’ between the hedge row and the front
setback of the 2809 Owl home, in compliance with Zoning Ordinance
requirements. Public Works staff has confirmed the 6’ tall fence and hedge
row will adequately
screen headlights from
police
department
vehicles using the
driveway as an exit
even
though
the
pavement elevation is
higher.
However,
based on comments
from the public hearing,
staff will ensure that the fence is installed with the bottom of the fence 6”
above grade, for an overall fence height of 6.5’, which complies with the
Zoning Ordinance.
5. Proper screening of the existing parking lot
Information shared with the PZC and public at the first hearing indicated the
existing fence between the parking lot and the 2809 property (shown in the
image on the previous page) would be removed to allow for the connection
of the two properties. When the fence was actually removed last week, the
neighbor to the north (Ms. Wilbersheid) called with concerns that she hadn’t
understood the entire fence would be removed, and questioned whether
and how the parking lot would be screened when viewed from her front yard.
Staff responded that the City’s intent was to provide a “living screen” with
landscaping, to be determined by the City Forester.

Previous Council Action:
•

Ordinance 86-27: Authorization of Special Use for City Hall, 3600 Kirchoff
Road

•

March 24, 2020, Ordinance 20-14: Authorization to purchase 2809 Owl
Lane.

Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the ordinance, including waivers necessary to
approve without second reading.

Ordinance No. 20- 25
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING AN AMENDMENT TO SPECIAL USE
AUTHORIZED BY ORDINANCE 86-27 FOR THE “CITY HALL” PROPERTY
COMMONLY KNOWN AS 3600 KIRCHOFF ROAD TO AUTHORIZE THE
ADDITIONAL PROPERTY AT 2809 OWL LANE AS A MUNICIPAL USE AND
APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT OF ROLLING MEADOWS CITY HALL
SUBDIVISION.
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows (“Petitioner”), petitioned the City
of Rolling Meadows for approval of amendments to a Special Use Permit granted
by Ordinance 86-27 for the City Hall property commonly known as 3600 Kirchoff
Road to add the property at 2809 Owl Lane (collectively “Subject Property”) as a
Municipal Use, and for approval of the “Final Plat of Rolling Meadows City Hall
Subdivision”; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to proper legal notice, a public hearing was
conducted by the Planning and Zoning Commission on June 2, 2020 and
continued and concluded at a special meeting of the Planning and Zoning
Commission on June 17, 2020; and
WHEREAS, on June 17, 2020, the Planning and Zoning Commission
recommended approval of the amendment to the special use, subject to
conditions, and the “Final Plat of Rolling Meadows City Hall Subdivision” by a vote
of 5-1; and
WHEREAS, the City and Petitioner have conducted all required public
hearings before the Planning and Zoning Commission of the City of Rolling
Meadows for the amendment to the special use for the Subject Property and for
the Final Plat of Subdivision, and have otherwise satisfied all conditions precedent
to the adoption of this Ordinance; and

WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed and adopts the following findings
of fact of the Planning and Zoning Commission of the City of Rolling Meadows,
finds that the proposed amendment to the special use is in conformance with the
applicable factors contained therein, and finds that the proposed Special Use will
not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or unreasonably
increase the congestion in public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger
the public safety or unreasonably diminish or impair established property within the
surrounding area, or in any other respect impair the public health, safety, comfort,
or welfare of the inhabitants of the City:
Standards (in bold)
Findings of Fact (in italics)
1. The proposed use at that particular location requested is necessary or
desirable to provide a service or a facility which is in the interest of
public convenience and will contribute to the general welfare of the
neighborhood or the community;
a. Existing City Hall property was authorized as a special use in 1986
pursuant to Ordinance 86-27.
b. The property at 2809 Owl is adjacent to City Hall property and located
immediately to the north, and was authorized for purchase by the Council
in March 2020 pursuant to Ordinance 20-14.
c. The structures on the Owl property are necessary to provide space to
consolidate file and other commodity storage, which is presently scattered
in multiple City-owned buildings throughout the community.
d. The existing shed on the 2809 Owl property will be removed, and a 6’
wooden board on board fence will be relocated from the south yard line to
the north line to provide screening in areas where an existing evergreen
hedge row will be maintained for screening.
e. Acquisition of the property will also contribute to the general welfare of the
community given the drainage improvements being made.
2. Such use will not, under the circumstances of the particular case, be
detrimental to the health, safety, morals or general welfare of persons
residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property values or
improvements in the vicinity; and

a. Amending the special use will not be detrimental to the health, safety
morals or general welfare of persons residing in the area. The structure
will continue to appear residential in nature, and will be used primarily for
storage, with only limited need to access the building.
b. A 6’ fence that will be installed along the north property line, along with an
existing evergreen hedgerow, will provide adequate screening of police
department headlights using the new driveway as an exit. Fence will be
installed 6” above grade, for an overall fence height of 6.5’.
c. The driveway connection will improve access by the Police Department to
its parking facility, thereby improving safety.
3. The proposed use will comply with the regulations and the conditions
specified in this chapter for such use and with the stipulations and
conditions made a part of the authorization granted by the City Council.
The use will comply with the regulations and address concerns for safety if
the following conditions are met and included as conditions of approval in any
ordinance authorizing the special use:
a. Modifications to any existing structures or the intended use of the
buildings as storage shall not occur unless authorized by Council
pursuant to an amendment to the special use.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City
of Rolling Meadows, Illinois:
SECTION ONE: The recitals set forth in the preamble are hereby
incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Ordinance.
SECTION TWO: The “Final Plat of Rolling Meadows City Hall Subdivision”,
attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is hereby approved.
SECTION THREE: Petitioner is granted a modification to the Special Use
authorized by Ordinance 86-27 to add the property located at 3809 Owl Lane as a
Municipal Use, subject to the following condition:
1. Any future modification to the structure or the use of the existing single-family
structure at 2809 Owl Lane for anything other than for primarily storage
purposes is subject to approval by the City Council pursuant to an amendment
to the special use granted herein.

SECTION FOUR: Except as modified herein, Ordinance 86-27 shall remain
in full force and effect, and this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its date of passage and approval as required by law.
SECTION FIVE: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet
form by order of the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Illinois.
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL of the City of Rolling Meadows, at a
regular meeting, held on the 23rd day of June, 2020.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

________________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor

ATTEST:

__________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 24th day of June, 2020.

__________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Exhibit 2 to Staff Report
Written Public Testimony

Exhibit 3
Summary of Commissioner Discussion
June 2, 2020 and June 17, 2020 Planning and Zoning Commission Public
Hearing
Commissioner Questions/Comments
A. Commissioner Buckingham.
1. In response to a question about the condition of structures on the Owl
properties, Ms. Charlton responded that the shed in the rear yard was in
poor condition and would be removed. She further noted that the principal
structure was sound and capable of being modified to support the City’s
storage needs.
2. Ms. Charlton clarified the location of the existing on-street parking and that
extending that parking in front of the newly acquired Owl property would
not be done in response to request from neighboring property owners.
3. Ms. Charlton clarified that all written testimony would be provided in the
packet for the June 17th meeting, and that all verbal testimony would be
summarized in a supplemental staff report for the June 17th meeting.
4. Questioned whether exiting squads would have lights and sirens on in the
driveway before reaching Owl. Ms. Charlton said she would ask the PD
to provide follow-up on this and similar operational issues at the meeting
on the 17th.
5. In response to questions about the fence screening, Ms. Charlton
responded that the fence in the rear would be extended from the
evergreen shrub line to the rear property line at a height intended to shield
headlights on the neighboring property. The fence between the evergreen
shrub and the front property line would extend along the north property
line at a height of 6’ to the front building setback line, in compliance with
the Zoning Ordinance. The fence will be a wooden board on board
relocated from the south property line.
6. Requested that staff provide a photograph of the 2 “Do Not Enter” signs.
Would support going to 1 sign if legal counsel approves.
7. When provided with pictures of the Do Not Enter signs at the second
meeting, he agreed they appear “over the top.” While he agrees that
employee safety is important, reducing the visual impact of the signs
should be accommodated if at all possible.
8. Strongly encouraged Sircher to provide training for officers on the
appropriate use of the new driveway, and encourages that it only be used
when the existing driveway is blocked.

B. Commissioner Fink.
1. In response to questions about the size of the drainage pipes, Ms.
Charlton noted that an updated plan showing additional pipes extending
to the north would be provided with the materials for the June 17th
meeting.
2. Inquired whether any additional striping would be utilized on Owl, and
supported consideration to remove on-street parking in front of Owl
property.
3. Inquired about signage to properly direct one-way traffic flow. Ms.
Charlton responded that two existing Do Not Enter signs were already up
on each side of the driveway. She also noted the owner to the north
objects to the two “Do Not Enter Signs”, given they detract from the
otherwise residential appearance of the property. Ms. Charlton also
explained that the Do Not Enter signs are there at the recommendation
of the City’s insurance carrier in order to adequately defend against
anyone who targets police department parking lots.
C. Commissioner Sipple.
1. Questioned why the driveway on the newly acquired Owl property was
designated as exit only. Ms. Charlton explained that the squad cars, who
park in the back of the existing lot, sometimes can’t exit the parking lot
due to congestion in the area near the exit. Addressing this safety concern
was one of the main reasons the lot was acquired by the City Council. Ms.
Charlton also commented that headlights impacts would be greater if cars
used that driveway as an entrance. Sipple followed up on a concern about
the speed of squad cars exiting the driveway when leaving on a call.
Commissioner Sipple stated his concerns about the “hairpin” turn and the
narrowness of the driveway to accommodate exiting squad cars.
2. The Do Not Enter signs makes a property that otherwise appears as a
home and part of the neighborhood as anything but. In his opinion,
reversing the flow an utilizing an electronically operated gate would be
less obtrusive to the neighborhood.
D. Commissioner Sheehan.
1. Questioned whether existing parallel parking in front of the existing
parking lot, and whether any on-street parking south of the Owl driveway
should be removed. in front of the newly acquired Owl property should be
removed. Ms. Charlton stated she would inquire as to who uses the
parallel parking, and would consult with City Staff and/or the City Engineer

with regard to whether on-street parking in front of the Owl house should
be considered for removal.
E. Chairman Rataiczyk.
1. Questioned how many cars would exit on this driveway. Ms. Charlton will
inquire and provide at the meeting on the 17th.
2. Also recommended that officers be provided with training on proper use
of driveway, in order to minimum night-time use in particular.
3. Also supports everyone’s concerns regarding the imposing appearance of
the two Do Not Enter signs.
F. Commissioner Duvall.
1. Questioned Sircher on use of driveway during late night hours. Sircher
responded that officers would be cognizant of neighbors, and that
something serious would need to be occurring for lights and sirens during
late night hours.
After the close of the hearing and as part of deliberation, PZC members focused
on the Do Not Enter signs and the provision of proper screening on both the north
and south property lines of the 2809 Owl property. While they were adamant in
their desire that something should be done to minimize the imposing nature of the
Do Not Enter signs, they decided not to include a condition in their
recommendation, requesting instead that staff ensure the Council is provided with
adequate documentation that their public hearing record included much
conversation and consideration of this topic. They understand the need for the
signs to protect employees, but wished to encourage the Council’s consideration
of alternatives that achieve that objective while reducing the visual impact on the
neighborhood. With regard to fence screening, they understood that options for
screening must fall within the parameters of the Zoning Ordinance, which allows
up to 6.5’ tall screening. Staff recommends use of the existing 6’ tall fence as
planned, but installing it at 6” above grade (in lieu of the typical 4”) to provide for
the full 6.5’ screen.

Warrant Approval Summary Sheet
6/23/2020
June 3 to June 18, 2020 (for June 23, 2020 City Council Meeting)
Manual Disbursements:
None

Description
$
Manual Check Subtotal: $

Warrant Disbursements:
Warrant Register - FY 2020 Refunds
Warrant Register - FY 2020 City Expenses
* Warrant - Construction Escrow - None - Fire Station #15 - 3201 Algonquin Rd.
* Warrant - Construction Escrow - None - Fire Station #16 - 2340 Hicks Rd.
* Includes escrow fees
Warrant Register Accounts Payable Subtotal:
*Fire Stations Project expenses are paid with bond funds.
Payroll and Taxes:
Bi-Weekly P/R - June 5, 2020
Payroll and Taxes Subtotal:
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments:
JAWA (Wire Transfer)
Wires (Debt Service and Others) (2018 Bond Payment)
ICMA (PEHP) (ACH Debit)
IPBC (health insurance)(ACH Debit)
ACH Payments/Wires-Palatine Oil Co., credit purchases, fees, postage, etc.
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments Subtotal:
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR APPROVAL

$
$
$
$
$

20,102.29
396,035.39
285,695.00
701,832.68

$
$

702,181.46
702,181.46

$
$
$
$
$
$

183,600.00
3,706.12
187,306.12

$

1,591,320.26

The preceding list of bills was reviewed and recommended for payment.
Submitted by Finance Department

(Date)

Mayor

(Date)

Deputy City Clerk

(Date)

Finance Director

ATTEST:

-

“A Great Place to Call Home”

ACCOUNT NUMBER DETAIL
FUND LISTING
01

General Fund
10 - General Government
20 - Finance
25 - IT
30 - Police
40 - Fire
70 - Public Works (Community Development is a Division of Public Works)
80 - Health, Welfare, Safety
90 - Administrative Overhead

03
04
14
16
20
23
25
33
37
38
45
47
61
83

Motor Fuel Tax
911 Emergency Telephone Fund
Municipal Garage Fund
Refuse Fund
Utilities Fund
Liability Insurance Fund
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund
Buildings & Land Fund
TIF #2 Kirchoff/Owl Fund
TIF #4 Golf Road Fund
Health Insurance Fund
Debt Service Fund
Local Road Fund
Fire Stations Fund

ACCOUNT NUMBER BREAKDOWN
First 2 digits in the account number = FUND
Next 2 digits in the account number = DEPARTMENT
Next 4 digits in the account number = ACTIVITY/SUB-DEPARTMENT
Next 5 digits in the account number = OBJECT (WHAT EXPENSE IS)
Example: 01 -70 - 7020 - 54640

01

70

7020

54640

General
Fund

Public
Works

Streets &
Forestry

Contractual
Services

Thus, an account number in any fund with a "70" after the fund
number is Public Works related.

Summary of Construction Escrow Payments

Warrant Date
12/18/2018
12/18/2018
1/22/2019
4/9/2019
5/14/2019
5/28/2019
6/25/2019
7/23/2019
9/10/2019
10/8/2019
11/12/2019
11/26/2019
12/17/2019
1/28/2020
2/25/2020
4/28/2020
6/23/2020
Total

Pay Application
Number
1
2
3
--4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
---

Contract
% Complete Less Retainage

Fire Station #15
3201 Algonquin
Trust # 18017576WHC
$
89,938.00
$
271,675.00
$
14,265.00
$
$
107,880.00
$
614,561.00
$
498,495.00
$
756,894.00
$
564,722.00
$
580,407.00
$
499,577.00
$
693,852.00
$
504,216.00
$
119,588.00
$
317,930.00
$
145,910.00
$
$
5,779,910.00
$

Pay Application
Number
------1
2
--3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5,886,357.00 Contract
98% % Complete Less Retainage

Fire Station #16
2340 Hicks
Trust # 19002987WHC
$
$
$
$
55,058.00
$
41,080.00
$
$
198,980.00
$
367,300.00
$
374,645.00
$
421,479.00
$
681,848.00
$
454,587.00
$
449,623.00
$
448,485.00
$
493,382.00
$
543,068.00
$
285,245.00
$
4,814,780.00
$

5,324,905.00
90%

Note: This is the back-up detail for the Construction Pay Applications. All Pay Applications are approved by the City Council
and paid through Chicago Title.

Summary Chicago Title & Trust - Fees

Warrant Date
12/18/2018
1/22/2019
4/9/2019
5/14/2019
5/28/2019
6/25/2019
7/23/2019
9/10/2019
10/8/2019
11/12/2019
11/26/2019
12/17/2019
1/28/2020
2/25/2020
4/28/2020
6/23/2020
Total

Fire Station #15
Fire Station #16
3201 Algonquin
2340 Hicks
Trust # 1817576WHC
Trust # 19002987WHC
$
2,450.00 $
$
450.00 $
$
$
2,450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
450.00 $
450.00
$
$
450.00
$
8,300.00 $
7,850.00

Note: This is the back-up detail for the Chicago Title Fees for the
Construction Escrow.

Warrant Approval Summary Sheet

City of Rolling Meadows
Fire Station #16 - 2340 Hicks Road
Chicago Title Insurance Company
Construction Escrow

Pay #13

Period to May 31, 2020

Trust # 19002987WHC

Construction Escrow Services are used for a construction projects such as for building fire stations. City Council approves disbursements into an escrow account (to be held at Chicago Title Insurance Company)
for holding until the contractor completes different phases of the project. Chicago Title Insurance Company will oversee the disbursement of all construction payouts. Having Chicago Title Insurance Company
administer this process ensures that there are no liens recorded against the City’s property as a result of the work performed on the property. Note: Separate sworn statements are completed by the City and the
Contractor (and notarized).

Current Warrant
R.C. Wegman Construction Company
Chicago Title Insurance Company

Current Warrant Amount

Warrant Date
Kind of Work
6/23/2020
General Contractor
6/23/2020
Title Co. Costs

Contract or Item
Retainage
$ 5,324,905.00 $
274,905.00

$
$

Previous
Payments
4,529,535.00
7,400.00

Amount of
This Request
$ 285,245.00
$
450.00

$ 285,695.00

Balance to
Become Due
$
510,125.00

% of Contract
Completed
90%

750 Morton Avenue
Aurora, IL 60506
630.844.3000
www.rcwegman.com

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
TO:
ATTN:
DATE:
PROJECT:

City of Rolling Meadows
Melissa
June 10th, 2020
Rolling Meadows Fire Station #16

WE ARE SENDING YOU:

VIA:

HEREWITH

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

E-MAIL

FAX NO.

DELIVERED BY HAND

GROUND - UPS

MESSENGER

UNDER SEPARATE COVER

CERTIFIED NO.

PICK UP

CONTRACT / P.O.

SHOP DRAWINGS

SAMPLES

COPY OF LETTER

CHANGE ORDERS

COMPUTER DISCS

BIDDING DOCS ON CD

PAY REQUEST

OTHER

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS:
COPIES

DATE

NO.

RCW JOB NO.

DESCRIPTION

1

6.10.20

11

2018.22

Pay Application No. 13
Partial Waiver of Lien
Healy Bender Certification Letter

THESE ITEMS ARE TRANSMITTED AS INDICATED BELOW:
FOR YOUR USE

AS REQUESTED

FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT

FOR APPROVAL

FOR YOUR RECORD

APPROVED AS SUBMITTED

LOANED PRINTS

APPROVED AS NOTED

FOR REVIEW AND SIGNATURE

FOR PROCESSING

NOT ACCEPTED

OTHER

REMARKS:

COPY TO: Perry Wegman

SIGNED:
Lisa M. Garcia

IF ENCLOSURES ARE NOT AS INDICATED,
PLEASE NOTIFY US AT ONCE.

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
1
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61042 06/23/2020 PRTD
2174 ADVANCED FENCE & GATE
PF200012
06/03/2020
062220
100.00
Invoice: PF200012
PF200012 5707 SILENT BROOK LN
100.00 08
26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS
CHECK
61043 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200188

1713 BAK BROTHERS INC

PBL200188
100.00 08

61044 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PPL200087

2149 BLACK DIAMOND PLUMBING
500.00 08

61045 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190617

2083 BLUE RAVEN SOLAR

624 CABINETS PLUS

824 CROWN CASTLE

2175 LAURI DOMINGUEZ

26010

26010

PBL190366
200.00 08

61049 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PDW200008

26010

PBL190758
250.00 08

61048 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190366

26010

PBL200022
420.00 08

61047 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190758

PPL200087

PBL190617
100.00 08

61046 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200022

26010

2045 DORSPI INC

26010

PDW200008
500.00 08

26010

61042 TOTAL:

100.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200188 2509 ARLINGDALE DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61043 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PPL200087 2751 KEVIN LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

CHECK

500.00

61044 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190617 2104 SWAN LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61045 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200022 2404 HAWK LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

420.00

CHECK

420.00

61046 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190758 1901 GOLF RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

250.00

CHECK

250.00

61047 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL190366 3002 MARTIN LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

200.00

CHECK

200.00

61048 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PDW200008 3604 BOBOLINK LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
2
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61050 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200190

2176 EMERALD LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR INC
100.00 08

61051 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190440

2065 EVDECKS CONSTRUCTION

2177 EXTENDED HOME LIVING SERVICES
100.00 08

61053 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200230

26010

PBL190440
100.00 08

61052 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200089

PBL200190

698 FELDCO FACTORY TO YOU
116.00 08
FELDCO FACTORY TO YOU

26010

PBL200089
26010

PBL200230
26010
PBL200201

Invoice: PBL200201
100.00 08

61054 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190363

2190 GAMBINO LANDSCAPING

PBL190363
100.00 08

61055 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200142

26010

2178 FRANCESCA GARZA

26010

PBL200142
140.00 08

FRANCESCA GARZA

26010
PBL200141

Invoice: PBL200141
135.00 08

26010

61049 TOTAL:

500.00

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200190 2204 BLUEBIRD LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61050 TOTAL:

06/04/2020
062220
PBL190440 8 WOODS CHAPEL
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61051 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200089 2502 ALGONQUIN RD 4
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61052 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200230 2506 DOVE ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

116.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200201 2302 SIGWALT ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

216.00

61053 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190363 4106 JODY CT
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61054 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200142 2800 NORTHAMPTON DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

140.00

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200141 2700 NORTHAMPTON DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

135.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
3
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61055 TOTAL:
275.00
61056 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PDW200024

1593 FRANK GHERARDINI

PDW200024
500.00 08

FRANK GHERARDINI

26010
PDW200023

Invoice: PDW200023
500.00 08
FRANK GHERARDINI

26010
PDW200012

Invoice: PDW200012
500.00 08

26010

06/03/2020
062220
PDW200024 3608 OWL DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

06/03/2020
062220
PDW200023 2731 MEACHAM RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

06/15/2020
062220
PDW200012 3406 FREMONT ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

CHECK
61057 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190891

2191 GM NORTHRUP CORP

PBL190891
150.00 08

61058 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200097

1364 GO PERMITS LLC

PBL200097
100.00 08

61059 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PEL190325

1803 GSC INC

2185 HI-POINT DENTAL

26010

5505322-00
237.56 20

61061 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL170850

26010

PEL190325
100.00 08

61060 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 5505322-00

26010

1633 JAY HONG

26000

PBL170850
100.00 08

26010

61056 TOTAL:

1,500.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190891 1460 GOLF RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

150.00

CHECK

150.00

61057 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200097 2491 YARROW LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61058 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PEL190325 4023 ALGONQUIN RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61059 TOTAL:

06/09/2020
062220
DEP RFND UTIL BILL-5104 TOLLVIEW DR
DPST PAYABLE UB CUSTOMERS

237.56

CHECK

237.56

61060 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL170850 2 WOODBINE RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
4
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61061 TOTAL:
100.00
61062 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200251

1686 HORNAK HOME IMPROVEMENT
100.00 08

61063 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200052

905 IMPERIAL REALTY

PBL200251
26010

PBL200052
100.00 08

61064 06/23/2020 PRTD
2196 MATTHEW JARRETT
Invoice: REAL EST XFER 2020
625.00 01

26010

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200251 3306 BROOKMEADE DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200052 3501 ALGONQUIN RD 610
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

2179 JOSEPH KHOURI

PBL200124
135.00 08

61066 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200016

61067 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9937281-02

2181 MIROSLOW KRUK

26010

9937281-02
1,914.35 20

61068 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190537

26010

2180 KITCHEN DISCOUNTERS OF AMERICA IN PBL200016
150.00 08

625 LANGEHAUMER CONSTRUCTION
4,900.00 08

61063 TOTAL:

REAL EST XFER 2020 05/15/2020
062220
INTRACITY MOVE
41170
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX
CHECK

61065 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200124

61062 TOTAL:

26000

PBL190537
26010

61064 TOTAL:

625.00

625.00

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200124 5205 OLD PLUM GROVE RD
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

135.00

CHECK

135.00

61065 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL200016 3205 ST JAMES ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

150.00

CHECK

150.00

61066 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
OVERPYMT UTIL BILL-1447 VERMONT ST
DPST PAYABLE UB CUSTOMERS

1,914.35

CHECK

1,914.35

61067 TOTAL:

06/03/2020
062220
PBL190537 5600 APOLLO DR 2
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

4,900.00

CHECK

4,900.00

61068 TOTAL:

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
5
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61069 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P7249292

2197 STEVEN LATTMANN

P7249292
30.00 01

61070 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190131

2192 CHRIS MECCIA

45420

PBL190131
100.00 08

61071 06/23/2020 PRTD
2186 PATTON PLACE LLC
Invoice: 4530 FAIRFAX PLN REV

26010

06/03/2020
062220
OVERPAYMENT P7249292
TRAFFIC FINES - P TICKETS

30.00

CHECK

30.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190131 2803 FREMONT ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00
2,500.00

2,500.00 08

2,500.00

2,500.00 08

4560 FAIRFAX PLN REV06/02/2020
062220
PLAN REV-4560 FAIRFAX AVE
26030
ESCROW - BUILDERS PLAN REVIEW
CHECK

1108 THE PAVER DOCTOR

PBL200083
100.00 08

61073 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200066

2182 PRO LINE EXTERIORS INC
160.00 08

61074 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200250

2193 REDEVELOPED PROPERTIES LLC
100.00 08

61075 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200128

61070 TOTAL:

4530 FAIRFAX PLN REV06/02/2020
062220
PLAN REVIEW-4530 FAIRFAX AVE
26030
ESCROW - BUILDERS PLAN REVIEW

PATTON PLACE LLC
Invoice: 4560 FAIRFAX PLN REV

61072 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200083

61069 TOTAL:

634 RENEWAL BY ANDERSON

PBL200066
26010

PBL200250
26010

PBL200128
100.00 08

RENEWAL BY ANDERSON

26010

26010
PBL200096

61071 TOTAL:

5,000.00

06/04/2020
062220
PBL200083 2300 SOUTH ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61072 TOTAL:

06/04/2020
062220
PBL200066 2303 SCHOOL DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

160.00

CHECK

160.00

61073 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200250 3406 FREMONT ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61074 TOTAL:

06/04/2020
062220
PBL200128 3 HOLLISTON ON ASBURY
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS
06/04/2020

062220

100.00

115.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
6
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Invoice: PBL200096
PBL200096 4247 WILSON AVE
115.00 08
26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS
CHECK
61076 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200169

1172 ROBERT & VALERIE ROBINSON
100.00 08

61077 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200137

2194 GIANCARLO SCARCIA

2183 NICK SCIACCOTTA

2189 SUMMIT SOLAR

1437 SUNRUN INSTALLATION SERVICES INC
100.00 08

61081 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 5503721-02

2184 TACO BELL #30412

26010

PBL190513
26010

5503721-02
140.38 20

61082 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200158

26010

PBL200076
100.00 08

61080 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL190513

26010

PDW200004
500.00 08

61079 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PBL200076

26010

PBL200137
150.00 08

61078 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PDW200004

PBL200169

820 US WATERPROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
100.00 08

26000

PBL200158
26010

61075 TOTAL:

215.00

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200169 4651 DAWNGATE LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61076 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200137 5550 ASTOR LN 311
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

150.00

CHECK

150.00

61077 TOTAL:

06/04/2020
062220
PDW200004 3201 PHEASANT DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

500.00

CHECK

500.00

61078 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200076 4010 WREN LN
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61079 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL190513 2519 ARLINGDALE DR
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61080 TOTAL:

06/09/2020
062220
DEP RFND-UTIL BILL 2997 KIRCHOFF RD
DPST PAYABLE UB CUSTOMERS

140.38

CHECK

140.38

61081 TOTAL:

06/15/2020
062220
PBL200158 3614 SIGWALT ST
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

100.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS

06/16/2020 10:07
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
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10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61082 TOTAL:
100.00
61083 06/23/2020 PRTD
2188 MIKA VONDRA
Invoice: 5510752-02/03
34.00 20

5510752-02/03
06/08/2020
062220
DEP RFND UTIL BILL 3700 EMERSON 2A
26000
DPST PAYABLE UB CUSTOMERS
CHECK

NUMBER OF CHECKS

42

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

34.00

61083 TOTAL:

34.00

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

20,102.29

COUNT
AMOUNT
______ _________________
42
20,102.29

*** GRAND TOTAL ***

20,102.29

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - REFUNDS
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CLERK: AusterladeD
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESC
T OB
DEBIT
CREDIT
EFF DATE
JNL DESC
REF 1 REF 2
REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2020 6
244
APP 08-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
17,121.00
06/23/2020 062220
R0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 99-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
20,102.29
06/23/2020 062220
R0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 20-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
2,326.29
06/23/2020 062220
R0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
655.00
06/23/2020 062220
R0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
_________________ _________________
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL
20,102.29
20,102.29
APP 99-08001
06/23/2020
APP 08-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-20001
06/23/2020
APP 20-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-01001
06/23/2020
APP 01-10001
06/23/2020

DUE TO DUE FROM ESCROW FUND
062220

R0623A

062220

R0623A

062220

R0623A

062220

R0623A

062220

R0623A

062220

R0623A

17,121.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND

17,121.00
2,326.29

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO GENERAL FUND

2,326.29
655.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
JOURNAL 2020/06/244

TOTAL

_________________
20,102.29
_________________
40,204.58

655.00
_________________
20,102.29
_________________
40,204.58
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FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
2020 6
244 06/23/2020
01-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
655.00
01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
655.00
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
655.00
655.00
08

ESCROW FUND
08-10001
08-20000

2020

6

244

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

20

UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000

2020

6

244

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

99

TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-08001
99-10001
99-20001

2020

6

244

06/23/2020
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM ESCROW FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
FUND TOTAL

17,121.00
_________________
17,121.00

17,121.00
_________________
17,121.00

2,326.29
_________________
2,326.29

2,326.29
_________________
2,326.29

655.00
17,121.00
2,326.29
_________________
20,102.29

20,102.29
_________________
20,102.29
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FUND
DUE TO
DUE FROM
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
655.00
08
ESCROW FUND
17,121.00
20
UTILITIES FUND
2,326.29
99
TREASURY FUND
20,102.29
_________________ _________________
TOTAL
20,102.29
20,102.29
** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
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CASH ACCOUNT: 99
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|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
1
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10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61084 06/23/2020 PRTD
3 ACCURATE OFFICE SUPPLY CO
515819
06/09/2020 20200941 062320
223.93
Invoice: 515819
COPY PAPER
223.93 01909000 56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES
ACCURATE OFFICE SUPPLY CO

515820

Invoice: 515820
639.80 01909000 56210

61085 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 184765

5 ACS ENTERPRISES INC

184765
59.60 33705050 56220

06/09/2020 20200941 062320
COPY PAPER
OFFICE SUPPLIES

639.80

CHECK

863.73

61084 TOTAL:

05/27/2020 20200866 062320
HVAC FILTERS / CITY BUILDINGS
OPERATING SUPPLIES

59.60

CHECK

59.60

61085 TOTAL:

61086 06/23/2020 PRTD
487 ADVANCED DISPOSAL RM TSF- F4
T40002428340
05/31/2020 20200950 062320
Invoice: T40002428340
RESIDENTIAL REFUSE SWAP
5,844.49 16705045 54225
DUMP FEES
ADVANCED DISPOSAL RM TSF- F4
Invoice: F40000034185

F40000034185
05/31/2020 20200947 062320
DUMPING SWEEPER DEBRIS
873.83 16705045 54225
DUMP FEES
CHECK

61087 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2331110

13 AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2331110

45.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2333962

Invoice: 2333962
54.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2333711

Invoice: 2333711
70.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2336318

Invoice: 2336318
69.00 33705050 54610

14 AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658119
66.00 01909000 54618

873.83

6,718.32

05/13/2020 20200796 062320
45.00
PEST CONTROL / HISTORICAL HOUSE / INVOICE 2331110
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
05/22/2020 20200865 062320
54.00
PEST CONTROL / 2455 PLUM GROVE / INVOICE 2333962
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
05/26/2020 20200864 062320
PEST CONTROL/ PW NORTH / INVOICE 2333711
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

70.00

06/03/2020 20200900 062320
PEST CONTROL/ CITY HALL / INVOICE 2336318
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

69.00

CHECK
61088 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 658119

61086 TOTAL:

5,844.49

61087 TOTAL:

04/30/2020 20200880 062320
DISINFECTANT FOR COVID-19 CLEANING
COVID EXPENSES

238.00
66.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
2
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CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC
658017
04/07/2020 20200881 062320
3.94
Invoice: 658017
FILTER FOR STOCK
3.94 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

657604

Invoice: 657604
18.92 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

657550

Invoice: 657550
211.71 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658097

Invoice: 658097
28.29 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

657787

Invoice: 657787
170.63 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658016

Invoice: 658016
204.62 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

659074

Invoice: 659074
323.40 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658917

Invoice: 658917
451.43 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658853

Invoice: 658853
54.65 14705015 57280

04/17/2020 20200882 062320
FILTER FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

18.92

04/15/2020 20200883 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

211.71

04/30/2020 20200878 062320
FILTER FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

28.29

04/23/2020 20200879 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

170.63

04/29/2020 20200877 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

204.62

05/26/2020 20200966 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

323.40

05/20/2020 20200985 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

451.43

05/19/2020 20200986 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

54.65

CHECK
61089 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 658691

14 AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658691

318.58 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

658481

Invoice: 658481
42.09 14705015 57280

61088 TOTAL:

1,533.59

05/14/2020 20200987 062320
FILTERS AND BRAKE ROTORS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

318.58

05/08/2020 20200955 062320
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

42.09

CHECK

61089 TOTAL:

360.67

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
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TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE
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PO
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NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61090 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 157237

18 AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

157237

199.00 01404010 56230
AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

157146

Invoice: 157146
3,771.00 01404010 56230

61091 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 183639

24 ALLEGRA MARKETING PRINT & MAIL

183639

60.00 01303000 56210

06/03/2020 20200935 062320
FORGED PRO-BAR
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

199.00

06/02/2020 20200944 062320
HOSE
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

3,771.00

CHECK

3,970.00

05/12/2020
FRONT DESK BUSINESS CARDS
OFFICE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61092 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 204317N

30 AMERICAN TAXI DISPATCH INC

204317N

18.90 01303000 53110

61093 06/23/2020 PRTD
37 ANDERSON ELEVATOR
Invoice: INV-28271-M6Z3

38 ANDRES MEDICAL BILLING LTD

889 APEX LANDSCAPING

249218

81536
7,213.98 33705050 54930

APEX LANDSCAPING

60.00

61091 TOTAL:

60.00
18.90

CHECK

18.90

61092 TOTAL:

INV-28271-M6Z3
06/01/2020 20200946 062320
ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE / CITY HALL
412.00 33705050 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,952.38 01909000 54610

61095 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 81536

062320

05/11/2020
062320
TAXI SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CHECK
61094 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 249218

61090 TOTAL:

82488

Invoice: 82488
150.00 01707010 54611

61093 TOTAL:

412.00

412.00

06/10/2020 20200951 062320
MAY 2020 COLLECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,952.38

CHECK

1,952.38

61094 TOTAL:

04/30/2020 20200385 062320
7,213.98
RESOLUTION 19-R-125 LANDSCAPE CONTRACT FOR 2020
LANDSCAPE SERVICES
06/05/2020
MOWING FOR 2200 KIRCHOFF
OTHER SERVICES
CHECK

062320

61095 TOTAL:

150.00

7,363.98

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
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|City of Rolling Meadows
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INVOICE
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PO
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NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61096 06/23/2020 PRTD
2187 DAVID BACINO
Invoice: SPRING 2020

SPRING 2020
4,032.00 01404010 53110

61097 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0213781

65 BAXTER AND WOODMAN

0213781
2,347.51 20705030 60020

BAXTER AND WOODMAN

0213782

Invoice: 0213782
2,057.50 20705040 60020

06/08/2020 20200940 062320
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

4,032.00

CHECK

4,032.00

05/22/2020 20200492 062320
20-R-31 SOUTH/PLUM GRV. CONST OBSERVATION
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

69 BENISTAR/HARTFORD-6795

07012020

20,049.94 45002050 52148

61099 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 251999

72 BEVERLY MATERIALS LLC

251999

1,142.02 20705035 56220

61100 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 100039

405 BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

100039

108.42 14705015 57280
BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

100469

Invoice: 100469
17.32 14705015 57280
BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

100524

Invoice: 100524
263.24 14705015 57280

963 B & F CONSTRUCTION CODE SERVICES

12755

4,325.00 01707010 54610

61097 TOTAL:

4,405.01

06/15/2020
062320
JULY 2020
RETIREES MEDICARE SUP REIMB

20,049.94

CHECK

20,049.94

61098 TOTAL:

06/06/2020 20200455 062320
GRADE 9 STONE FOR REPAIRS
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,142.02

CHECK

1,142.02

61099 TOTAL:

04/28/2020 20200834 062320
SEAT BELT FOR C201 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

108.42

06/09/2020 20200961 062320
17.32
WINDSHIELD WASHER NOZZLES FOR C188 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
06/11/2020 20200973 062320
STEERING SHAFT FOR C198 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61101 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 12755

2,347.51

05/22/2020 20192013 062320
2,057.50
19-R-108 ENG SRVC/LOT 5 DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61098 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 07012020

61096 TOTAL:

61100 TOTAL:

05/12/2020 20200817 062320
APRIL BUILDING INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

263.24

388.98
4,325.00

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD
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PO
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NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
B & F CONSTRUCTION CODE SERVICES 53731
05/14/2020
062320
808.56
Invoice: 53731
PLAN REVIEW FOR 1319 GOLF RD - TERIYAKI MADNESS
808.56 01707010 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK
61102 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 122157-1

2073 BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING CO

122157-1

44,000.00 20705030 60020

05/21/2020 20200315 062320
RES 20-R-17 UTILITY EMERGENCY POWER DESIGN
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61103 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 261766

84 CALL ONE

261766
106.08 01808000 54300
62.27 01909000 54300
4,215.95 20705030 54300

61104 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1-0141674

97 CHICAGO PARTS & SOUND

1-0141674

282.72 14705015 57280

61105 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 157942

82 CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 157942
132.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 157943

Invoice: 157943
396.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 157944
Invoice: 157944
396.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 157945
Invoice: 157945
2,500.00 01909000 54619
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158650
Invoice: 158650
132.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158651
Invoice: 158651

61101 TOTAL:

61102 TOTAL:

5,133.56
44,000.00

44,000.00

06/09/2020 20200957 062320
JUNE 2020 TELECOM
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

4,384.30

CHECK

4,384.30

61103 TOTAL:

05/13/2020 20200892 062320
BRAKE PADS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

282.72

CHECK

282.72

61104 TOTAL:

04/30/2020
062320
HICKS RD FIRE STATION REVIEW
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

132.00

04/30/2020
4530 FAIRFAX REVIEW
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

062320

396.00

04/30/2020
4560 FAIRFAX REVIEW
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

062320

396.00

04/30/2020 20200152 062320
2,500.00
RES 19-R-129 - 2020 MONTHLY ENGINEERING SERVICES
ENGINEERING SERVICES
06/05/2020
062320
HICKS RD FIRE STATION REVIEW
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

132.00

06/05/2020 20200948 062320
MEADOW SQUARE SITE INSPECTIONS

6,160.92

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6,160.92 01707010 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158652
Invoice: 158652
264.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158654
Invoice: 158654
9,712.00 61705010 60020
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158655
Invoice: 158655
13,049.18 61705010 60020
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158656
Invoice: 158656
682.25 61705010 60020

06/05/2020
ATRIUM PARKING LOT REVIEW
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

06/05/2020 20191721 062320
19-R-92 - PRELIM ENG - HICKS BIKE PATH
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

82 CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158657
4,759.88 33705050 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158658

Invoice: 158658
1,135.50 20705040 54611
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158659
Invoice: 158659
22,688.00 61705010 60080
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158660
Invoice: 158660
1,528.25 20705040 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 158661
Invoice: 158661
173.00 61705010 54610

06/05/2020 20200596 062320
2020 BRIDGE INSPECTION ENGINEERING SERVICES
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

683 CLEARVIEW TREE SERVICE

2840

1,900.00 20705030 54900

9,712.00

61105 TOTAL:

682.25

33,424.35

06/05/2020 20200629 062320
ENG SRVC-CORM CITY HALL PROPERTY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

4,759.88

06/05/2020 20200694 062320
NPDES MS4 PHASE 2 ENGINEERING SERVICES
OTHER SERVICES

1,135.50

06/05/2020 20200493 062320
22,688.00
RES # 20-R-29 2020 STREET RESURFACING - ENGINEERIN
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
06/05/2020 20200797 062320
2020 GENERAL DRAINAGE SRVC # 2 MAY-AUG 2020
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/05/2020 20200729 062320
2020 TRAFFIC REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETINGS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61107 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2840

264.00

06/05/2020 20200431 062320
13,049.18
20-R-25/ALGON&NEW WILKE RD/INTERSECTION IMPROVEMEN
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

CHECK
61106 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 158657

062320

61106 TOTAL:

1,528.25

173.00

30,284.63

06/06/2020 20200370 062320
HAULING SPOIL FROM EXCAVATIONS
DISPOSAL / DEBRIS AND WASTE

1,900.00

CHECK

1,900.00

61107 TOTAL:

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61108 06/23/2020 PRTD
107 COMCAST
Invoice: 0001400/JUN 2020
COMCAST
Invoice: 8771 051820-061720

0001400/JUN 2020
05/25/2020 20200896 062320
CABLE TV / PUBLIC WORKS (6/1/20-6/30/20)
8.35 01707000 54290
UTILITIES
8771 051820-061720 05/11/2020
062320
CAMERAS DELUXE 50 PKG/3240 KIRCHOFF
163.35 04005005 54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CHECK

61108 TOTAL:

8.35

163.35

171.70

61109 06/23/2020 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 0199113169/MAY 2020

0199113169/MAY 2020 05/29/2020
062320
PUMP STATION #1(4/29/20-5/29/20)
1,076.83 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

1,076.83

COMED
Invoice: 2995013013/MAY 2020

2995013013/MAY 2020 05/29/2020
062320
JWP 6 PED (4/28/20-5/28/20)
25.22 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

25.22

COMED
Invoice: 0015006050/MAY 2020

0015006050/MAY 2020 06/01/2020
062320
BARKER AVE PUMP (4/29/20-5/29/20)
.41 01707000 54290
UTILITIES

.41

COMED
Invoice: 4706369060 0524-0528

4706369060 0524-052805/28/2020 20200921 062320
2809 OWL DR-05/24-05/28/20
3.84 01707000 54290
UTILITIES

3.84

COMED
Invoice: 1875162209/MAY 2020

1875162209/MAY 2020 05/29/2020
PRV #3 (4/29/20-5/29/20)
62.63 61705010 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61110 06/23/2020 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 0407161031/MAY 2020

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0213783

130.00 20705030 54640

61112 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0213785

61109 TOTAL:

0407161031/MAY 2020 06/02/2020
062320
WATER FACILITIES (4/6/20-4/28/20)
7,335.89 20705035 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61111 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0213783

062320

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0213785

1,252.00 20705030 60020

61110 TOTAL:

62.63

1,168.93
7,335.89

7,335.89

05/22/2020 20200919 062320
SCADA SERVICE CALL
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

130.00

CHECK

130.00

61111 TOTAL:

05/22/2020 20200268 062320
1,252.00
RES#20-R-10 WATER PRESSURE STATION IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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CHECK
61113 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0213784

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0213784

13,909.00 20705030 60020

112 CONVERGIENT TECHNOLOGIES LLC

W907069

232.00 33705050 54640

61115 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1747

116 CREEKSIDE PRINTING

1747
160.82 16202000 54610
570.18 20202000 54610

61116 06/23/2020 PRTD
522 DAILY HERALD
Invoice: 469065 052420-071820

2044 ECO CLEAN MAINTENANCE INC

8634

ECO CLEAN MAINTENANCE INC

8761

Invoice: 8761
4,167.00 33705050 54920

CHECK

232.00

P22988
418.44 14705015 57280

EJ EQUIPMENT INC

61114 TOTAL:

05/29/2020 20200912 062320
MAY 2020 UTILITY BILLS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

731.00

CHECK

731.00

61115 TOTAL:

P23286

Invoice: P23286
36.12 14705015 57280

61116 TOTAL:

134.60

134.60

03/30/2020 20200324 062320
4,167.00
RESOLUTION 20-R-05 2020 JANITORIAL SERVICE CONTRAC
CLEANING SERVICES
05/29/2020 20200324 062320
4,167.00
RESOLUTION 20-R-05 2020 JANITORIAL SERVICE CONTRAC
CLEANING SERVICES
CHECK

555 EJ EQUIPMENT INC

13,909.00
232.00

469065 052420-07182005/29/2020
062320
NEWSPAPER DELIVERY SUBSCRIPTION
134.60 04005005 54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

4,167.00 33705050 54920

61118 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P22988

61113 TOTAL:

05/18/2020 20200902 062320
ALARM SERVICE / MUSEUM
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

CHECK
61117 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 8634

1,252.00

05/22/2020 20200268 062320
13,909.00
RES#20-R-10 WATER PRESSURE STATION IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61114 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: W907069

61112 TOTAL:

61117 TOTAL:

05/04/2020 20200758 062320
SWITCH BANK FOR T339 REFUSE TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
05/21/2020 20200963 062320
HEATER CONTROL KNOBS FOR REFUSE TRUCKS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

8,334.00
418.44

36.12
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EJ EQUIPMENT INC
P23419
06/01/2020 20200964 062320
24.08
Invoice: P23419
HEATER CONTROL KNOBS FOR REFUSE TRUCKS
24.08 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
EJ EQUIPMENT INC

P23571

Invoice: P23571
681.62 14705015 57280

06/10/2020 20200970 062320
681.62
ACCELERATOR PEDAL ASSEMBLY FOR T337 REFUSE TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61118 TOTAL:

1,160.26

61119 06/23/2020 PRTD
1330 ENGINEERING RESOURCE ASSOCIATES I 190111.CE.08
05/29/2020 20191517 062320
17,374.53
Invoice: 190111.CE.08
RESOLUTION 19-R-80 CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION WEBER
17,374.53 20705030 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK
61120 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 300005855

705 G M I S INTERNATIONAL

300005855

200.00 01252500 54630

61121 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PINV1910578

169 GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV1910578

299.60 01303000 56210

183 GRAINGER

9540104172
77.92 20705030 57280

GRAINGER

9526808002

Invoice: 9526808002
268.88 33705050 57280
GRAINGER

9540091486

Invoice: 9540091486
35.76 33705050 56220

200.00

CHECK

61120 TOTAL:

200.00

062320

299.60

61121 TOTAL:

299.60

05/05/2020
SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

05/22/2020 20200920 062320
BATTERIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

77.92

05/08/2020 20200830 062320
SALT DOME MOTOR BELT AND PULLEY
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

268.88

05/22/2020 20200904 062320
AIR FILTER HVAC / PW
OPERATING SUPPLIES

35.76

CHECK
61123 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 15674022

186 GROOT INDUSTRIES INC

15674022

11,302.56 16705045 54225

17,374.53

04/07/2020 20200869 062320
2020 DUES
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

CHECK
61122 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9540104172

61119 TOTAL:

61122 TOTAL:

05/31/2020 20200954 062320
DUMPING YARDWASTE
DUMP FEES

382.56
11,302.56
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61123 TOTAL:
11,302.56
61124 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 78659

420 HANSON HARDWARE INC

78659
20.57 01404010 56220

HANSON HARDWARE INC

77988

Invoice: 77988
49.98 01909000 54618
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78600

Invoice: 78600
11.98 01404010 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78663

Invoice: 78663
38.49 01909000 54618
HANSON HARDWARE INC

786646

Invoice: 786646
2.99 33705050 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78638

Invoice: 78638
7.99 33705050 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

77987

Invoice: 77987
14.97 20705030 56220
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78574

Invoice: 78574
5.99 33705050 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78571

Invoice: 78571
17.94 33705050 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

78654

Invoice: 78654
5.59 14705015 57280

06/03/2020 20200937 062320
NEW STATION 16 SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

20.57

03/17/2020 20200936 062320
N95 MASKS
COVID EXPENSES

49.98

05/28/2020 20200938 062320
VACUUM PARTS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

11.98

06/03/2020 20200923 062320
COVID-19 SNEEZE GUARD SUPPLYS / PUBLIC WORKS
COVID EXPENSES

38.49

06/02/2020 20200898 062320
PLUMBING / FOUNTAIN
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

2.99

06/01/2020 20200897 062320
DOOR STOP / CITY HALL
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

7.99

03/17/2020 20200918 062320
SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

14.97

05/26/2020 20200988 062320
CLEANING SUPPLY'S / FOR NEW CITY PROPERTY
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
05/26/2020 20200971 062320
KEYS FOR 2809 OWL STREET
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

17.94

06/03/2020 20200980 062320
FASTENERS FOR SHOP
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

5.59

CHECK
61125 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 78707

420 HANSON HARDWARE INC

78707
1.59 33705050 57280

5.99

61124 TOTAL:

06/08/2020 20200945 062320
SANDPAPER / FIRE STATION 16
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

176.49
1.59
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61125 TOTAL:
1.59
61126 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 200218

190 HBK WATER METER SERVICE INC

200218

560.00 20705030 54640
HBK WATER METER SERVICE INC

200222

Invoice: 200222
555.00 20705030 54640

06/04/2020 20200207 062320
TESTING LARGE METERS
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

560.00

06/08/2020 20200207 062320
TESTING LARGE METERS
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

555.00

CHECK
61127 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 23285

192 HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23285

1,082.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23299

Invoice: 23299
425.50 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23317

Invoice: 23317
50.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23335

Invoice: 23335
809.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23366

Invoice: 23366
1,134.50 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

23416

Invoice: 23416
80.00 61705010 56220

1,082.00

05/27/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

425.50

05/28/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

50.00

05/29/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

809.00

06/01/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,134.50

06/03/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

80.00

212 I D NETWORKS INC

61127 TOTAL:

may 15, 2020
05/15/2020 20200856 062320
CONTRACTUAL PARKWAY TREE PLANTING
6,980.00 01707020 54645
TREE REPLACEMENTS
CHECK

61129 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 276227

276227
1,458.00 04005005 54300

1,115.00

05/26/2020 20200725 062320
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

CHECK
61128 06/23/2020 PRTD
205 WILLIAM HUFFMAN
Invoice: may 15, 2020

61126 TOTAL:

61128 TOTAL:

06/01/2020 20200956 062320
QUARTERLY MAINT FEE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

3,581.00
6,980.00

6,980.00
1,458.00
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CHECK
61129 TOTAL:
1,458.00
61130 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 80001999

677 ILLINOIS COMMUNICATIONS SALES INC 80001999
195.00 14705015 54610

61131 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: BEN-118R

2198 ILLINOIS DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT S BEN-118R
760.00 23002040 54155

04/01/2020 20200893 062320
BASE STATION RADIO MAINTENANCE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

195.00

CHECK

195.00

61130 TOTAL:

06/05/2020
PW SEASONAL (8928)
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
CHECK

062320

760.00

61131 TOTAL:

760.00

61132 06/23/2020 PRTD
767 ILLINOIS POLICE ACCREDITATION COA 2020-2021 DUES
05/11/2020
Invoice: 2020-2021 DUES
2020-2021 MEMBERSHIP DUES
100.00 01303000 54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
CHECK
61133 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: INV8142

237 INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV8142

231.50 20705040 54610
INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV8137

Invoice: INV8137
196.70 20705040 54610

242 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT IVC0011678
3,350.00 23002040 54140

100.00

61132 TOTAL:

100.00

06/01/2020 20200615 062320
231.50
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY BROTHERS POND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/01/2020 20200615 062320
196.70
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY BROTHERS POND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61134 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: IVC0011678

062320

61133 TOTAL:

05/31/2020
062320
TACTICAL ATHLETE QUARTERLY FEE
LIABILITY INSURANCE

428.20
3,350.00

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT CREDT0002773
05/31/2020
MAY 19 CLOSED CLAIMS
-672.25 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE

062320

-672.25

Invoice: CREDT0002773

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0018427
05/31/2020
MAY DEDUCTIBLE
122.96 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE

062320

122.96

Invoice: SALES0018427

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0018456
05/31/2020
MAY 20 CLAIMS
459.08 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE

062320

459.08

Invoice: SALES0018456
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CHECK
61134 TOTAL:
3,259.79
61135 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 70118563

2016 INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70118563

06/03/2020 20200872 062320
BATTERY FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

107.95

05/05/2020 20200762 062320
BATTERIES FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

574.80

06/11/2020 20200962 062320
BATTERY FOR C188 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

109.95

INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70118354/CREDIT
05/19/2020
062320
CREDIT/BATTERY
-120.00 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

-120.00

107.95 14705015 57280
INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70118137
Invoice: 70118137
574.80 14705015 57280
INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70118700
Invoice: 70118700
109.95 14705015 57280
Invoice: 70118354/CREDIT

CHECK
61136 06/23/2020 PRTD
240 INTERSTATE BATTERY
Invoice: 1903702004562
INTERSTATE BATTERY
Invoice: 1903701038125

61135 TOTAL:

1903702004562
05/19/2020 20200889 062320
BATTERY FOR RM105 TRAILER AND STOCK
51.90 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

51.90

1903701038125
03/10/2020 20200833 062320
BATTERIES FOR STOCK
57.06 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

57.06

CHECK

61136 TOTAL:

61137 06/23/2020 PRTD
238 INTERSTATE POWER SYSTEMS INC
R042027679:01
05/14/2020 20200829 062320
Invoice: R042027679:01
CITY HALL GENERATOR REPAIR
672.15 33705050 54640
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
C042043135:01
05/26/2020 20200981 062320
BEZEL FOR T336 REFUSE TRUCK
28.30 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

108.96
672.15

INTERSTATE POWER SYSTEMS INC

28.30

INTERSTATE POWER SYSTEMS INC

1,109.97

Invoice: C042043135:01

R042027376:01
06/02/2020 20200952 062320
GENERATOR REPAIR (Prior Fire Stn #16)
1,109.97 33705050 54640
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

Invoice: R042027376:01

CHECK
61138 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 7467846

672.70

564 ITU ABSORBTECH

7467846
354.46 14705015 56100
69.21 14705015 56220

61137 TOTAL:

05/07/2020 20200876 062320
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,810.42
423.67
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ITU ABSORBTECH

7472102

Invoice: 7472102
30.46 14705015 56100
26.31 14705015 56220
ITU ABSORBTECH

7476720

Invoice: 7476720
30.46 14705015 56100
55.30 14705015 56220
ITU ABSORBTECH

7480886

Invoice: 7480886
30.46 14705015 56100
26.31 14705015 56220
ITU ABSORBTECH

7489414

Invoice: 7489414
30.46 14705015 56100
26.31 14705015 56220
ITU ABSORBTECH

7485169

Invoice: 7485169
30.46 14705015 56100
69.21 14705015 56220

05/14/2020 20200875 062320
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

56.77

05/21/2020 20200884 062320
UNIFORMS SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

85.76

05/28/2020 20200894 062320
UNIFORMS SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

56.77

06/11/2020 20200972 062320
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

56.77

06/04/2020 20200969 062320
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

99.67

CHECK
61139 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 12.00

244 J & R LOCK & SAFE INC

12.00
12.00 33705050 57280

61140 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 26660

245 J C K CONTRACTORS INC

26660

690.00 20705035 56220

246 J C LICHT LLC

64064326
108.45 33705050 57280

J C LICHT LLC

64063430

12.00

CHECK

12.00

61139 TOTAL:

05/23/2020 20200571 062320
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT FOR PKWY RESTORATIONS
OPERATING SUPPLIES
61140 TOTAL:

690.00

690.00

06/03/2020 20200922 062320
108.45
PAINT / CITY HALL AND PUBLIC WORKS / INV. 64064326
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
18.51

18.51 33705050 57280

05/18/2020 20200828 062320
TAPING KNIFE AND JOINT COMPOUND
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

64063819

05/26/2020 20200903 062320

23.75

Invoice: 64063430
J C LICHT LLC

779.41

04/30/2020 20200979 062320
KEY FOR OFFICE FILE CABINET
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CHECK
61141 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 64064326

61138 TOTAL:
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Invoice: 64063819
PAINT SUPPLY / PUBLIC WORKS / INVOICE 64063819
23.75 33705050 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK
61142 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 70630

248 J G UNIFORMS INC

70630
90.70 01303010 56100

J G UNIFORMS INC

71587

Invoice: 71587
207.85 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71588

Invoice: 71588
70.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71589

Invoice: 71589
139.95 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71590

Invoice: 71590
209.95 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71591

Invoice: 71591
279.90 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71612

Invoice: 71612
139.95 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71496

Invoice: 71496
159.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71592

Invoice: 71592
279.90 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71593

Invoice: 71593
279.90 01303010 56100

248 J G UNIFORMS INC

71594
139.90 01303010 56100

150.71

04/13/2020
UNIFORMS/WEIGLEIN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

90.70

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/PAK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

207.85

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/PAK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

70.00

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/PAEZ
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

139.95

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/MONTERRUBIO
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

209.95

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/RILEY
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

279.90

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/HERMAN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

139.95

05/14/2020
UNIFORMS/BARRILE
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

159.00

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/SIRCHER
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

279.90

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/TAYLOR
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

279.90

CHECK
61143 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 71594

61141 TOTAL:

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/KAMICK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

61142 TOTAL:
062320

1,857.10
139.90
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J G UNIFORMS INC

71595

Invoice: 71595
89.95 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71603

Invoice: 71603
70.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71604

Invoice: 71604
140.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71778

Invoice: 71778
340.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71781

Invoice: 71781
350.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71791

Invoice: 71791
175.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71741

Invoice: 71741
350.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

71695

Invoice: 71695
246.95 01303010 56100

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/RIVERA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

89.95

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/CALVARESI
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

70.00

05/19/2020
UNIFORMS/LAMZ
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

140.00

05/27/2020
UNIFORMS/MOLLEHAUER
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

340.00

05/27/2020
UNIFORMS/SPANOS
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

350.00

05/27/2020
UNIFORMS/GARCIA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

175.00

05/26/2020
UNIFORMS/CHRACA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

350.00

05/21/2020
UNIFORMS/WUNNICKE
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

062320

246.95

CHECK
61144 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2731

251 J M L OVERHEAD DOOR INC

2731

350.00 33705050 54640

04/22/2020 20200910 062320
OVERHEAD DOOR REPAIR / POLICE GARAGE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61145 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 34272283

864 JOHNSON CONTROLS SECURITY

34272283

86.61 20705030 54300
JOHNSON CONTROLS SECURITY

34272293

Invoice: 34272293
76.37 33705050 54610
JOHNSON CONTROLS SECURITY

34272291

61143 TOTAL:

1,901.80
350.00

61144 TOTAL:

350.00

05/09/2020 20200871 062320
FIRE ALARM MONITORING PUMP STATION #5
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

86.61

05/09/2020 20200909 062320
76.37
ALARM SYSTEM MONITORING / MUSEUM / INVOICE 3427229
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
05/09/2020 20200908 062320

81.33
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Invoice: 34272291
ALARM SYSTEM MONITORING / FH16 / INVOICE 34272291
81.33 33705050 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
JOHNSON CONTROLS SECURITY

34272294

Invoice: 34272294
81.33 33705050 54610
JOHNSON CONTROLS SECURITY

34272272

Invoice: 34272272
78.00 33705050 54610

05/09/2020 20200907 062320
81.33
ALARM SYSTEM MONITORING / OLD FH15 / INV.34272294)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
05/09/2020 20200906 062320
78.00
ALARM SYSTEM MONITORING / NEW FH15 / INV.34272272
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61146 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 17171

256 KANE MCKENNA & ASSOCIATES INC

17171

375.00 38002030 54610

05/31/2020
TIF #4 ANALYSIS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61147 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9297

640 KATCO DEVELOPMENT

9297
5,200.00 20705035 54640

258 KATCO DEVELOPMENT INC

9281

4,244.00 20705035 54640

61149 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 35638111

524 KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS

35638111

109.78 25005025 60003

61150 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 45965

267 LAUTERBACH & AMEN LLP

45965

4,850.00 01909000 54610

2015 LIPKE KENTEX CORPORATION

583186

174.79 01404010 56220

062320

375.00

61146 TOTAL:

375.00

61147 TOTAL:

5,200.00

05/13/2020 20200805 062320
EMERGENCY EXCAV 3505 BOBOLINK
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

4,244.00

CHECK

4,244.00

61148 TOTAL:

06/05/2020 20200926 062320
FINANCE COPIER
EQUIPMENT - CITYWIDE

109.78

CHECK

109.78

61149 TOTAL:

06/02/2020 20200641 062320
FY 2019 POLICE & FIRE ACTUARIAL SVCS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61151 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 583186

403.64

05/29/2020 20200860 062320
5,200.00
2604 MEADOW SANITARY DEEP DIG OUTSIDE CONTRACTOR
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61148 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9281

61145 TOTAL:

61150 TOTAL:

05/29/2020 20200933 062320
LAUNDRY DETERGENT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

4,850.00

4,850.00
174.79

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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INV DATE

PO
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NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61152 06/23/2020 PRTD
2117 JOHN LOESCH JR
Invoice: LOESCH_REFUND

LOESCH_REFUND
06/02/2020 20200934 062320
STATION 16 DRYER PARTS
65.85 01404010 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61153 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1082295-001

274 LOGSDON OFFICE SUPPLY

1082295-001

467.48 01707010 56210
LOGSDON OFFICE SUPPLY

1083135-001

Invoice: 1083135-001
480.90 01707000 56210

2081 MACQUEEN EQUIPMENT LLC

P02292

459.47 14705015 57280

286 MASTER HITCH INC

36431
176.20 14705015 57280

61156 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: p25138

289 MCCANN INDUSTRIES INC

p25138

276.81 14705015 57280

04/23/2020
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

062320

467.48

05/14/2020
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

062320

480.90

61153 TOTAL:

948.38

05/27/2020 20200976 062320
RADIATOR HOSES FOR FD616 FIRE ENGINE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
61154 TOTAL:

459.47

459.47

05/19/2020 20200888 062320
BRAKE MAGNET KITS FOR RM105 TRAILER
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

176.20

CHECK

176.20

61155 TOTAL:

05/20/2020 20200831 062320
WATER KIT FOR STREET DEPARTMENT TAMPER
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61157 06/23/2020 PRTD
291 MCMAID
Invoice: JUNE 4, 2020

65.85

65.85

CHECK
61155 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 36431

174.79

61152 TOTAL:

CHECK
61154 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P02292

61151 TOTAL:

61156 TOTAL:

JUNE 4, 2020
06/04/2020
062320
CLEANING/MUSEUM/JUNE 4, 2020
105.00 01808000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61157 TOTAL:

276.81

276.81
105.00

105.00
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61158 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 691596

294 MEADE

ELECTRIC COMPANY INC

691596

7,844.00 33705050 54640
MEADE

ELECTRIC COMPANY INC

692502

Invoice: 692502
1,503.00 61705010 54640

61159 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 30663

297 MENARDS

30663
24.31 01707020 56220

61160 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 312280

1572 MIDWEST TRADING INC

312280
420.00 33705050 54930

61161 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1065733

308 MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1065733
35.00 14705015 54610
MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1065716

Invoice: 1065716
105.00 14705015 54610
MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1065652
Invoice: 1065652
359.00 14705015 54610
MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1065854
Invoice: 1065854
36.00 14705015 54610
MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1065815
Invoice: 1065815
142.00 14705015 54610

61162 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 39799

309 MINUTEMAN PRESS

39799
146.80 01707010 54270

02/21/2020 20200913 062320
STREET LIGHT WIRING 3201 ALGONQUIN
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

7,844.00

05/30/2020 20200150 062320
TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINTENANCE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

1,503.00

CHECK

9,347.00

61158 TOTAL:

06/01/2020 20200873 062320
FORESTRY OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

24.31

CHECK

24.31

61159 TOTAL:

06/02/2020 20200895 062320
CITY BUILDING LANDSCAPING
LANDSCAPE SERVICES

420.00

CHECK

420.00

61160 TOTAL:

05/01/2020 20200803 062320
SAFETY LANE INSPECTION
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

35.00

05/01/2020 20200870 062320
SAFETY LANE INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

105.00

04/17/2020 20200804 062320
SAFETY LANE INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

359.00

06/01/2020 20200974 062320
SAFETY LANE INSPECTION
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

36.00

05/22/2020 20200977 062320
SAFETY LANE INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

142.00

CHECK

677.00

61161 TOTAL:

05/26/2020
062320
WATER METER FORMS
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

146.80
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CHECK
61163 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 8280958036

1029 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC

8280958036

532.90 01303010 56230

61164 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 20-2005

1328 MICHAEL PAUL INSPECTIONS

20-2005

4,200.00 01707010 54610

61165 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 3859416001

76 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO

3859416001

189.97 14705015 57280

61166 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 343823

316 MUNICIPAL CODE CORPORATION

343823

350.00 01101030 54610

61167 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 5246

319 MUNICIPAL GIS PARTNERS INC

5246

2,002.36 20705030 54610
6,007.24 20705035 54610

325 NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-278948

114.99 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-279629

Invoice: 4460-279629
40.41 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-279689

Invoice: 4460-279689
8.26 14705015 57280

146.80

05/13/2020
062320
BATTERIES
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

532.90

CHECK

532.90

61163 TOTAL:

05/20/2020 20200151 062320
2020 MONTHLY PLUMBING INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

4,200.00

CHECK

4,200.00

61164 TOTAL:

05/22/2020 20200975 062320
SHOP SUPPLIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

189.97

CHECK

189.97

61165 TOTAL:

06/03/2020 20200915 062320
ANNUAL SUPPORT FEE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

350.00

CHECK

350.00

61166 TOTAL:

05/31/2020 20200034 062320
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GIS CONSORTIUM
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61168 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 4460-278948

61162 TOTAL:

61167 TOTAL:

8,009.60

8,009.60

05/15/2020 20200887 062320
R134A REFRIGERANT FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
05/20/2020 20200886 062320
AIR CONDITIONING RELAY FOR C803 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
05/21/2020 20200885 062320
BUTT CONNECTORS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

114.99

40.41

8.26
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE
4460-2800361
05/27/2020 20200982 062320
205.08
Invoice: 4460-2800361
ANTIFREEZE HEAVY DUTY
205.08 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-280571

Invoice: 4460-280571
19.23 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-281983

Invoice: 4460-281983
48.27 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-281374

Invoice: 4460-281374
8.96 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-282579

Invoice: 4460-282579
5.03 14705015 57280

05/28/2020 20200984 062320
BELT FOR T341 DUMP TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

19.23

06/05/2020 20200958 062320
BRAKE PADS FOR T363 WATER DIVISION VAN
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

48.27

06/02/2020 20200983 062320
AIR FILTER FOR C-300 PUBLIC WORKS WORKS VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

8.96

06/09/2020 20200959 062320
FILTER FOR T426 TRACTOR
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

5.03

CHECK
61169 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: INV-1770036

328 NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

INV-1770036

62.00 01808030 56240

61170 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 596189SI

329 NATIONAL SEED

596189SI
870.25 20705040 57280

61171 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 8921

344 NORTHWEST CENTRAL 911 SYSTEM

8921

13,687.82 04005005 54610

61172 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 148187

520 PADDOCK PUBLICATIONS

148187
151.80 01808060 54260

61168 TOTAL:

450.23

04/22/2020 20200911 062320
FAMILY SAFETY & HEALTH MAGAZINE
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

62.00

CHECK

62.00

61169 TOTAL:

06/03/2020 20200861 062320
PARKWAY LANDSCAPE MATERIALS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

870.25

CHECK

870.25

61170 TOTAL:

06/01/2020 20200924 062320
JULY 2020 MEMBER ASSESSMENT
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

13,687.82

CHECK

13,687.82

61171 TOTAL:

05/23/2020
062320
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE - 2809 OWL DR
ADVERTISING

151.80

CHECK

151.80

61172 TOTAL:
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61173 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 280109136

378 POMP'S TIRE SERVICE

280109136
394.46 14705015 56255

61174 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 356302

396 R J N GROUP INC

356302
1,197.50 20705035 60020

R J N GROUP INC

353302

Invoice: 353302
1,508.06 20705035 60020

61175 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 67872

390 RED WING SHOE STORE

67872
220.99 01707020 56100

61176 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 3019538492

410 RUSH TRUCK CENTERS OF ILLINOIS IN 3019538492
665.64 14705015 57280

61177 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 82799583

527 SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC

82799583

190.00 14705015 54610

61178 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 441749

425 SIKICH LLP

441749
1,316.60 01909000 54610

SIKICH LLP

441646

Invoice: 441646
1,400.00 01909000 54610

05/08/2020 20200965 062320
BOBCAT TIRES FOR T373 BOBCAT
TIRES

394.46

CHECK

394.46

61173 TOTAL:

06/03/2020 20200317 062320
20R15 UPDATE 5YR PLAN
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

1,197.50

04/03/2020 20200265 062320
20-R-08 ENG SVC 2020 SANITARY REHAB
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

1,508.06

CHECK

2,705.56

61174 TOTAL:

06/03/2020 20200901 062320
SAFETY UNIFORMS #212
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

220.99

CHECK

220.99

61175 TOTAL:

06/02/2020 20200960 062320
EXHAUST FOR T311 DUMP TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

665.64

CHECK

665.64

61176 TOTAL:

05/08/2020 20200874 062320
USED OIL PICK UP SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

190.00

CHECK

190.00

61177 TOTAL:

05/12/2020 20200637 062320
FY 2019 AUDIT SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,316.60

05/12/2020 20200636 062320
FY 2019 POLICE PENSION AUDIT SVCS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,400.00

CHECK

2,716.60

61178 TOTAL:
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61179 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0444232-IN

426 SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT LABS

0444232-IN

170.88 01303020 56220

05/04/2020
SHAKE-N-CAST KIT
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

61180 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1020213

404 SPECIALTY MAT SERVICES

1020213

193.27 01303010 54610
SPECIALTY MAT SERVICES

1016555

Invoice: 1016555
189.27 01303010 54610

866 STENSTROM PETROLEUM SALES & SERVI S152920
331.00 14705015 54640

665 STEVE WHETSTONE

2020 REIM
250.00 01303010 56230

61183 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: MAY 2020

440 STORINO RAMELLO & DURKIN

MAY 2020

31,080.95 01909000 54612

61184 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0160527

441 STRAND ASSOCIATES

0160527
4,892.51 20705030 60020

442 SUBURBAN ACCENTS INC

29527
60.00 01404000 54270

170.88
193.27

04/02/2020
MAT SERVICE APR 2020
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

062320

189.27

61180 TOTAL:

382.54

05/20/2020 20200978 062320
DIAGNOSE FUEL SYSTEM PROBLEM 32OO CENTRAL
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
61181 TOTAL:

331.00

331.00

06/08/2020
062320
EQUIPMENT REIMBURSEMENT
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

250.00

CHECK

250.00

61182 TOTAL:

06/10/2020 20200967 062320
MAY 2020 LEGAL SERVICES
CITY ATTORNEY

31,080.95

CHECK

31,080.95

61183 TOTAL:

05/14/2020 20190844 062320
RES #19-R-61 ENGINEERING FOR TANK PAINTING
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61185 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 29527

61179 TOTAL:
062320

CHECK
61182 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2020 REIM

170.88

04/06/2020
MATT SERVICE-MAY 2020
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

CHECK
61181 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: S152920

062320

61184 TOTAL:

05/11/2020 20200939 062320
VEHICLE DECALS
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

4,892.51

4,892.51
60.00
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CHECK
61185 TOTAL:
60.00
61186 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 11850

452 TAYLOR PLUMBING

11850
240.00 33705050 54610

TAYLOR PLUMBING

11851

Invoice: 11851
240.00 33705050 54610
TAYLOR PLUMBING

11852

Invoice: 11852
400.00 33705050 54610
TAYLOR PLUMBING

11854

Invoice: 11854
240.00 33705050 54610
TAYLOR PLUMBING

11853

Invoice: 11853
160.00 33705050 54610
TAYLOR PLUMBING

11855

Invoice: 11855
160.00 33705050 54610
TAYLOR PLUMBING

11856

Invoice: 11856
80.00 33705050 54610

06/09/2020 20200995 062320
BACK FLOW RPZ TESTING / PW NORTH / INV. 11850
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

240.00

06/09/2020 20200994 062320
BACK FLOW RPZ TESTING / OLD FH 16 / INV.11851
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

240.00

06/09/2020 20200993 062320
400.00
RPZ BACK FLOW TESTING / OLD FH15 / INVOICE 11852
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/09/2020 20200991 062320
240.00
RPZ BACK FLOW TESTING / CITY HALL / INVOICE 11854
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/09/2020 20200992 062320
160.00
RPZ BACK FLOW TESTING / OLD PW / INVOICE 11853
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/09/2020 20200990 062320
160.00
RPZ BACK FLOW TESTING / GAZEBO / INVOICE 11855
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
06/09/2020 20200989 062320
80.00
RPZ BACK FLOW TESTING / COMM. GARDEN / INV. 11856
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61187 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 423

461 THOMAS A THOMPSON

423
175.00 01707010 54611

THOMAS A THOMPSON

425

Invoice: 425
70.00 01707010 54611

460 THOMPSON ELEVATOR INSPECTION SERV 20-0579
86.00 01707010 54610
THOMPSON ELEVATOR INSPECTION SERV 06052020

Invoice: 06052020
344.00 01707010 54610

1,520.00

04/10/2020
MARCH SENIOR HANDYMAN
OTHER SERVICES

062320

175.00

05/08/2020
APRIL SENIOR HANDYMAN
OTHER SERVICES

062320

70.00

CHECK
61188 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 20-0579

61186 TOTAL:

61187 TOTAL:

245.00

02/13/2020
062320
SEMIANNUAL ELEVATOR INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

86.00

06/05/2020
062320
SEMIANNUAL ELEVATOR INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

344.00
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61189 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 842495799

504 THOMSON REUTERS

842495799
100.00 01101030 56240

61190 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 104203

468 TRAFFIC CONTROL & PROTECTION

104203

887.50 61705010 56220
TRAFFIC CONTROL & PROTECTION

104204

Invoice: 104204
787.78 20705030 56220
630.22 61705010 56220

469 TRANS CHICAGO TRUCK GROUP

2262881

38.94 14705015 57280
TRANS CHICAGO TRUCK GROUP

2258989

Invoice: 2258989
137.36 14705015 57280

61192 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2094887-IN

478 U E M S I-H T V INC

2094887-IN
369.90 20705035 54640

100.00

CHECK

100.00

61189 TOTAL:

06/04/2020 20200916 062320
TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT
OPERATING SUPPLIES
06/04/2020 20200813 062320
SIGN SHOP MATERIAL FOR SIGN REPLACEMENT
OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
61190 TOTAL:

887.50

1,418.00

2,305.50

05/22/2020 20200835 062320
REGULATOR AND GASKET FOR T341 SEWER DUMP TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

38.94

05/13/2020 20200890 062320
TANK AND CAP FOR T341 DUMP TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

137.36

CHECK

176.30

61191 TOTAL:

06/08/2020 20200899 062320
LATERAL CAMERA ADDITIONAL REPAIRS
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

369.90

CHECK

369.90

61192 TOTAL:

61193 06/23/2020 PRTD
484 UNITE PRIVATE NETWORKS LLC/
SI-20-007432
06/01/2020 20200905 062320
Invoice: SI-20-007432
JUN 2020 FIBER NETWORK FEE
10,490.00 25255025 60006
EQUIPMENT - IT
UNITE PRIVATE NETWORKS LLC/
Invoice: SI-20-007433

430.00

06/04/2020 20200925 062320
SUBSCRIPTION
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

CHECK
61191 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2262881

61188 TOTAL:

SI-20-007433
06/01/2020 20200905 062320
JUN 2020 FIBER NETWORK FEE
7,910.00 25255025 60006
EQUIPMENT - IT
CHECK

61193 TOTAL:

10,490.00

7,910.00

18,400.00
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61194 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 17398890

127 W S DARLEY & CO

17398890
1,484.30 01909000 54618
.00 01909000 54618

W S DARLEY & CO

17398284

Invoice: 17398284
1,543.30 01909000 54618

61195 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 10446

497 WAIST UP IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

10446

32.00 20705030 56100

05/20/2020 20200943 062320
COVID-19 PPE
COVID EXPENSES
COVID EXPENSES

1,484.30

05/20/2020 20200942 062320
COVID-19 PPE
COVID EXPENSES

1,543.30

CHECK

3,027.60

61194 TOTAL:

05/27/2020 20200917 062320
STEWART #720 UNIFORM -VEST PRINTING
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

32.00

CHECK

32.00

61195 TOTAL:

61196 06/23/2020 PRTD
507 WATCHGUARD VIDEO LLC
4REINV0010914
04/30/2020 20200932 062320
Invoice: 4REINV0010914
SQUAD CAMERAS/EQUIPMENT
5,107.00 01303000 56000
POLICE VEHICLES
CHECK
61197 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 133

506 WE WASH 3 EXPRESS WASH INC

133

90.00 01303010 54611
WE WASH 3 EXPRESS WASH INC

139

Invoice: 139
20.00 01303010 54611

992 WICKSTROM AUTO GROUP

755372
156.88 14705015 54640

5,107.00

03/31/2020
SQUAD WASHES
OTHER SERVICES

062320

90.00

04/30/2020
SQUAD WASHES
OTHER SERVICES

062320

20.00

CHECK
61198 06/23/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 755372

61196 TOTAL:

5,107.00

61197 TOTAL:

05/12/2020 20200891 062320
DIAGNOSE TROUBLE CODES C187 POLICE VEHICLE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61198 TOTAL:

110.00
156.88

156.88

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

NUMBER OF CHECKS

|P
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115

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

396,035.39

COUNT
AMOUNT
______ _________________
115
396,035.39

*** GRAND TOTAL ***

396,035.39

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
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CLERK: AusterladeD
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESC
T OB
DEBIT
CREDIT
EFF DATE
JNL DESC
REF 1 REF 2
REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2020 6
259
APP 01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
93,381.35
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 99-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
396,035.39
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 33-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
33,986.46
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 16-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
18,181.70
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 14-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
9,594.14
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 20-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
129,499.46
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 45-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
20,049.94
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 61-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
52,994.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 04-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
15,443.77
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 23-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
4,019.79
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 38-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
375.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 25-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
18,509.78
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
_________________ _________________
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL
396,035.39
396,035.39
APP 99-01001
06/23/2020
APP 01-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-33001
06/23/2020
APP 33-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-16001
06/23/2020
APP 16-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-14001
06/23/2020
APP 14-10001
06/23/2020
APP 99-20001
06/23/2020
APP 20-10001

DUE TO GENERAL FUND
062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

062320

W0623A

93,381.35

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND

93,381.35
33,986.46

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM REFUSE FUND

33,986.46
18,181.70

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM GARAGE FUND

18,181.70
9,594.14

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)

9,594.14
129,499.46
129,499.46

WARRANT - 6/23/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

06/16/2020 11:00
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
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YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESC
T OB
DEBIT
CREDIT
EFF DATE
JNL DESC
REF 1 REF 2
REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-45001
DUE TO DUE FROM HEALTH FUND
20,049.94
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 45-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
20,049.94
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-61001
DUE TO DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
52,994.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 61-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
52,994.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-04001
DUE TO DUE FROM 911 FUND
15,443.77
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 04-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
15,443.77
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-23001
DUE TO DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND
4,019.79
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 23-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
4,019.79
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-38001
DUE TO DUE FROM TIF #4
375.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 38-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
375.00
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 99-25001
DUE TO DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI
18,509.78
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
APP 25-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
18,509.78
06/23/2020 062320
W0623A
_________________ _________________
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
396,035.39
396,035.39
_________________ _________________
JOURNAL 2020/06/259
TOTAL
792,070.78
792,070.78
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FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
2020 6
259 06/23/2020
01-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
93,381.35
01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
93,381.35
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
93,381.35
93,381.35
04

911 FUND
04-10001
04-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

14

GARAGE FUND
14-10001
14-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

16

REFUSE FUND
16-10001
16-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

20

UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

23

LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
23-10001
23-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

25

VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
25-10001
25-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

33

BUILDING & LAND FUND
33-10001
33-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

38

TIF #4 GOLF ROAD FUND

2020

6

259

06/23/2020

15,443.77
_________________
15,443.77

15,443.77
_________________
15,443.77

9,594.14
_________________
9,594.14

9,594.14
_________________
9,594.14

18,181.70
_________________
18,181.70

18,181.70
_________________
18,181.70

129,499.46
_________________
129,499.46

129,499.46
_________________
129,499.46

4,019.79
_________________
4,019.79

4,019.79
_________________
4,019.79

18,509.78
_________________
18,509.78

18,509.78
_________________
18,509.78

33,986.46
_________________
33,986.46

33,986.46
_________________
33,986.46
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FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
38-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
375.00
38-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
375.00
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
375.00
375.00
45

HEALTH INSURANCE FUND
45-10001
45-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

61

LOCAL ROAD FUND
61-10001
61-20000

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

99

TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-04001
99-10001
99-14001
99-16001
99-20001
99-23001
99-25001
99-33001
99-38001
99-45001
99-61001

2020

6

259

06/23/2020
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM 911 FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM GARAGE FUND
DUE FROM REFUSE FUND
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND
DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI
DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND
DUE FROM TIF #4
DUE FROM HEALTH FUND
DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
FUND TOTAL

20,049.94
_________________
20,049.94

20,049.94
_________________
20,049.94

52,994.00
_________________
52,994.00

52,994.00
_________________
52,994.00

93,381.35
15,443.77
396,035.39
9,594.14
18,181.70
129,499.46
4,019.79
18,509.78
33,986.46
375.00
20,049.94
52,994.00
_________________
396,035.39

_________________
396,035.39
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FUND
DUE TO
DUE FROM
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
93,381.35
04
911 FUND
15,443.77
14
GARAGE FUND
9,594.14
16
REFUSE FUND
18,181.70
20
UTILITIES FUND
129,499.46
23
LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
4,019.79
25
VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
18,509.78
33
BUILDING & LAND FUND
33,986.46
38
TIF #4 GOLF ROAD FUND
375.00
45
HEALTH INSURANCE FUND
20,049.94
61
LOCAL ROAD FUND
52,994.00
99
TREASURY FUND
396,035.39
_________________ _________________
TOTAL
396,035.39
396,035.39
** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
F)

Resolution to Approve a Sidewalk and Parking Bay Improvement Agreement with the
Meadow Edge Improvement Association

Attachments:
• Resolution, including Exhibit A “Meadow Edge Improvement Association Sidewalk and
Parking Bay Improvement Agreement”
• Location Map of Improvements
• Cost Estimate
Background: You are being asked to approve a Resolution that would have the City of Rolling
Meadows enter into an agreement with the Meadow Edge Improvement Association, to have certain
improvements completed on behalf of the Association, to be performed by the contractor secured by
the City, but to be funded by the Association.
The proposed improvements, estimated at $50,250.05, fall just outside of the City right-of-way,
which make them the responsibility of the Association, but are integral to the subdivision
infrastructure. Therefore, Staff, and the City Engineer have worked with the residents to enable
them to take advantage of the economies of scale pricing received under this publicly let project, to
enable the improvements under their authority to be completed under the City contract.
The agreement attached was developed by the City Attorney and was approved by the Meadow
Edge Improvement Association at their June 15th, meeting. The agreement allows the City’s
contractor to complete certain improvements under the City awarded contract, which will be paid by
the Improvement Association.
The pre-construction meeting was held earlier today, so a definitive start date was not known.
However, initial conversations expect the project to begin the week of the 29th with minor drainage
improvements. It is staff’s expectations that this project will extend through the remainder of the
summer, with restorations being completed in the beginning of September, weather permitting. The
City awarded a contract to Builders Paving, who is just completing the City’s 2020 Road Resurfacing
Project, which experienced very little problems.
Previous Council Action:
•
•
•
•

11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123, Approval of FY2019 City budget, which provides funding in
the Local Road Fund, for the Reconstruction Project.
9/24/19 Resolution #19–R-101, Approval of a Contract for Professional Design Services for
the 2020 Reconstruction Project – ($52,980)
4/14/20 Resolution #20–R-39, Approval of a Contract for Construction Observation Services
for the 2020 Reconstruction Project – ($63,125)
5/12/20 Resolution #20 –R-40, Approval of a Contract for Construction Services for the 2020
Reconstruction Project – ($621,888)

Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 20-R-65

A RESOLUTION TO APPROVE AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF ROLLING
MEADOWS AND THE MEADOW EDGE IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION FOR
SIDEWALK AND PARKING BAY IMPROVMEMENTS WITHIN MEADOW EDGE
SUBDIVISION

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of
the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that the Sidewalk and Parking Bay Improvement
Agreement for the Meadow Edge Improvement Association, within the Meadow Edge
Subdivision, to provide certain construction and construction oversight services, between
the City of Rolling Meadows and the Meadow Edge Improvement Association, a copy of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A is hereby approved.
The estimated cost for the improvements requested and proposed by the
Association, for the sidewalk and parking bay areas is established at approximately
$50,250.05.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 23rd day of June, 2020.

_____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Exhibit A
MEADOW EDGE IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
SIDEWALK AND PARKING BAY IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT
THIS Agreement (“Agreement”) made and entered into this ____ day of May, 2020, by
and between the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) an Illinois Municipal Corporation and
Meadow Edge Improvement Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation (“Association”)
(collectively referred to herein as the (“Parties”)
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the City proposes to improve a portion of the City’s dedicated right-of-way
within the Meadow Edge Development (“City Improvements”); and
WHEREAS, the Association and the City have agreed for the City to enter into a contract
with Builders Paving LLC. (“Contractor”) to also remove and replace portions of the sidewalks
and portions of the Parking Bays located within the Meadow Edge Development (“Meadow
Edge Improvements”) in conjunction with the City Improvements (“Contract”); and
WHEREAS, the estimated cost of the Meadow Edge Improvements is $50,250.05, which
estimate will be adjusted based upon the actual measured improvements upon completion and
acceptance of the Meadow Edge Improvements (“Association Cost”); and
WHEREAS, the Meadow Edge Improvements shall be in accordance with the plans and
specifications prepared by Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. dated _______, 2020
(“Plans”); and
WHEREAS, the Association has reviewed and approved the Plans relative to the
Meadow Edge Improvements; and
WHEREAS, the City proposes to let the Contract to the Contractor for both the City
Improvements and the Meadow Edge Improvements; and

911557.1

WHEREAS, the City would not enter into the Contract with the Contractor for the
Meadow Edge Improvements if the Association had not entered into this Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, and conditions contained
herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:
1.

The recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated herein as though set forth

verbatim.
2. The City will enter into the Contract for the City Improvements and the Meadow
Edge Improvements. The City and the Association, through the City Engineer, shall
supervise the construction determine if the construction of the Meadow Edge
Improvements are in accordance with the Plans as approved by both the City and the
Association.
3.

The Association hereby grants the City and the Contractor, a non-exclusive

easement (“Easement”) over the Meadow Edge Development for the completion of the Meadow
Edge Improvements. The Easement shall terminate upon the completion and acceptance of the
Meadow Edge Improvement by the City Engineer.
4.

The City shall require the Contractor to provide the Association with a Certificate

of Insurance with such coverage and amounts as required by the City’s Contract with the
Contractor. The Certificate of Insurance shall provide for the Association to be named as an
additional insured.
5.

The Association shall pay the City the amount of the Association Cost within six

(6) months from the date of the City Engineer’s acceptance of the Meadow Edge Improvements.
Any balance due the City after six (6) months from the City’s acceptance of the Meadow Edge
Improvements shall bear interest at the rate of 9% per annum.

2

6.

All reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs incurred by the prevailing party in

an action to construe or enforce this Agreement against a defaulting party shall be paid by the
defaulting party.
7.

Any notice required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be in

writing and shall be deemed to have been given (a) on the same date as the date on which such
notice is delivered personally or sent by fax or email, (b) on the date that is three (3) business
days after the date on which such notice is deposited in the United States mail, registered or
certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, or (c) on the date that is one (1) business
day after the date on which such notice is sent by overnight courier services (such as FedEx or
any other national courier service), and, in each case, addressed to the applicable party and its
attorney at their addresses set forth below (or to such other address as either party may from time
to time specify in a written notice to the other in accordance with the terms hereof:
If to the City:

City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
Attn: Barry Krumstok, City Manager
Phone: (847) 394-8500
Email: krumstok@cityrm.org

and cc:

James E. Macholl
Storino, Ramello & Durkin
9501 W. Devon, 8th Floor
Rosemont, Illinois 60018
Phone: (847) 318-9500
Fax: (847) 318-9509
Email: jmacholl@srd-law.com

If to the Association:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

and cc:

__________________________
__________________________
3

8.

__________________________
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws

of the State of Illinois.
9.

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which

shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same
document. Furthermore, executed counterparts of this Agreement may be delivered by facsimile
or other reliable electronic means (including emails of PDF documents) and such facsimile or
other electronic transmission shall be valid and binding for al! purposes when transmitted to and
actually received by the other party.

Notwithstanding the foregoing each party delivering

executed documents by facsimile or other electronic means agrees to provide the other party with
an original, hard copy of the relevant signed documents promptly after the request of the other
party.
10.

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

11.

The City and the Association each acknowledge that: (a) they have been

represented by independent counsel in connection with this Agreement; (b) they have executed
this Agreement with the advice of such counsel; and (c) this Agreement is the result of arm's
length negotiations between the parties hereto and the advice and assistance of their respective
counsel. Notwithstanding any rule of law to the contrary: (y) the fact that this Agreement was
prepared by Purchaser's counsel as a matter of convenience shall have no import or significance,
and any uncertainty or ambiguity in this Agreement shall not be construed against Purchaser
because Purchaser’s counsel prepared this Agreement; and (z) no deletions from prior drafts of
this Agreement shall be construed to create the opposite intent of the deleted provisions.

4

12.

Waiver of Jury Trial.

Seller and Purchaser knowingly, voluntarily and

intentionally waive any right to trial by jury in respect to any litigation arising out of, under or in
connection with this Agreement or the transaction described herein
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have set their hands and seals on the date first above
written.

Meadow Edge Improvement Association:

City of Rolling Meadows:

By:__________________________________

By:_________________________________
Mayor

ITS _________________________________

ATTEST

ATTEST:

BY: ______________________________

____________________________________
Deputy City Clerk

ITS:_______________________________
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The City of Rolling Meadows
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ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST (AWARDED BID PRICES)

SIDEWALK REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

STREET
SMITH STREET
YARROW LANE
YARROW COURT
HONEYSUCKLE LANE
JASMINE LANE
CHICORY COURT
GINGER COURT
-

ESTIMATED COST
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

SIDEWALK REMOVAL
(SQ FT)
UNIT PRICE:
$1.75
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
460.0
$
805.00
510.0
$
892.50
0.0
$
615.0
$ 1,076.25
0.0
$
0.0
$
90.0
$
157.50
SUB TTL: $ 2,931.25

PCC SIDEWALK, 5"
(SQ FT)
UNIT PRICE:
$4.20
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
460.0
$ 1,932.00
510.0
$ 2,142.00
0.0
$
615.0
$ 2,583.00
0.0
$
0.0
$
90.0
$
378.00
SUB TTL: $ 7,035.00

PARKING BAY IMPROVEMENTS
DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT
REMOVAL (SQ YD)
UNIT PRICE:
$13.00
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
182.2
$ 2,368.60
132.9
$ 1,727.70
181.7
$ 2,362.10
0.0
$
0.0
$
207.1
$ 2,692.30
143.7
$ 1,868.10
SUB TTL: $ 11,018.80

CONC. C&G REM & REPL.
HMA DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT,
(LF)
3" (SQ YD)
UNIT PRICE:
$26.00
UNIT PRICE:
$25.00
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
130.0
$ 3,380.00
182.2
$ 4,555.00
20.0
$
520.00
132.9
$ 3,322.50
40.0
$ 1,040.00
181.7
$ 4,542.50
0.0
$
0.0
$
0.0
$
0.0
$
40.0
$ 1,040.00
207.1
$ 5,177.50
30.0
$
780.00
143.7
$ 3,592.50
SUB TTL: $ 6,760.00
SUB TTL: $ 21,190.00

$9,966.25

$40,553.80
$50,520.05

REMOVE & REINSTALL
PARKING STOPS (EACH)
UNIT PRICE:
$40.00
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
0.0
$
0.0
$
0.0
$
0.0
$
0.0
$
12.0
$
480.00
0.0
$
SUB TTL: $
480.00

PAVEMENT MARKINGS, 4"
(LF)
UNIT PRICE:
$1.30
QUANTITY
TOTAL COST
210.0
$
273.00
140.0
$
182.00
180.0
$
234.00
0.0
$
0.0
$
200.0
$
260.00
120.0
$
156.00
SUB TTL: $ 1,105.00

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 23, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
G)

Resolution to Award a Contract for Professional Engineering Services for Proposed
Drainage Study for the Park Street Storm Sewer Improvement Area

Attachments:
•
•
•

Resolution
Project Location Map
Proposal from Baxter and Woodman Consulting Engineers, dated May 27, 2020

Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize a contract, in
the amount not to exceed $12,200.00, with Baxter and Woodman Consulting Engineers for
professional engineering services related to performing survey and drainage study work for the
Park Street Storm Sewer Improvement.
The improvement area will result in improved drainage for residents on Park Street, as well as
alleviate storm sewer surcharging of the storm sewer system at Meadow Drive and South
Street. The project location includes at least half of Park Street and a small section of Meadow
Drive, before the project limits run south along the south property line of the Kimball Hill School.
This City has received $300,000 in State Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
(DCEO) funding as part of the 2019 Capital Project Bill that was initiated last year. This funding
was received without any preliminary engineering completed, based solely on staff
communications with State Elected Officials. As a result, preliminary engineering needs to be
completed to be able to secure future preliminary construction costs and determine if the
preliminary concept is feasible. An additional benefit to this engineering is that staff intends to
apply for a MWRD Green Infrastructure Grant, which will assist in the funding of a significant
part of the project, as originally conceptualized.
As part of this preliminary work, staff will meet with representatives of the Rolling Meadows Park
District and School District 15 to discuss the significant project potential. The incorporation of
bio-swales, natural detention areas, and educational opportunities for students are all very
attainable on this project, based on preliminary concepts.
Staff met with three (3) engineering firms to get an idea of how they envisioned the project’s
potential and what they felt the City could do in the area of additional funding, outreach, etc.
While the proposal received by Christopher Burke engineering is slightly lower, the design
professional from the recommended firm had a vision and excitement about the opportunities for
this project that exceeded the other representatives. Specifically, they were in tune with project
elements consistent with conversations the City and Park and School Districts had, and the
potential grant funding opportunities for those improvements that could be further investigated.
Therfore, staff is recommending proceeding with Baxter and Woodman as the consultants for
this project.

Engineering Firm
Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd.
Baxter and Woodman Consulting Engineers
Engineering Resource Associates

Proposal
$11,750.00
$12,200.00
$13,100.00

As you may notice, the proposal provides several engineering “Optional Items” which will be
required at a later date. At this time, staff is only considering the initial work identified in the
proposal, and will come to the council in the future to request approval of additional services, as
required.
The engineering services provided will include:
•
•
•
•

Data collection,
Stormwater Modeling of existing/proposed conditions,
Engineering Estimate of Probable Costs,
Summary and recommendations

The proposal from Baxter and Woodman, Ltd., for these services is $12,200.00.
Recommendations for future construction associated with this area will be reflected in future
capital planning discussions with the Capital Improvement Committee.
Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123, Approval of FY2019 City budget which provides funding
in the Stormwater Utilities Fund for this project.
Recommendation: Staff is recommending approval of the resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION 20-R-66

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF A PROPOSAL FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR A DRAINAGE STUDY TO BE
PERFORMED FOR THE PARK STREET STORM SEWER IMPROVEMENT AREA

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Mayor and City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois that the proposal prepared by Baxter and Woodman Consulting Engineers,
8678 Ridgefield Road, Crystal Lake, Illinois 60012, dated May 27, 2020, to provide professional
engineering services required to perform a preliminary drainage study and cost estimate of the
Park Street Storm Sewer Drainage Area, at a cost of $12,200.00, be accepted a contract be
awarded for these services.
Funding for this contract is provided for in the FY2020 Utilities Fund - Stormwater #20.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 23rd day of June, 2020

____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Park Street Storm Sewer Project
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Map created on June 18, 2020.
© 2020 GIS Consortium and MGP Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The GIS Consortium and MGP Inc. are not liable for any use, misuse, modification or disclosure of any map provided under applicable law.
Disclaimer: This map is for general information purposes only. Although the information is believed to be generally accurate, errors may exist and the user should independently confirm for accuracy. The map does not constitute a regulatory
determination and is not a base for engineering design. A Registered Land Surveyor should be consulted to determine precise location boundaries on the ground.

May 27, 2020
Mr. Robert Horne
Director of Public Works
City of Rolling Meadows
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
Subject: City of Rolling Meadows – Park Street Storm Sewer Improvements Study
Dear Mr. Horne:
Baxter & Woodman, Inc. is pleased to submit this letter of proposal for professional
engineering services related to a drainage study for the residential properties on Park Street in
the City of Rolling Meadows (City), Cook County, IL. Included in this proposal is our
Understanding of the Assignment, Scope of Services, and Estimated Fee.
UNDERSTANDING OF THE ASSIGNMENT
It is our understanding the rear yards of the residential properties on Park Street have
experienced flooding. This area is immediately adjacent to Study Area #5 in the 2002 City of
Rolling Meadows Stormwater Management Study.
Engineer will request and review any updated drainage information within the study area. This
includes permit files and engineering plans available at our office, City offices, or the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD). Engineer will utilize the City’s GIS mapping,
which will also be reviewed and field verified during a site visit. Using this information, we will
update the provided and previously completed Study Area #5 XP-SWMM hydrologic and
hydraulic model to include the Park Street area. The model will include Meadow Drive and
School Drive as well as the outfall to the Arlington Heights Branch of Salt Creek. The new
Bulletin 75 rainfall depths will be used for this analysis.
The results of the existing conditions XP-SWMM modeling will be compared to City flooding
reports, and the flooding depths for the 1-year through 100-year critical duration event will be
evaluated.
The XP-SWMM model will be used to identify storm sewer improvements in the rear yards of
Park Street and adjacent to the school to increase the level of service of the storm sewer
system. The previously developed XP-SWMM model will be updated to size these proposed
improvements for a 10-year level of service in accordance with current design standards using

the new Bulletin 75 rainfall depths. The system will be sized to also provide relief for the
24-inch storm sewer system that serves the intersection of Meadow Drive and School Drive. An
engineer’s estimate of probable cost will be prepared for the project, as well as a discussion of
potential funding opportunities. The results will be presented in a summary memorandum.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Baxter & Woodman, Inc. has identified the following tasks for successful completion of this
drainage study:
Task 1 – Data Collection Site Visit: Engineer will collect relevant drainage information since
the 2002 Stormwater Study. We will also complete a site visit.
Task 2 – Existing Conditions XP-SWMM Modeling: Engineer previously completed hydrologic
and hydraulic modeling of the intersection of School Drive and Meadow Drive at part of Study
Area #5 of the 2002 Stormwater Study. This previous study will be updated to include the Park
Street area as well as the new Bulletin 75 rainfall data. We will verify the new model results
with reported flooding concerns. The model results will identify the existing level of service
and guide the design of the proposed storm sewer improvements.
Task 3 – Proposed Conditions XP-SWMM Modeling: Engineer will size the storm sewer
system to increase the level of service in the rear yards of Park Street and at the intersection of
School Drive and Meadow Drive. The storm sewer system will be sized with the XP-SWMM
model to provide a 10-year level of service if possible. Concept level design exhibits will be
prepared for the project.
Task 4 – Engineer’s Estimate of Probable Cost: Engineer will develop an engineer’s estimate
of probable cost for the proposed storm sewer system. The estimate will be based on recent bid
prices and include a 30% contingency as well as estimates for design and construction
engineering services.
Task 5 – Summary Memorandum: Engineer will summarize the proposed conditions drainage
analysis in a summary memorandum that model results, permitting requirements, funding
options, exhibits, and engineer’s estimate of probable cost.
Task 6 –Meetings: Engineer anticipates one meeting with City staff to discuss the results of the
proposed conditions analysis.

Mr. Robert Horne
City of Rolling Meadows

May 27, 2020
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ENGINEERING FEE
The Owner shall pay the Engineer for the services performed or furnished, based upon the
Engineer’s standard hourly billing rates for actual work time performed plus reimbursement of
out-of-pocket expenses including travel, which in total will not exceed $12,200.
Optional Items.
The following items are optional and are not included in the scope of services and fee; they may
be provided for additional fee (denoted):


Survey and Preliminary Design of Park District Property – The survey of the Park
District property from Meadow Drive to the Kimball Hill Pond will be used to develop
preliminary design of site regrading for open channel conveyance and an inline
detention facility design, both within the Park District property. These facilities will be
added to the XPSWMM model, and preliminary plan sheet(s) and estimate of probable
construction costs will be developed. ($3,850)



Survey and Preliminary Design of Meadow Drive and Park Street – The survey of
Meadow Drive from School Drive to the Utility Easement south of the school and Park
Street from Meadow Drive to Oriole Lane will be used to develop preliminary design
plan sheets and estimate of probable costs. ($4,800)



MWRD Green Infrastructure Partnership Application - Baxter & Woodman has
assisted municipalities in completing successful partnership applications every year
since the founding of MWRD’s partnership program. The potential open channel and
in-line storage through the Park District property, and adjacent to the school property,
is an ideal project for the MWRD Green Infrastructure Partnership program. Completion
of an MWRD Partnership application to request funding for the open-channel and inline detention improvements – including bio-infiltration swales and a large bioinfiltration basin, green infrastructure, and educational signage. ($3,250)

If you find this proposal acceptable, please sign below and return one copy for our files. The
attached Standard Terms and Conditions apply to this proposal.

Mr. Robert Horne
City of Rolling Meadows

May 27, 2020
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We appreciate the opportunity to work with you and City staff. If you have any questions or
need additional information, please call Matt Moffitt at (815) 444-4470.
Sincerely,
BAXTER & WOODMAN, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Matt Moffitt, P.E., CFM, CPESC
Water Resources Department Manager

Sean O’Dell, P.E.
Vice President

Attachment
Optional Items.
Survey and Preliminary Design of Park District Property - $3,850
Initial to accept __________
Survey and Preliminary Design of Meadow Drive and Park Street - $4,800
Initial to accept __________
MWRD Green Infrastructure Partnership Application - $3,250
Initial to accept __________
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
ACCEPTED BY: ____________________________________
TITLE: _______________________________
DATE: _______________________________
\\corp.baxwood.com\projects\Crystal Lake\ROLME\200902-Park Street SW Impr\Contracts\Work\200902.30_Proposal_Pk_St_Stormwater_Imp.doc

Mr. Robert Horne
City of Rolling Meadows

May 27, 2020
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STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Agreement - These Standard Terms and Conditions, together with the letter proposal, constitute the entire integrated agreement between
the Owner and Baxter & Woodman, Inc. (BW) and take precedence over any other provisions between the Parties. These terms may be
amended, but only if both parties consent in writing.
Owner’s Responsibility – Provide BW with all criteria and full information for the Project. BW will rely, without liability, on the accuracy
and completeness of all information provided by the Owner including its consultants, contractor, specialty contractors, manufacturers,
suppliers and publishers of technical standards without independently verifying that information. The Owner warrants that all known
hazardous materials on or beneath the site have been identified to BW. BW and their consultants shall have no responsibility for the
discovery, presence, handling, removal or disposal of, or exposure of persons to, unidentified or undisclosed hazardous materials unless
this service is set forth in the proposal.
Schedule for Rendering Services - The agreed upon services shall be completed within a reasonable amount of time. If BW is hindered,
delayed or prevented from performing the services as a result of any act or neglect of the Owner or force majeure, BW’s work shall be
extended and the rates and amounts of BW’s compensation shall be equitably adjusted in writing executed by all Parties.
Invoices and Payments - The fees to perform the proposed scope of services constitute BW’s estimate to perform the agreed upon scope
of services. Circumstances may dictate a change in scope, and if this occurs, an equitable adjustment in compensation and time shall be
made by all parties. No service for which added compensation will be charged will be provided without first obtaining written
authorization from the Owner. BW invoices shall be due and owing by Owner in accordance with the terms and provisions of the Local
Government Prompt Payment Act.
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs - BW’s opinion of probable construction costs represents its reasonable judgment as a
professional engineer. Owner acknowledges that BW has no control over construction costs of contractor’s methods of determining prices,
or over competitive bidding, of market conditions. BW cannot and does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual construction costs will
not vary from BW’s opinion of probable construction costs.
Standards of Performance – (1) The standard of care for all services performed or furnished by BW, will be completed with the same
care and skill ordinarily used by professionals practicing under similar circumstances, at the same time and in the same locality on similar
projects. BW makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied, in connection with its services; (2) BW shall be responsible for the
technical accuracy of its services and documents; (3) BW shall use reasonable care to comply with all applicable laws and regulations and
Owner-mandated standards; (4) BW may employ such sub-consultants as BW deems necessary to assist in the performance or furnishing
of the services, subject to reasonable, timely, and substantive objection by Owner; (5)BW shall not supervise, direct, control, or have
authority over any contractor work, nor have authority over or be responsible for the means, methods, techniques sequences, or
procedures of construction selected or used by any contractor, or the safety precautions and programs incident thereto, for security or
safety of the site, nor for any failure of a contractor to comply with laws and regulations applicable to such contractor’s furnishing and
performing of its work; (6) BW neither guarantees the performance of any contractor nor assumes responsibility for contractor’s failure
to furnish and perform the work in accordance with the contract documents; (7) Engineer is not acting as a municipal advisor as defined
by the Dodd-Frank Act. Engineer shall not provide advice or have any responsibility for municipal financial products or securities. (8) BW
is not responsible for the acts or omissions of any contractor, subcontractor, or supplier, or any of their agents or employees or any other
person at the site or otherwise furnishing or performing any work; (9) Shop drawing and submittal review by BW shall apply to only the
items in the submissions and only for the purpose of assessing if upon installation or incorporation in the Project work they are generally
consistent with the construction documents. Owner agrees that the contractor is solely responsible for the submissions (regardless of the
format in which provided, i.e. hard copy or electronic transmission) and for compliance with the construction documents. Owner further
agrees that BW’s review and action in relation to these submissions shall not constitute the provision of means, methods, techniques,
sequencing or procedures of construction or extend to safety programs or precautions. BW’s consideration of a component does not
constitute acceptance of the assembled item; (10) BW’s site observation during construction shall be at the times agreed upon in the Project
scope. Through standard, reasonable means, BW will become generally familiar with observable completed work. If BW observes
completed work that is inconsistent with the construction documents, that information shall be communicated to the contractor and Owner
for them to address.
Insurance - BW will maintain insurance coverage with the following limits and Certificates of Insurance will be provided to the Owner
upon written request:
Worker’s Compensation: Statutory Limits
Excess Umbrella Liability:
General Liability:
$1 million per claim
Professional Liability:
$2 million aggregate
Automobile Liability:
$1 million combined single limit

$5 million per claim and aggregate
$5 million per claim
$5 million aggregate

BW’s liability under this Agreement, based on any theory of liability or for any cause of action, shall not exceed the total amount of BW’s
contract amount for the project. Any claim against BW arising out of this Agreement may be asserted by the Owner, but only against the
entity and not against BW’s directors, officers, shareholders or employees, none of whom shall bear any liability and may not be subject to
any claim.
Indemnification and Mutual Waiver – (1) To the fullest extent permitted by law, BW shall indemnify and hold harmless the Owner and
its officers and employees from claims, costs, losses, and damages arising out of or relating to the Project, provided that such claim, cost,
loss, or damage is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or to injury to or destruction of tangible property, including the
loss of use resulting therefrom, but only to the extent caused by any negligent act or omission of BW or its officers, directors, employees,
agents, or consultants; (2) Owner shall indemnify and hold harmless BW and its officers, directors, employees, agents and consultants from
and against any and all claims, costs, loses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys,
and other professionals, and all court, arbitration, or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or relating to the Project provided that
any such claim, cost, loss, or damage is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death of to injury or destruction of tangible
property, including the loss of use resulting therefrom, but only to the extent caused by any negligent act or omission of Owner or its
officers, directors, employees, consultants, or others retained by or under contract to the Owner with respect to this Agreement or to the
Project; (3) To the fullest extent permitted by law, Owner and BW waive against each other, and the other’s employees, officers, directors,
insurers, and consultants, any and all claims for or entitlement to special, incidental, indirect, or consequential damages arising out of,
resulting from, or in any way related to the Project; (4) In the event claims, losses, damages or expenses are caused by the joint or
concurrent negligence of the ENGINEER and OWNER, they shall be borne by each party in proportion to its negligence; (5) The Owner
acknowledges that BW is a business corporation and not a professional service corporation, and further acknowledges that the corporate
entity, as the party to this contract, expressly avoids contracting for individual responsibility of its officers, directors, or employees. The
Owner and BW agree that any claim made by either party arising out of any act of the other party, or any officer, director, or employee of
the other party in the execution or performance of the Agreement, shall be made solely against the other party and not individually or
jointly against such officer, director, or employees.
Termination - Either party may terminate this Agreement upon ten (10) business days’ written notice to the other party in the event of
failure by the other party to perform with the terms of the Agreement through no fault of the terminating party. A condition precedent to
termination shall be an opportunity for the Parties to meet. If this Agreement is terminated, Owner shall receive reproducible copies of
drawings, developed applications and other completed documents. Owner shall be liable for, and promptly pay for all services and
reimbursable expenses rendered to the date of suspension/termination of services.
Use of Documents - BW documents are instruments of service and BW retains ownership and property interest (including copyright and
right of reuse). Client shall not rely on such documents unless in printed form, signed or sealed by BW or its consultant. Electronic format
of BW’s design documents may differ from the printed version and BW bears no liability for errors, omissions or discrepancies. Reuse of
BW’s design documents is prohibited and Client shall defend and indemnify BW from all claims, damages, losses and expenses, including
attorney’s fees, consultant/expert fees, and costs arising out of or resulting from said reuse. BW’s document retention policy will be
followed upon Project closeout, and project documents will be kept for a period of 14 years after Project closeout.
Successors, Assigns, and Beneficiaries – Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create, impose, or give rise to any duty owed
by Client or BW to any third party, including any lender, Contractor, Contractor’s subcontractor, supplier, manufacturer, other individual,
entity or public body, or to any surety for or employee of any of them. All duties and responsibilities undertaken pursuant to this
Agreement are for the sole and exclusive benefit of the Client and BW and not for the benefit (intended, unintended, direct or indirect) of
any other entity or person.
Dispute Resolution - All disputes between the Parties shall first be negotiated between them for a period of thirty (30) days. If unresolved,
disputes shall be then submitted to mediation as a condition precedent to litigation. If mediation is unsuccessful, litigation in the county
where the Project is pending shall be pursued.
Miscellaneous Provisions – (1) This Agreement is to be governed by the law of the state or jurisdiction in which the Project is located.
(2) All notices must be in writing and shall be deemed effectively served upon the other party when sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested; (3) All express representations, waivers, indemnifications, and limitations of liability included in this Agreement will survive
its completion or termination for any reason; (4) Any provision or part of the Agreement held to be void or unenforceable under any Laws
or Regulations shall be deemed stricken, and all remaining provisions shall continue to be valid and binding upon the Owner and BW,
which agree that the Agreement shall be reformed to replace such stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable provision
that comes as close to expressing the intention of the stricken provision; (5) A party’s non-enforcement of any provision shall not constitute
a waiver of the provision, nor shall if affect the enforceability of that provision or of the remainder of this Agreement; (6) To the fullest
extent permitted by law, all causes of action arising under this Agreement shall be deemed to have accrued, and all statutory periods of
limitation shall commence, no later than the date of substantial completion, which is the point where the Project can be utilized for the
purposes for which it was intended.

SR1)
TOPICS TO MENTION
June 23, 2020
1)

A City Blood Drive will be conducted on Thursday, June 25th from 1:00 pm to 7:00
pm at City Hall (City Council Chambers). Due to the need for social distancing,
appointments are really needed for this event and may be scheduled by contacting
Vitalant at 877-258-4825. Wearing of a face covering (mask) is required. Walk-ins
will only be accommodated if no scheduled appointments are present in the Council
Chambers. Vitalant will also be conducting COVID-19 antibody testing for all those
individuals who complete the donation process during this blood drive.

2)

June 27th – City Market (1st for the season) from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm at Community
Church (2720 Kirchoff Road). (Face coverings, one way travel and social distancing
will all be part of this event). [There will be a tent for the Mayor & City Council at
this event].

3)

The Finance Front Counter will be closed from June 29th to July 3rd so that the ERP
changeover can be completed for Billing. [This has been delayed for a few months
because of COVID-19.]

4)

Please remember that on Friday, July 3rd City Hall and Public Works will be closed in
observance of the 4th of July Holiday. There is no delay in refuse collection this
week.

5)

As a friendly reminder, DO NOT flush any type of WIPES down the toilet! Only
flush toilet paper down the toilet. Flushing wipes (even ones that say “flushable”)
create sewer issues and back-ups. Do not flush: wipes, disposable wipes, cleaning
wipes, cleaning related cloths, Kleenex or other items down the toilet. Dispose of
these items in your trash receptacles. This is very important to share with your
friends, family and neighbors.

6)

If you have not done so, please take a few minutes out of your day to respond to the
U.S. Census Survey. Rolling Meadows is doing a great job at responding at this time.
Rolling Meadows response rate is 75.0% and is outpacing the overall state response at
66.2% and Cook County rate of 60.8% (as of June 15th). Everyone “wins” when you
respond to the 2020 Census because when everyone is counted, there are more
opportunities for shaping our community’s future. As a reminder, you may respond
to the U.S. Census survey online at 2020census.gov or by phone at 844-330-2020 or
using your printed U.S. Survey to respond by mail. Please respond today!

7)

A reminder for the community – the Internal Revenue Service announced that the
federal income tax filing due date is automatically extended from April 15, 2020 to
July 15, 2020. The IRS urges taxpayers who are due to a refund to file as soon as
possible. The State of Illinois also extended the Illinois income tax filing to July 15th.

8)

Another friendly reminder for residents and businesses, if you are having a hard time
paying your utility bill or food & beverage payments, please contact Finance at (847)
394-8500 or by email at finance@cityrm.org and they may be able to place you on a
payment plan.

9)

The June e-News & Views can be found on the City web site.
www.cityrm.org and click on the “News & Views” tab.

10)

Please Shop and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important than ever). During
these times, it is significant to remember our big boxes, restaurants and small
businesses.

11)

Future topics at July Committee meetings:

Please visit

Economic Development Committee (Tuesday, July 7th at 6:00 pm in the Council
Chambers): the main items tentatively to be discussed are 1) the September 24th Business &
Community Showcase; 2) 6b request for 900 & 980 Carnegie Street; 3) 6b request for 4000
Industrial Avenue; and 4) Next Level Northwest Rolling Meadows Graduate Lakeshore
Title..

Plan and Zoning Commission: (Tuesday, July 7th at 7:30 pm in the Council
Chambers): tentative items for public hearings or discussion consists of 1) a preliminary and
final approval of a plat of subdivision for consolidation of two lots at 4280-4290 Kirchoff
Road, R-1 Single Family Residence District, James Bielarz, Petitioner and 2) an update on
the status and a discussion of key issues & timing for the zoning ordinance update project.

SR2)
New Business Licenses

Company Name

Address

No new businesses this month, only business license compliance.

Key *** Established Business - New Ownership
(New) - New Business to Rolling Meadows
(BLC) - Business Licensing (Compliance)

RM
or
PAL

May-20

Contact Name

Phone#

Business Type

Home
Occupation

